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ABSTRACT
Joshua Thomas Fuchs: FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES OF WHITE
DWARFS ALONE AND IN BINARIES.
(Under the direction of J. Christopher Clemens.)
White dwarfs are physically simple and numerous. Their properties provide insight into
stellar evolution and have applications to many astrophysical questions. In this dissertation,
we present new measurements of white dwarf properties in two environments that help further
our knowledge of the structure and evolution of white dwarfs.
We have undertaken a series of observations that enable the measurement of fundamental
parameters of the white dwarf in two magnetic cataclysmic variables. We have chosen these
particular systems because the lack of accretion disk and fortunate geometry leading to
eclipses makes it possible to observe and characterize the white dwarf.
In one system, we confirm that LSQ1725-64 is a magnetic cataclysmic variable by esti-
mating the magnetic field strength of the white dwarf from Zeeman splitting. We measure
the effective temperature of the white dwarf and the spectral type of the secondary star from
spectroscopy during a state of low accretion. Our precise eclipse measurements allow us to
estimate the white dwarf mass and other binary parameters of LSQ1725-64. The spectral
type and color of the secondary, as well as the eclipse length, are consistent with other sec-
ondaries that have not yet evolved through the period minimum expected for cataclysmic
variables. In CTCV1928-50, we detect H α emission from the heated face of the secondary
that we use to measure the radial velocity amplitude of the secondary star. We combine this
with previous measurements to estimate a white dwarf mass and other binary parameters.
Our measurements in these two systems add to a limited number of measured white dwarf
parameters in magnetic cataclysmic variables.
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We have also completed a spectroscopic survey of pulsating, hydrogen-dominated atmo-
sphere white dwarfs. These pulsations have long offered the promise to conduct seismology
of white dwarfs to understand their internal structure and composition.
We have spectroscopically observed 122 DA white dwarfs that are either pulsating or
close to the DA instability strip. We estimate Teff and log g for each white dwarf from the
shape of the Balmer line profiles. These parameters provide important initial constraints for
both absolute and relative seismology. We have completed a careful study of ten systematics
involved in the determination of Teff and log g. Understanding and limiting these systematics
has permitted us to obtain the most systematically consistent set of atmospheric parameters
ever determined. This work will feed efforts to study and understand pulsating white dwarfs
as a whole class instead of individually.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
His imagination was full of all that he read in his books, to wit,
enchantments, battles, single combats, challenges, wounds,
courtships, amours, tempests, and impossible absurdities. And so
firmly was he persuaded that the whole system of chimeras he read
of was true, that he thought no history in the world was more to be
depended upon.
— Don Quixote
Big questions can sometimes be answered simply. White dwarfs are in many ways the
simplest stars - the majority of them are composed of just four elements. These degenerate
stars are the end fate of stars less than 8-10 M (Doherty et al. 2015 and Williams et al.
2009). As the most common stellar endpoint, knowing properties of white dwarfs has far
ranging astrophysical applications. Measuring the structure and composition of white dwarfs
provides insight into stellar evolution and nuclear physics. The luminosity function of white
dwarfs provides a method to estimate the age of the galaxy (Winget et al., 1987). Initial
mass - final mass relations quantify mass loss throughout stellar evolution and relate to
chemical enrichment of subsequent stellar generations (Ferrario et al., 2005). In order to
probe these astrophysical questions we must first understand the basic properties of white
dwarfs in multiple environments.
Our work has focused on measuring structural and evolutionary properties of white
dwarfs in two common environments. In this chapter, we provide background to place
our work in context and raise the questions we seek to answer in this dissertation. First,
we will discuss the evolution of stars that become single white dwarfs. The spectroscopic
effective temperatures and surface gravities we present in chapter 4 significantly improve
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our knowledge of hydrogen-dominated atmosphere pulsating white dwarfs by providing a
consistent set of these fundamental parameters. This set of parameters will lead to better
seismology of white dwarfs by constraining the two most important parameters that can be
determined from spectroscopy.
Then, we will discuss the evolution of binary star systems, particularly systems that
evolve into attached magnetic white dwarf - M dwarf systems called magnetic cataclysmic
variables. The complexity of these systems makes it difficult to measure fundamental pa-
rameters of the white dwarf, but eclipses or lower states of accretion make this possible. Our
work on two such systems, presented in chapter 2 and chapter 3, provides measurements of
parameters including white dwarf mass and radius as well as insight into the evolutionary
history of these systems. This work is leading to a better understanding of the distribution
of the types of magnetic cataclysmic variables found in nature.
1.1 Single Star Evolution
The theoretical understanding of single star evolution is as follows. After main sequence
stars exhaust the majority of the hydrogen they are able to burn, they expand, become red
giants, and begin burning helium. After the completion of helium burning, stars move onto
the Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB), where they become both cooler (due to increasing
radii) and more luminous (due to now fusing both helium and hydrogen in different shells).
On the AGB, the carbon and oxygen core that will become the future white dwarf core
has already formed. It is surrounded by a thin shell of burning helium, a larger shell of
non-burning helium, a thin shell of burning hydrogen, and finally the outermost envelope
containing non-burning hydrogen and heavier elements.
Thermal pulses during the AGB stage determine the final structure and composition of
the soon-to-be white dwarf. The hydrogen and helium shells undergo burning alternately.
Every ∼ 104 years, the helium burning shell becomes unstable, which causes convection in
the helium shell and an increase in the luminosity of the star.
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These thermal pulses can change both the structure of the degenerate core and the
relative amounts of hydrogen and helium that will be left after the envelope is shed. The-
oretically, the last shell burning before the star leaves the AGB will determine the primary
atmospheric constituent (Iben, 1984). If the star leaves during hydrogen burning, it will have
a primarily hydrogen atmosphere. If it leaves during helium burning, it can lose all of its
helium and be left with a helium-dominated atmosphere. Iben (1984) was the first to show
that AGB stars burn hydrogen roughly 80 percent of the time and helium 20 percent of the
time, aligning the theory with observations of white dwarf atmospheres.
AGB stars will lose mass through stellar winds and pulsations, at a rate that can ap-
proach 104 M yr−1. As the star continues to lose mass, it enters the planetary nebula
phase, where, since the hot core is continually becoming more visible, the effective temper-
ature increases dramatically. This is the phase in which the star crosses the H-R diagram
at a near constant luminosity to a hotter effective temperature and becomes a single white
dwarf.
The small size (∼0.01 R) and relatively large mass (∼0.6 M) of white dwarfs means
they have large surface gravities, typically around log g of 8.1 This causes the atmosphere to
be radially stratified by element. White dwarfs are further classified by the primary observed
atmospheric constituent, following the system described by Sion et al. (1983). Those with
hydrogen-dominated atmospheres are classified as DA white dwarfs. Those with helium-
dominated atmospheres are DB white dwarfs, or DO white dwarfs in the case of ionized
helium. White dwarfs with carbon-dominated atmospheres are called DQs. White dwarfs
with no obvious spectral features are called DC white dwarfs. Furthermore, white dwarfs
with detected metals in their atmosphere are called DZ white dwarfs. Given the large
surface gravities, the presence of DBs suggests that those stars have very little hydrogen at
all. Likewise, DZs must be either polluted by an external source, commonly believed to be
the remnants of extra-solar planetary systems (see the recent review by Farihi 2016), or in
1Reported in cm s−2 throughout this dissertation.
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the case of hotter white dwarfs, radiative levitation can keep some heavy elements close to
the photosphere. Roughly 83 percent of white dwarfs are DAs, 15 percent DBs and DOs,
with DCs, DQs, and DZs providing the remainder (Eisenstein et al., 2006).
1.1.1 Pulsating White Dwarfs
Photometrically variable white dwarfs were first discovered by Landolt (1968), who found
HL Tau 76 to be variable in his search for good non-variable standard stars. It took a few
more discoveries of variable white dwarfs (see Lasker & Hesser 1969 and Lasker & Hesser
1971) and some time before Warner & Robinson (1972) and Chanmugam (1972) put forward
the explanation that is still accepted today: the variations are non-radial gravity mode (g-
mode) pulsations. Consistent with Stigler’s Law of Eponymy, the class was named the ZZ
Cetis after the second discovered member of the class. The class is also referred to as the
DAVs, for variable DA white dwarfs.
Hydrogen becomes partially ionized around 13,000 K, which leads to convection in the
atmosphere and the onset of pulsations. Typical pulsation periods in DAVs range from
around 100 seconds (s) up to 1200 s with amplitudes of about 1 percent or less. Radial
pressure modes have been theoretically predicted in white dwarfs and would have periods of
order seconds (see Vauclair 1971 and Cox et al. 1980). However, no p-modes have ever been
detected down to limits of less than 0.1 percent (Silvotti et al., 2011).
The DAV instability strip is bracketed by the blue edge, when pulsations begin as the
white dwarf cools off, and the red edge, where the pulsations cease. While it is generally
accepted that the formation of a hydrogen partial ionization zone leads to the onset of
pulsations (see e.g. Brickhill 1991 and Wu & Goldreich 1999), it is less clear what causes the
pulsations to stop. However, the recent discovery of outbursting DAVs by the K2 mission
might provide the solution (Bell et al. 2015 and Hermes et al. 2015a). These cool DAVs
display an increase in brightness of up to 15 percent, along with significant pulsation mode
changes, that last for a few hours.
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Within the instability strip, the DAVs can be separated into two classes. The hot DAVs,
or hDAVs, have effective temperatures closer to the blue edge of the instability strip. hDAVs
typically have stable, low-amplitude pulsation periods that are less than ∼400 s. In fact, the
shortest modes are stable enough that longterm and precise measurements of these periods
can be used to infer the cooling rate of individual stars. This has only been done for the
DAV G 117-B15A. Kepler et al. (2005b) combined 31 years of observations of the 215 s mode
in this white dwarf to detect a P˙ of (3.57± 0.82)× 10−15 s s−1, which is consistent with the
cooling rate expected for a carbon or carbon/oxygen (C/O) core white dwarf.
The cool DAVs, or cDAVs, have effective temperatures closer to the red edge of the
instability strip. They typically have high-amplitude pulsation periods that are longer than
600 s and can change on timescales of days. Additionally, cDAVs tend to have more observed
periods compared to the hDAVs. Mukadam et al. (2006) found evidence that the pulsation
amplitude decreases towards the red edge of the instability strip, indicating that the cessation
of pulsations is not an immediate process.
1.2 Problems in the Measurement of Fundamental Properties of Single White
Dwarfs
1.2.1 Asteroseismology
The study of pulsating white dwarfs has long promised the opportunity to do seismology
of these stars to understand their internal structure. This is done by comparing the observed
pulsation modes to model white dwarfs, often with the goal to determine Teff , overall white
dwarf mass, hydrogen-layer mass, the central oxygen abundance relative to carbon, and the
location of the edge of the C/O core.
However, this process has been hampered by a number of difficulties. Mode identification
is challenging but can be attempted either by comparing the amplitudes of different modes at
different wavelengths (Robinson et al., 1995), line profile variations (Clemens et al., 2000b),
examining combination frequencies (Yeates et al., 2005), or rotational splitting. Without
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proper mode identification, the models (which also have uncertainties in the input physics)
are poorly constrained. Additionally, most DAVs have a number of independent pulsation
modes that are equal to or less than the number of parameters in the seismology fit, also
leading to poorly constrained fits. Finally, it is a common approach to use a single spec-
troscopic observation to constrain the seismology. Spectroscopy of pulsating white dwarfs is
important, because the Balmer line profiles can be used to determine Teff and log g. But dif-
ferent observers, telescopes, spectrographs, and models can all deliver significantly different
atmospheric parameters.
The Kepler and K2 missions have revolutionized the study of pulsating white dwarfs
and white dwarf asteroseismology by providing more precise photometry over a significantly
longer baseline and more continuously. Observations by Kepler and K2 have led to the
discovery of many new DAVs (e.g. Greiss et al. 2016), outbursts in cool DAVs (Bell et al.
2015, Hermes et al. 2015a, and Bell et al. 2016), and insight into common envelope effects
on white dwarf structure (Hermes et al., 2015b).
The exquisite data from Kepler and K2 need high quality spectroscopic observations
to realize the full potential of this dataset. Our spectroscopy will provide Teff and log g as
initial constraints and a validation of the seismology. K2 DAVs have been included in our
spectroscopic observations of 103 DAVs and we will present results and discuss how our
observations will enable seismology of the whole class in a new manner in chapter 4.
1.2.2 Effective Temperatures
When white dwarfs emerge from the planetary nebula phase, they have an effective
temperature of roughly 100,000 K. Nearly all nuclear burning has ceased at this stage; the
star is radiating away its stored thermal energy and will continue to do so for the rest of
the age of the universe. Neutrino radiation is the dominant source of energy liberation when
the white dwarf is hottest, lasting for about 107 years along the cooling track. However,
we can ignore the neutrino losses to get a rough idea of how white dwarf cooling depends
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on the mass and luminosity of the star, as first done in Mestel (1952). The cooling time
from the emergence of the white dwarf at the end of the planetary nebula phase to a certain
luminosity can be approximated as
tcool = 9.41× 106 yr
(
A
12
)−1(
µe
2
)4/3
µ−2/7
(
M?
M
)5/7(
L?
L
)−5/7
, (1.2.1)
where A is the atomic weight of ions in the core, µe is the mean molecular weight per electron,
µ is the mean molecular weight in the envelope, and M? and L? are the mass and luminosity
of the white dwarf (Kawaler et al., 1996). More massive white dwarfs will cool more slowly
compared to less massive white dwarfs. And as white dwarfs cool, their rate of cooling slows
down.
Since white dwarf cooling calculations are relatively accurate, the distribution of effective
temperatures and, in particular, the effective temperatures of the coolest white dwarfs can
be used to estimate the age of the universe and various components of the galaxy (see Winget
et al. 1987 and Kilic et al. 2017).
White dwarf effective temperatures are determined primarily through two methods. In
one, photometric colors can be compared to model atmospheres. Since white dwarfs have
very few spectral lines, their photometric colors do not differ much from a blackbody except
in areas where the lines are close together. But this method is not very precise and, generally,
one must assume a log g value. The alternative method is the spectroscopic method, which
can deliver both Teff and log g and is described in more detail in the next section.
1.2.3 Masses
The theoretical expectation is that DA masses will cluster around 0.6 M. This might
initially seem odd because white dwarfs form from stars that have a variety of masses on
the main sequence. There are two primary factors that determine the core mass of the
star at the end of the AGB phase: nuclear burning and mass loss. Nuclear burning in the
hydrogen and helium shells will increase the AGB core mass, which has to be at least 0.5
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M since core He burning is happening. Mass loss in the envelope of the star comes from
large amplitude pulsations and stellar winds. The proto-white dwarf will stop growing in
mass when the envelope becomes small enough that the core is exposed. The mass loss rate
is proportional to the luminosity and inversely proportion to the total stellar mass. This
means the mass loss rate will increase as the AGB envelope gets smaller, limiting the time
available for additional mass growth of the core and leading to a narrow distribution of white
dwarf masses around 0.6 M.
Large surveys of white dwarfs have shown this to be an accurate theoretical expectation.
For example, Kepler et al. (2007) found the mass distribution of DAs hotter than 12,000 K
to center around 0.593 M, with a spread of 0.013 M. However, getting an accurate mass
measurement of a white dwarf is not trivial, with a number of approaches undertaken over
the years. Here we will provide a brief outline of different approaches concluding with the
approach we take in our study on single white dwarfs.
One approach is to use orbital dynamics to derive the masses of white dwarf in wide
binaries. However, there are very few white dwarfs in these systems that have been well
studied.
For the closest white dwarfs, parallax measurements can give an accurate distance. When
combined with flux measurements we get a radius from
R = D
(
fν
4piHν
)1/2
, (1.2.2)
where D is the distance, fν is the flux measured at the top of the Earth’s atmosphere, and
Hν is the Eddington flux at the surface of the white dwarf, which can be estimated from
the measured effective temperature. A mass-radius relationship must then be assumed to
get a mass. Shipman (1979) gives a detailed discussion of the limitations and uncertainties
with this approach, but in short, since so few white dwarfs have accurate enough parallaxes,
the final uncertainties are large. This will change in the coming years with GAIA parallax
measurements of thousands of white dwarfs.
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Another approach is to measure the gravitational redshift provided by the strong surface
gravity of the white dwarf. The measured redshift depends upon both the mass and radius
and can be expressed as
vg =
GM?
R?c
, (1.2.3)
where G is the gravitational constant and c is the speed of light. This approach again
requires the use of a mass-radius relationship to get a mass. Falcon et al. (2010b) measured
gravitational redshifts of 449 DA spectra from the SPY Survey. They found a mean DA
mass of 0.647+0.013−0.014 M which did not change significantly with Teff .
The last approach we will discuss here, which is also the method we use in chapter 4, is the
most commonly used method. Since the Balmer line profiles are sensitive predominantly to
Teff and log g (see Figure 1.1), comparing the observed line profiles to model line profiles can
provide an estimate of both of these parameters. This approach is often implemented in one
of two ways, either comparing the full flux-calibrated spectrum to models or individually
normalizing each Balmer line to compare to normalized model Balmer lines. We discuss
this method more fully in section 4.4, but here comment on the historical evolution of this
approach. This so-called spectroscopic method was first introduced by Bergeron et al. (1990)
and Daou et al. (1990).
The High-log g Problem
For a long time in the use of the spectroscopic method, there was an increase in the
surface gravity of white dwarfs below about 13,000 K. Instead of the canonical value of
log g ∼ 8.0, cooler DAs were found to have a mean log g closer to 8.2. This was first noticed
in a sample of 37 DAs by Bergeron et al. (1990) and was subsequently observed with larger
samples by Kleinman et al. (2004), Madej et al. (2004), and Eisenstein et al. (2006), amongst
others. The suggestion for many years, starting with Bergeron et al. (1990), was that trace
amounts of helium are present in the atmospheres of these stars, brought to the surface by
convective mixing. The presence of helium would increase the surface pressure and cause the
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Figure 1.1: The hydrogen line profiles are sensitive to both Teff and log g. We show normal-
ized lines from H β (bottom) through H 10 (top), offset for clarity. Different values of Teff
are shown in the left (10,000 K) and right (15,000 K) panels. We also show different values
of log g for each line in steps of 0.5 dex, from 7.0 (dashed) to 9.0 (solid). We have convolved
the models with a Gaussian profile of FWHM 1.25 A˚. Figure based on Figure 1 of Tremblay
& Bergeron (2009).
hydrogen line profiles to reflect this higher pressure indicating a larger surface gravity. But
given the relatively low surface temperature and abundances needed, it was until recently
thought that any helium in these stars would be invisible spectroscopically.
Seeking to answer this question, Tremblay et al. (2010) collected Keck HIRES spectra
of six cool DAs to search for signs of helium. They found no signs of helium in any of the six
stars and therefore concluded that the presence of additional helium in these stars was not
a reasonable physical explanation for this high-log g problem. Tremblay et al. (2010) then
compared the spectroscopic and photometric results from 26 cool DAs and found a systematic
difference in surface gravity comparable to the difference in the expected and measured log g
values from spectroscopy. They concluded that the spectroscopic method itself was causing
this high-log g problem, most likely due to the mixing length theory used in the computation
of the model atmospheres. This result echoed the conclusion from Koester et al. (2009a),
who systematically looked at a variety of explanations and also concluded that the treatment
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of the mixing length approximation was the most likely culprit.
As a final piece of evidence that the method of determining log g was causing the issue,
this high-log g problem has not been observed in mass determinations that are independent
of the model atmospheres, such as the gravitational redshift measurements from Falcon et al.
(2010b).
The Solution to the High-log g Problem
A major breakthrough came in Tremblay et al. (2011b) with the computation of 3D
model atmospheres. They computed 3D model atmospheres of DAs to compare to the
standard 1D model atmospheres between 11,300 K and 12,800 K, approximately where the
high-log g problem appears in large datasets. This differential technique predicted roughly
the change in log g needed to obtain a consistent log g over this range of Teff .
This approach was confirmed in Tremblay et al. (2013a) and Tremblay et al. (2013b).
Tremblay et al. (2013a) produced a set of 3D model atmospheres at log g = 8 and Teff between
6,000 K and 13,000 K. This larger sequence allowed them to investigate the amplitude of
the 1D-3D corrections over a wider range of effective temperatures. By again comparing 3D
model spectra to 1D model spectra, they found that the difference in log g over this range
was of the right amplitude as a function of Teff to have a consistent log g at cooler effective
temperatures.
Tremblay et al. (2013b) then computed a grid of 3D model atmospheres ranging from
6,000 K < Teff < 15,000 K and 7 < log g < 9. Taking spectra from Gianninas et al.
(2011), they determined Teff and log g using the spectroscopic approach for both the 1D
and 3D models. The 3D model results did not show the high-log g problem, as shown
in Figure 1.2. This confirmed in a large sample that the treatment of the mixing length
approximation in the 1D model atmospheres artificially created this problem. The mean
mass of these cool DAs decreased by about 0.10 M on average. Finally, Tremblay et al.
(2013b) provided polynomials that allow for the easy transformation between 1D model
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atmosphere fits and the new 3D model atmosphere fits. The exact function depends on the
mixing length approximation used in the 1D models. When determining our Teff and log g
values in chapter 4, we give both 1D and 3D results.
Figure 1.2: Comparison of 3D model atmosphere results (top) to 1D model atmosphere
results (top) for white dwarfs in the Gianninas et al. (2011) sample. The fits using the 3D
models do not show an increase in log g below ∼13,000 K. Reproduced from Tremblay et al.
(2013b) with permission from Astronomy & Astrophysics, c○ ESO.
1.3 The Physics of the Spectroscopic Determination of Teff and log g
In this section we provide a brief discussion of the input physics to the DA models that
we use extensively in chapter 4, relying predominantly on Koester (2010) and Tremblay &
Bergeron (2009). The two most important parts of the input physics we need to consider
are the treatment of the Stark effect and the mixing length approximation.
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The models from Koester (2010) assume homogenous, plane parallel layers, hydrostatic
equilibrium, radiation and convective equilibrium, and local thermodynamic equilibrium.
The 1D models are computed at the surface of the white dwarf and the intensity depends
primarily on the scale height, wavelength, and viewing angle. The models from D. Koester
have already been integrated over viewing angle.
Convection is sufficiently complicated in the atmospheres of white dwarfs that a mixing
length approximation is employed (Mihalas, 1978). The primary variable in choosing a
mixing length approximation is α, the ratio of the mixing length to the pressure scale height.
Bergeron et al. (1995) compared UV and optical spectroscopic results to determine a
mixing length approximation that causes the computed atmospheric parameters to match.
Because of degeneracies in the UV fitting, they got a Teff and log g from the optical spectra,
then fit the UV spectra assuming the same log g. They then varied the mixing length
prescription until the optical Teff and UV Teff matched. This led them to decide on a mixing
length prescription of ML2/α = 0.6. This decision was revisited in Tremblay et al. (2010),
who took the same approach using the new Stark profiles from Tremblay & Bergeron (2009).
They found the most consistent result was achieved with ML2/α = 0.8. In this dissertation,
we adopt this result and use models that have ML2/α = 0.8.
As discussed above, the recent computation of 3D model atmospheres has shown that
the mixing length approximation leads to erroneously high-log g values when the 1D models
are fitted to observed white dwarf spectra at Teff less than ∼13,000 K. These new 3D model
atmospheres include convection instead of this mixing length approximation and do not show
the increase in log g. We do not fit our spectra in chapter 4 with these new 3D models for
three reasons. First, the computation of the 3D models requires significant time and thus
the grid of computed models is still relatively small. Second, the line cores in the 3D models
do not match the observed line cores of H α and H β, leading Tremblay et al. (2013b) to
exclude the line cores in their fitting. Finally, Tremblay et al. (2013b) give a polynomial to
correct from 1D model atmosphere results to 3D model atmosphere results. This makes it
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simple for us to present 3D-corrected results in our sample and is the approach generally
followed.
The Stark effect is the splitting and shifting of spectral lines due to the presence of an
external electric field. It is the primary broadening effect at work in hydrogen atmosphere
white dwarfs due to the high surface densities. Vidal et al. (1970) were the first to present
a unified theory of Stark broadening applied to the hydrogen atom. The Stark profile from
Vidal et al. (1970) is
S(α) =
∫ ∞
0
P (β)I(α, β)dβ , (1.3.1)
where α = δλ
F0
is the distance from the center of the line divided by the electric field at
the mean distance between plasma ions, β is the amplitude of the electric field, P (β) is the
probability distribution, and I(α, β) is the electronic broadening profile.
Lemke (1997) later extended the calculations of Vidal et al. (1970) to provide hydrogen
line profiles over the full range of conditions and transitions expected in white dwarf pho-
tospheres. However, the calculations of Vidal et al. (1970) did not include non-ideal effects,
such as proton and electronic perturbations. It was first suggested in Bergeron (1993) that
the lack of these non-ideal effects led to inconsistencies in the model line profiles.
Tremblay & Bergeron (2009) were the first to add non-ideal effects into the model at-
mosphere calculations, using
S(α) =
∫ βcrit
0
P (β)I(α, β)dβ∫ βcrit
0
P (β)dβ
(1.3.2)
to calculate the Stark profile, where βcrit is the critical electric microfield. Incorporating these
non-ideal effects into the calculations drastically changed the shape of the line profiles (see
Figure 5 of Tremblay & Bergeron 2009). This resulted in both higher effective temperatures
(1,000 - 2,000 K) and surface gravities (0.1 dex). These updated Stark profiles have now
become the standard used in the calculation of white dwarf model atmospheres.
We will use the models from Koester (2010) in our determination of Teff and log g in
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chapter 4. As described above, these models contain various assumptions and simplifications.
Our highest signal-to-noise observations and measured properties from the whole observed
sample will highlight where the model line profiles are incorrect. This project will feed
current work being done at the Z Pulsed Power Facility at Sandia National Laboratories to
measure the shapes of Balmer lines profiles in similar conditions to white dwarf photospheres
in the laboratory (Falcon et al., 2010a).
1.4 Plan for Measuring Properties of Single White Dwarfs
We will use the spectroscopic method to determine Teff and log g for 122 white dwarfs
in and near the DA instability strip using models from Koester (2010) as described above.
Large spectroscopic surveys of white dwarfs have been done before, but do not do a good job
limiting systematics. Using the tools at our disposal, namely the SOAR Telescope and the
Goodman Spectrograph, we have obtained a consistent set of atmospheric parameters for
122 white dwarfs. In addition to providing consistent parameters such as surface gravity and
effective temperature, this survey is providing input parameters in an attempt to conduct
seismology of the DAV class as a whole.
1.5 Binary Star Evolution
The majority of stars are formed in binaries. Depending on the initial mass ratio, a
number of these stars will evolve to form cataclysmic variables, white dwarf - main sequence
binaries in orbits so close that the main sequence companion sporadically or continuously
transfers matter to the white dwarf
The standard theoretical picture of binary evolution from the main sequence to the
cataclysmic variable stage is based on Paczynski (1976). Most systems that end up as
cataclysmic variables begin as wide binaries (a &50 R). The more massive star will evolve
off the main sequence first and initiate a common envelope, where the less massive star
is contained in the envelope of the more massive, now AGB star. Friction between the
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secondary star and the envelope drastically reduces the separation of the two stars, such
that when the primary star sheds its envelope, the orbital periods are tens of hours to days.
These post-common envelope binaries will continue to lose angular momentum through a
combination of magnetic braking and gravitational radiation, until they are at short enough
orbital periods that the secondary comes into contact with its Roche Lobe and initiates mass
transfer onto the primary. This typically occurs at orbital periods of a few hours.
After stable mass transfer is established, the system will continue to evolve to shorter
orbital periods, until the secondary becomes degenerate around 0.08 M. At this point,
as the secondary loses more mass, it expands and thus the system will evolve to longer
orbital periods. This period bounce is predicted to occur around periods of 80 minutes, and
depends sensitively on the mass transfer rate and structure of the secondary. Systems that
have evolved past this period bounce have only been found in the last 10 years and very
few are currently known (see Littlefair et al. 2006 and Littlefair et al. 2008). Since there
are so few known post-bounce systems, our observational understanding of what happens to
cataclysmic variables at later stages of evolution is limited.
Measuring properties of white dwarfs in cataclysmic variables is difficult. The accretion
stream and disk emit radiation across the whole spectrum, making it challenging to observe
the stellar components. But there are certain systems and geometries in which it is easier
to ascertain information about the white dwarf. Eclipsing systems are particularly useful
because the length and shape of a lightcurve during eclipse relates to the radius of both
stars, the separation, and the orbital inclination. Additional information can sometimes be
collected if the accretion rate decreases and the stellar photospheres become visible.
1.5.1 Magnetic Cataclysmic Variables
Around 25 percent of the white dwarfs in cataclysmic variables have magnetic field
strengths of at least a few MG (Wickramasinghe & Ferrario, 2000). At this field strength,
the inner edge of the accretion disk is truncated where the magnetic field begins to funnel
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the material down to the magnetic pole or poles of the white dwarf. These types of systems
are referred to as intermediate polars. For some systems, with white dwarf field strengths
greater than about 10 MG, the magnetic field is strong enough to prevent the formation
of any accretion disk and instead funnels material along field lines and onto the magnetic
pole or poles of the white dwarf. These magnetic systems are referred to as AM Her stars,
magnetic cataclysmic variables, or polars.
Polars are observationally distinguished from non-magnetic cataclysmic variables in a
number of ways. They exhibit strong (greater than ten per cent) linear and circular po-
larization, which indicates the presence of accreting poles (Cropper, 1990). Their spectra
show strong Balmer emission lines along with He I and He II. He II is typically stronger
in polars compared to non-magnetic cataclysmic variables (Szkody, 1998). These emission
lines are comprised of multiple components arising from different places in the system (see,
e.g., Ramsay & Wheatley 1998). Phased-resolved spectroscopy allows for the use of Doppler
tomography (Marsh & Horne, 1988) to separate and locate different emission regions and
map accretion streams (see, e.g., Schwope et al. 1997).
Cyclotron radiation from spiraling matter in the accretion stream can be seen in time-
resolved spectroscopy. The wavelength of the cyclotron harmonics depends on the magnetic
field strength of the white dwarf and is commonly in the infrared or optical (Cropper et al.,
1989). Measuring the Zeeman splitting of the Balmer lines can give an estimate of the white
dwarf magnetic field strength and geometry (Beuermann et al., 2007).
For sufficiently high mass transfer rates, the material falling onto the pole of the white
dwarf forms a stand-off shock that can emit hard X-rays (> 0.5 keV) directly, and soft
X-rays (0.1 – 0.4 keV) from heating of the white dwarf surface near the pole by thermal
Bremsstrahlung (Beuermann & Schwope, 1994). X-ray surveys of the sky have proven to be
rich sources for the discovery of new polars (e.g. Thomas et al. 1998).
Polars tend to have lower rates of mass transfer, around 10−11M yr−1, compared to
non-magnetic cataclysmic variables (Patterson, 1984). On time-scales that are not well
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constrained, the mass transfer rate can drop by an order of magnitude or more (see Warner
1999 and Hessman et al. 2000). These low states provide an opportunity to study the
stellar components more easily than the high states, when light from accretion can swamp
measurements of the stellar photospheres. Low states typically last anywhere from days to
months, though there is increasing evidence that some polars stay in low states for years,
e.g. EF Eri, which has mostly been in a low state since 1997 (Wheatley & Ramsay, 1998)
with only brief returns to high state since 2006. As polars do not have accretion disks, the
mechanism for explaining their outbursts cannot be accretion disk instabilities, as proposed
for the more common dwarf novae systems (Osaki, 1974). Instead, polar state changes are
typically identified with changes in the mass transfer rate due to starspots on the secondaries
(Livio & Pringle, 1994), though Wu & Kiss (2008) have suggested that the magnetic field of
the white dwarf also plays a significant role.
Among the cataclysmic variables, it is useful to study magnetic cataclysmic variables if
we wish to study white dwarf properties because the absence of an accretion disk and lower
rates of mass transfer make the systems less complicated and more likely for us to detect the
stellar components. Eclipsing systems enhance this ability by providing additional geometric
constraints. The number of eclipsing magnetic cataclysmic variables is still small (∼20), so
it is important to understand the properties of the white dwarf in each one if we wish to
understand the distribution of systems that are magnetic cataclysmic variables. In this
dissertation, we will estimate two new white dwarf masses, as well as the magnetic field
strength and effective temperature for one of those, significantly increasing the number of
well measured white dwarfs in magnetic cataclysmic variables.
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1.6 Problems in the Measurement of Fundamental Properties of White Dwarfs
in Binaries
1.6.1 Masses
While single white dwarf masses cluster narrowly around 0.6 M (see subsection 1.2.3),
white dwarfs in cataclysmic variables are generally more massive, around 0.8 M, though
they also have a wider distribution.
Zorotovic et al. (2011) compared the known masses of white dwarfs in cataclysmic vari-
ables to those of post-common-envelope binaries, which are expected to evolve into cata-
clysmic variables when they reach shorter orbital periods. They found white dwarfs in cat-
aclysmic variables average 0.83 M while the post-common-envelope binaries have a mean
white dwarf mass of 0.67 M. There is no significant increase in white dwarf mass with
decreasing orbital period.
There are three stages of binary evolution that theoretically affect the white dwarf mass.
The initial common envelope prematurely stops the growth of the future white dwarf rela-
tive to single star evolution. Stable mass transfer should then grow the white dwarf mass.
However, novae eruptions are generally expected to cause white dwarfs to lose more mass
than they have gained through accretion. The confirmation that white dwarfs in cataclysmic
variables have above average masses compared to the single white dwarf population suggests
that either white dwarf masses do grow over time from mass transfer, which confronts both
standard models of novae and the lack of mass increase with decreasing orbital period, or
that we are missing a significant population of pre-cataclysmic variables. However, this
problem might be solved by the increased angular momentum loss investigated by Schreiber
et al. (2016), whose updated binary population synthesis models correctly reproduced the
observed white dwarf mass distribution, as well as the orbital period distribution and space
density of cataclysmic variables.
Smith & Dhillon (1998) discuss 14 measurements that help determine stellar masses in
cataclysmic variables. The most precise methods rely either upon clear detection of the stellar
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components (to measure radial velocity amplitudes or V sin i) or high-speed photometry
(to measure eclipse lengths, spin pulse delays, or ellipsoidal variations). The remaining few
methods require either modelling or assumptions that significantly degrade the precision of
the estimated masses. The requirements needed to estimate robust white dwarf masses in
cataclysmic variables means that there are relatively few well measured white dwarf masses.
Zorotovic et al. (2011) found 104 white dwarf masses in Ritter & Kolb (2003), but only 32 of
sufficiently high quality for their work. Pala & Gaensicke (2017) is recent work to increase
this number. But the number of well characterized white dwarfs in cataclysmic variables is
still small, and those in magnetic cataclysmic variables is significantly less than that.
1.6.2 Effective Temperatures
The accretion disk makes it difficult to see the individual stellar components in cat-
aclysmic variables. While eclipses provide an alternative method to measure the mass of
white dwarfs in cataclysmic variables, there is no simple alternative method to measuring
the effective temperature of a white dwarf. In all cases in which a reliable effective tem-
perature has been measured, a drop in the accretion rate has permitted the white dwarf
photosphere to be observed at UV or optical wavelengths. Therefore, the number of reliable
measurements is still small, with the recent addition of 36 measurements from Pala et al.
(2017) nearly doubling the trustworthy results. They found that white dwarfs in cataclysmic
variables above the period gap have, on average, higher effective temperatures compared to
those below the gap.
Araujo-Betancor et al. (2005) used Hubble Space Telescope STIS spectra of 11 magnetic
cataclysmic variables to measure the white dwarf effective temperature, finding all between
10,800 K and 14,300 K. This work confirmed the suggestion of Sion (1991) that magnetic
cataclysmic variables in general have lower effective temperatures compared to non-magnetic
cataclysmic variables. But still very few Teff measurements from white dwarfs in magnetic
cataclysmic variables have been made.
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Effective temperature measurements provide a constraint on the time-averaged accretion
rate, 〈M˙〉, which depends on the angular momentum loss history in the system. Townsley
& Ga¨nsicke (2009) found that gravitational radiation alone was sufficient to explain 〈M˙〉 for
magnetic cataclysmic variables. This work built on previous work by Townsley & Bildsten
(2003) that determined a relationship between Teff and 〈M˙〉.
1.6.3 Magnetic Field Strengths
Magnetic field strength estimates for white dwarfs in magnetic cataclysmic variables are
more common than masses or effective temperatures. This is due primarily to the option to
use cyclotron spectroscopy to derive an estimate as discussed below.
Wickramasinghe & Ferrario (2000) provide an extensive study of magnetic fields in all
white dwarfs, finding that roughly 25 percent of all white dwarfs in cataclysmic variables
have magnetic fields of at least 1 MG. The majority of magnetic cataclysmic variables with
magnetic field strength measurements are between 1 and 60 MG, with only a handful of
known stronger magnetic field strengths. Magnetic field measurements of white dwarfs in
cataclysmic variables are made primarily through Zeeman splitting if the white dwarf pho-
tosphere is visible or by the spacing of cyclotron harmonics. When available, the ratio of
linear to circular polarization can also place a constraint on the magnetic field strength. It
is important to note that the magnetic field strength measured through these different ways
physically reflects the magnetic field strength at different locations.
Zeeman splitting most frequently is measured from the photosphere of the white dwarf.
This splitting, which is uniform in frequency space, increases with magnetic field strength.
The formerly single line has split into three components. In the linear Zeeman regime (for
fields less than ∼20 MG), the pi component remains at the zero field frequency, and the σ+
and σ− frequencies split to shorter and longer frequencies, respectively. In wavelength space,
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this splitting can be approximated as
∆λL ' 4.7× 10−7 λ2 Bs , (1.6.1)
where λ is in A˚, Bs is the surface magnetic field in MG, and ∆λL is the separation of the split
components from the central component (Landstreet, 1980). At fields greater than ∼20 MG
the quadratic Zeeman effect begins to dominate, causing increasingly complicated structure
in the line splittings. Figure 1.3 shows how for increasing field strengths, the line splittings
get increasingly wider and more complicated. At any single instant, an observer is measuring
the magnetic field strength averaged over the observed hemisphere and convolved with limb
darkening. Disentangling this effect is difficult in white dwarfs that have multiple poles, and
particularly in magnetic cataclysmic variables that might have multiple accreting poles at
different field strengths. So frequently, magnetic field strengths from Zeeman splitting is a
surface-averaged field strength, though serious effort has been made to carefully investigate
the magnetic field structure on the white dwarf (Euchner et al., 2002).
Figure 1.3: The theoretical prediction of Zeeman splitting for H α, H β, and Hγ as a function
of magnetic field strength. Each line predicts a different quantum mechanical transition that
would be observed as a emission or absorption line in spectra. As the magnetic field strength
increases, the lines become increasingly more split and difficult to identify. Reproduced from
Figure 5 of Wickramasinghe & Cropper (1988).
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Cyclotron radiation arises from the accretion shock region above the photosphere of the
white dwarf. Individual electrons will radiate at frequencies based on
ωn =
n
(1− β‖ cos θ)
ωc
γ
, (1.6.2)
where β‖ is the velocity component of the electron parallel to the magnetic field, γ =
1/
√
1− β2, and ωc/γ is the fundamental cyclotron frequency (Bekefei, 1966). Identify-
ing successive harmonics can be used to estimate the magnetic field strength. The magnetic
fields in polars are strong enough that the cyclotron humps can be shifted into the infrared or
optical. If you have an identification of harmonic number, the field strength can be estimated
by
λn = gn(Te)
(
10, 700
n
)(
108G
B
)
A˚ , (1.6.3)
where gn(Te) is approximately 1 for temperatures less than about 10 keV (Coyne et al.,
1988).
1.7 Plan for Measuring Properties of White Dwarfs in Binaries
In chapter 2 we will measure the mass, magnetic field strength, and effective temperature
of a white dwarf in the magnetic cataclysmic variable LSQ1725-64. Then, in chapter 3 we
will measure the mass of a different magnetic cataclysmic variable, CTCV1928-50. Both of
these systems are eclipsing, and we will use eclipse photometry to constrain and estimate
the masses of the white dwarfs. Furthermore, the detection of a low state of accretion in
LSQ1725-64 by PROMPT enabled spectroscopic observations of the white dwarf. These
measurements assist in the collection of fundamental parameters that will be used to un-
derstand the diversity of systems that are magnetic cataclysmic variables and how their
evolution differs from that of single stars.
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1.8 Overview of Contents
In this dissertation, we present work measuring fundamental parameters of both single
white dwarfs and those in attached binaries. For the white dwarfs in attached binaries,
we have measured key parameters (mass, effective temperature, magnetic field strength)
that have been measured accurately for only a few magnetic cataclysmic variables. For the
single pulsating white dwarfs, we have determined Teff and log g of 122 white dwarfs from
spectroscopy. We have carefully limited and characterized the systematics involved in the
determination of these parameters. The uniform calibration of Teff and log g will enable the
comparison to ensemble pulsation periods to examine relative structural differences in these
stars. These values will also serve as important priors in the attempt to conduct absolute
seismology of single, pulsating white dwarfs.
In chapter 2, we discuss the interesting magnetic cataclysmic variable LSQ1725-64. We
discovered it in a low state of accretion, which allowed a measurement of the magnetic
field strength and effective temperature of the white dwarf, as well as the spectral type of
the secondary. Nightly monitoring with the PROMPT telescopes observed the transition
from low accretion state to high accretion state to occur over a period of 3 days, placing
an important constraint on the physical mechanism responsible for the different accretion
states. Our precise timing measurements allow us to infer the mass of the white dwarf,
which we find to be 0.966±0.027 M. The unique geometry of LSQ1725-64 then permits an
estimate of the mass transfer rate, and we find that no additional angular momentum loss
mechanism besides gravitational radiation is required.
The magnetic cataclysmic variable CTCV1928-50 is discussed in chapter 3. This system
shows two beautifully separated radial velocity components from the accretion stream and
secondary star. Measuring the radial velocity of the secondary allows us to infer the mass
of the secondary, which we then combine with previous measurements to estimate a white
dwarf mass of 0.67 ± 0.08 M. We will also discuss the presence and source of observed
Zeeman split H α absorption. If it is coming from material in a constant magnetic field
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falling radially onto the white dwarf, it permits a measurement of the free-fall velocity very
near the white dwarf surface.
In chapter 4, we will introduce and describe a large survey of pulsating DA white dwarfs
that we have observed with the Goodman Spectrograph on the SOAR Telescope. This survey
has produced the most systematically consistent set of DAV atmospheric parameters ever
collected. We carefully characterize 10 systematics that can arise during the data reduction
and fitting process and offer guidance and suggestions to future observers. We have found
that flux calibration, extinction correction, or having models at different resolution than the
observed spectrum can change the determined atmospheric parameters by up to 30 K and
0.01 dex in log g. Larger changes can come from changing the wavelengths at which lines
are normalized (100 K and 0.02 dex) or night-to-night variations (51 K and 0.012 dex). We
conclude by presenting Teff and log g for all 122 white dwarfs in the sample.
Finally, in chapter 5, we conclude by putting our work into context. We suggest new
avenues of research that have been opened by the work presented in this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 2: THE MAGNETIC CATACLYSMIC VARIABLE LSQ1725-64 1
And so, with a graceful deportment and intrepidity, he settled
himself firm in his stirrups, grasped his lance, covered his breast
with his target, and posting himself in the midst of the highway,
stood waiting the coming up of those knights-errant; for such he
already judged them to be.
— Don Quixote
In this chapter, we present results of an investigation into the properties of the magnetic
cataclysmic variable LSQ172554.8-643839 (hereafter LSQ1725-64). The results we present
unambiguously classify LSQ1725-64 as a magnetic cataclysmic variable by estimating a mag-
netic field strength of the white dwarf and the detection of multiple accretion states. We
use high-speed photometry of the eclipse to estimate the mass of the white dwarf and spec-
troscopy during a low accretion state to estimate the effective temperature of the white dwarf
to provide two other fundamental parameters of the white dwarf in this system.
2.1 The Interesting Properties of Polar Candidate LSQ1725-64
LSQ1725-64 is an eclipsing binary with a period of ∼94 minutes. Its V -band magnitude
varies between 18 and >24 throughout the orbital cycle. It was first discovered as a variable
star by Rabinowitz et al. (2011) as part of the La Silla-Quest Survey for Kuiper Belt Objects,
stellar transients, and supernovae. Follow-up optical photometry showed an eclipse that
lasted for ∼5 minutes with an ingress depth of more than 5.7 mag. Rabinowitz et al.
1The work presented in this chapter was originally published in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical
Society, see Fuchs et al. (2016).
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(2011) noted that this is amongst the deepest eclipses known for all cataclysmic variables.
They did not detect the star during eclipse in any optical band, but their J -band detection
during eclipse provides some information about the secondary. However, without a color
measurement they were only able to place a limit on the spectral class.
Rabinowitz et al. (2011) presented spectroscopy showing strong H and He emission, a
radial velocity amplitude of 500 km s−1, and Doppler broadening of 600-1300 km s−1. These
observations led Rabinowitz et al. (2011) to suggest that LSQ1725-64 was a magnetic cat-
aclysmic variable. However, the absence of strong He II or obvious cyclotron humps in the
optical spectrum, the lack of prior X-ray or UV detections, and the absence of longterm mon-
itoring or polarization data tempered the absolute classification of this system as a polar.
Rabinowitz et al. (2011) therefore suggested follow-up time-resolved spectroscopy, photome-
try with higher time resolution, longterm monitoring, polarization and other multiwavelength
observations to confirm the classification of this object and study its properties
The properties of LSQ1725-64 as described by Rabinowitz et al. (2011) make it an
intriguing and appealing object for follow-up study. In polars, the magnetic field strength of
the white dwarf is strong enough to lock the white dwarf rotation to match the orbital period,
and to funnel matter lost by the secondary into a column that impacts the white dwarf at a
magnetic pole or poles, without ever passing through a swirling accretion disk. As a polar,
LSQ1725-64 could offer insight into magnetic accretion physics, the role of magnetic fields
in binary star evolution, and the period evolution of cataclysmic variables. This last item is
intimately related to the mass-radius relation of the secondary star and the mechanisms that
might drain angular momentum from binaries: magnetic braking and gravitational radiation.
Cataclysmic variables with accretion discs show a gap in their orbital period distribution
between '2-3 hours, which is typically explained by the disrupted magnetic braking model
of Rappaport et al. (1983). Polars, however, have no gap in the distribution of orbital periods,
indicating that magnetic braking either does not operate at all (see Townsley & Ga¨nsicke 2009
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and Araujo-Betancor et al. 2005), or operates differently. Short period systems like LSQ1725-
64 are particularly interesting to study, as there should be some period at which continued
mass transfer causes the secondary to expand above its equilibrium radius, resulting in
evolution to longer rather than shorter periods. The location of this period bounce and the
evolution of systems that have passed through it are critical to our understanding of angular
momentum loss and period evolution in cataclysmic variables.
Based on derived binary parameters and a V-J limit during eclipse, Rabinowitz et al.
(2011) suggested LSQ1725-64 might be a post-bounce system, i.e. one that is already evolv-
ing to longer orbital periods as the now degenerate secondary expands in response to mass
loss. This would make it a rare and valuable object of study. These post-period-minimum
systems have long been sought, with the first discovered by Littlefair et al. (2006). More
have been found through the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; see Littlefair et al. 2008 and
Ga¨nsicke et al. 2009). In addition, LSQ1725-64 may offer the chance to explore the low
accretion rate or low magnetic field strength regimes. On the basis of these interesting possi-
bilities, we conducted a campaign of time-resolved spectroscopy, short cadence photometry,
and photometric monitoring of LSQ1725-64.
In section 3.2, we describe our observations and reduction process. In section 2.3, we
show spectroscopic measurements of the H β absorption line of the white dwarf that permit us
to conclude with certainty that the system contains a magnetic white dwarf, and we estimate
the field strength from the Zeeman splitting, finding it to be at the low end of the polar
regime. In section 2.4, we summarize the photometric behavior of LSQ1725-64 on time-scales
ranging from seconds to years. On the longest time-scale, we track the changes in accretion
state, and present an updated linear eclipse ephemeris that shows the orbital period to be
constant within about 10 s (0.17 per cent) over a three year period. On shorter time-scales,
but still longer than the orbital period, we have been fortunate to sample lightcurves during
the transition from low to high state, and these show the features of the high state light
curve as they grow in brightness over an interval of 3 days (∼45 orbits). On the shortest
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time-scales, we present typical high and low state lightcurves and interpret their features,
relying on phenomena common to polars.
We have observed numerous eclipses of the white dwarf by the secondary, in both high
and low states. During high state eclipse, the rapid ingress of the white dwarf is followed
by a slower eclipse of very red light, presumably from optically thick gas in a loop above
the accretion pole. The accretion pole is very near to the limb of the star at the moment
of eclipse ingress. We interpret this light as coming from gas magnetically funneled by the
magnetic field to the magnetic pole. We have used the measured height of this gas as a
proxy for the Alfve´n radius.
In section 2.5, we present results from time-resolved optical spectroscopy. We do not
see distinct cyclotron humps in the optical spectrum, but the color of the excess continuum
during high state is too red to be thermal emission from a heated spot on the white dwarf.
Rather it appears to be a smear of closely spaced cyclotron harmonics, such as seen in
BL Hydri (Schwope et al., 1995), which has a similar magnetic field to LSQ1725-64. The
trailed emission lines in our high state spectra show light dominated by recombination in
the accretion stream, with little chromospheric activity from the secondary.
Section 2.6 discusses the evolutionary status and presents updated binary parameters of
LSQ1725-64. Our measured eclipse length is more precise (and longer) than that presented
by Rabinowitz et al. (2011), and shows that a secondary on the semi-empirical post-bounce
evolutionary sequence of Knigge (2006) at a 94 minute orbital period is not large enough
to yield an eclipse as long as we measure, even at 90 degree orbital inclination. Likewise,
synthetic modelling of the spectrum in low state shows that the flux is well-fitted by a white
dwarf of 12650 ± 550 K and a secondary of spectral type M8 ± 0.5. We have directly
detected and measured the secondary during eclipse in the SDSS r ′ and i ′ bands to place a
third constraint on the evolutionary status of LSQ1725-64. These are all consistent with the
Knigge (2006) sequence for pre-bounce secondaries. Photometry indicates the white dwarf
is accreting mainly onto one of its magnetic poles, which is oriented ∼ 99 degrees away from
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the line of centers. Our estimation of the Alfve´n radius allows us to infer an upper limit to
the mass transfer rate of 6.1 ± 3.4 × 10−11M yr−1. This number is consistent with what
we expect if gravitational radiation is the sole angular momentum loss mechanism. Finally,
we conclude in section 2.7 by fitting LSQ1725-64 into context as a polar and adding our
measurements to what is already known.
2.2 Observations
Our new observational data include three kinds of observations of LSQ1725-64: time-
series spectroscopy, short cadence photometry, and photometric monitoring of accretion
state.
As summarized in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2, we observed LSQ1725-64 on 14 separate nights
with an imaging spectrograph—the Goodman Spectrograph on the 4.1-m SOAR Telescope.
We obtained time-series photometry on 10 of those nights and time-series spectroscopy on 8
of those nights. On 4 nights we obtained both photometry and spectroscopy. The Goodman
Spectrograph employs a 4k × 4k Fairchild 486 back-illuminated CCD with a plate scale of
0.15 arcsec pixel−1 (Clemens et al., 2004).
For the SOAR Goodman photometry, we binned the CCD at 2 × 2 with the exception
of 2012-08-12, when we binned at 1 × 1. We did not use a filter for most of the photometry,
allowing us to decrease the exposure times and increase the amount of time-dependent geo-
metrical information in the data. For select eclipse measurements we obtained photometry
in SDSS u ′, g ′, r ′, and i ′ bands. To reduce the readout time, the typical region of interest
used was 90 × 90 arcsec, resulting in a readout time of ∼ 3 s and a duty cycle greater than 80
per cent. All observations beginning in 2013 have GPS times recorded in the image header.
Having accurate and believable timings is important for our determination of the ephemeris
presented in subsection 2.4.1. Table 2.1 gives details of all our photometry.
For our spectroscopic observations, we were more interested in relative variations and
good time sampling with efficient duty cycle than in obtaining flux calibrated spectra. We
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Table 2.1: Photometric Observations with the Goodman Spectrograph on the SOAR Telescope
and SALTICAM on SALT.
Observation Start Instrument Exposure Length of Eclipses Accretion
Date (UT) Time (s) Observation (hours) Observed State
2011-09-07 SALTICAM 15.7 1.8 1 High
2012-08-12 Goodman 20 4.5 3 High
2013-06-08 Goodman 20 1.7 1.5 Low
2013-07-03 Goodman 20 2.3 2 High
2013-07-06 SALTICAM 1.7 0.8 1 High
2013-07-12 Goodman 12 2.9 2 High
2013-07-27 Goodman 12 1.6 1 High
2013-08-05 Goodman 12 3.6 2 High
2013-08-14 Goodman 11 2.0 2 High
2013-08-15 Goodman 12 1.2 1 High
2013-09-02 SALTICAM 1.7 0.8 1 High
2013-11-14 Goodman 12 1.8 1 High
2014-06-30 Goodman 12 2.5 2 High
used a 1.68′′ slit, but did not stay aligned to the parallactic angle. There was no Atmo-
spheric Dispersion Corrector installed on the Goodman Spectrograph at the time of these
observations. The resolution was set by the seeing and averaged ∼ 500 km s−1 at H α.
We took continuous sequences of spectra with no gaps, which limited the measurement of
standards to only one a night. As a result of this observing strategy, our flux calibrations
are less than ideal, but our velocity measurements, with errors ∼ 40 km s−1, are as good as
the instrument can do given our resolution.
The Goodman Spectrograph employs Volume Phase Holographic gratings for use in
spectroscopic mode. For nearly all observations, we used the 400 l mm−1 grating which
provides a dispersion of 1 A˚ per unbinned pixel. Nearly all spectroscopic observations had
exposure times of 300 s, equaling a phase width of 5.2 per cent. During eclipse, or low state,
the typical signal-to-noise of the continuum from an individual spectrum was around 6 per
binned pixel. In high state, the typical signal-to-noise of the continuum from an individual
spectrum of the accreting hemisphere was between 8 and 13 per binned pixel.
The observations on 2013-07-02 used the 930 l mm−1 grating, which has a dispersion of
0.42 A˚ per unbinned pixel. The exposure times on this night were varied to try to sample
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Table 2.2: Spectroscopic Observations with the Goodman Spectrograph
Observation Start Grating Exposure Resolution Length of Accretion
Date (UT) (l mm−1) Time (s) (A˚) Observation (hours) State
2012-09-26 400 300 12.7 1.43 High
2013-06-07 400 300 12.8 1.16 Low
2013-06-08 400 300 15.3 1.68 Low
2013-06-16 400 300 10.2 3.20 High
2013-07-02 400 300 12.0 1.60 High
2013-07-03 930 300, 600, 60 4.9 2.00 High
2013-07-12 400 300 12.6 2.26 High
2013-07-27 400 300 10.2 2.52 High
the flux changes at different timescales throughout the orbit. Table 2.2 gives details of all
our spectroscopy.
We also observed LSQ1725-64 three times with the SALTICAM Imager on the South-
ern African Large Telescope (O’Donoghue et al., 2006). We used frame transfer mode on
SALTICAM, which allows half the chip to be shifted onto the unexposed half of the chip
nearly instantaneously, limiting dead time between exposures. The first observation with
SALT was taken in September 2011. The exposure time for these data were 15.7 s. Two
more observations were taken in dark time with SALT in 2013 with exposure times of 1.7
s. As with the Goodman photometry, we did not use a filter. The observations with SALT
did not cover a full orbit, but instead were centered on the eclipse to resolve the ingress and
egress structure.
We also used the PROMPT network of robotic telescopes to monitor the accretion state
of LSQ1725-64. As with the other photometry, we did not use a filter. PROMPT has primary
mirrors of 0.41-m, so longer exposures were needed to detect LSQ1725-64. Exposure times
were 180 s, with a readout time of ∼6 s, providing a duty cycle of 96.7 per cent. PROMPT
monitored LSQ1725-64 on 70 separate nights during low, high, and intermediate states. We
typically obtained one orbit per night.
We reduced and analyzed all photometry in the same way. The data were bias subtracted
but not flat-fielded, because in unfiltered light the flat fields display large-scale, non-stable
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interference patterns. Lightcurves were produced using APER, an IDL function based on
DAOPHOT (Stetson, 1987). All photometry makes use of the same three nearby comparison
stars. To correct for longterm environmental trends in the lightcurve, we divided the flux
from LSQ1725-64 by the average flux from the three comparison stars. We then define the
mean flux as the average in region 2 on the night of 2013-07-02. All photometry is presented
relative to this average.
Spectroscopic observations were bias subtracted but were also not flat-fielded. The
thinned CCD on Goodman leads to fringing effects at wavelengths longer than 6000 A˚ that
make flat-fielding an imprecise task. The spectra were extracted and wavelength calibrated
using the standard IRAF tasks and a HgAr lamp. We produced rough flux calibrations
by measuring the instrument response with a standard star. We did not sample the same
range of airmasses in these standards as in the data, so the main sources of error in the flux
calibration are changes in extinction and differential slit losses.
2.3 The Magnetic Field of the White Dwarf
There are three primary ways to measure the magnetic field strength of the white dwarf in
accreting binary systems: the ratio of circular to linear polarization (Meggitt & Wickramas-
inghe, 1982), the presence and spacing of cyclotron humps in phased-resolved spectroscopy
(Wickramasinghe & Ferrario, 2000), or the fitting of Zeeman splitting in absorption lines
when the system enters a low state and the photosphere of the white dwarf becomes vis-
ible (e.g. Schwope et al. 1993). No distinct, identifiable cyclotron humps are observed in
our time-resolved spectra, and we do not have polarization measurements; however the ob-
served low state in LSQ1725-64 allowed us to measure the Zeeman splitting of H β in our
spectroscopic observations.
For magnetic fields less than ∼20 MG the linear Zeeman effect produces a triplet pattern
around the central absorption feature. Only at fields higher than 20 MG does the quadratic
Zeeman effect significantly complicate the structure of the absorption features. The linear
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Zeeman effect is calculable by
∆λL ' 4.7× 10−7 λ2 Bs , (2.3.1)
where λ is in A˚, Bs is the surface magnetic field in MG, and ∆λL is the separation of the
split components from the central component (Landstreet, 1980).
Figure 2.1: Orbital-averaged low state spectrum of LSQ1725-64 showing Zeeman splitting
of the H β line. The fit to determine the splitting is shown in red. The best-fitting model
indicates a surface-averaged magnetic field of 12.5 ± 0.5 MG, consistent with white dwarf
magnetic field strengths expected in polars.
The H α line of LSQ1725-64 is filled-in by emission in both high and low states and
unsuitable for measuring Zeeman splitting. The Balmer lines H γ and higher have signal-to-
noise too low to observe the splitting. Fortunately, the Zeeman splitting of the H β line is
present in our spectra and relatively free from emission. Figure 2.1 shows an orbital-averaged
spectrum of LSQ1725-64 in a low state, from the same spectrum that we will show in full in
Figure 2.13. We fitted the H β line with three Gaussians to model the Zeeman absorption,
constraining the splitting at longer and shorter wavelengths to be the same. We fitted the
continuum using a second-order polynomial simultaneously, and the result is shown in red.
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From Equation 3.6.1 we determine a surface-averaged magnetic field of 12.5 ± 0.5 MG.
This magnetic field strength of the white dwarf falls within what is expected for polars.
The field strength at which no accretion disk can form is believed to begin around 10 MG,
though this depends on the accretion rate. The polar V2301 Oph has the lowest known field
strength of 7 MG (Ferrario et al., 1995). The absence of distinct cyclotron humps is not
in conflict with the field strength we have measured. We will show in section 2.5 that the
spectrum during high state is very similar to that seen in BL Hydri (Schwope et al., 1995),
which also has a measured field strength of 12 MG. Like LSQ1725-64, BL Hydri does not
show distinct cyclotron humps in high state but rather a single broad hump peaking at 7500
A˚. Schwope et al. (1995) attribute this to several closely spaced and overlapping cyclotron
harmonics that merge together to form a single hump. The same explanation plausibly
explains our data, but makes it impossible to estimate the magnetic field strength from the
spacing of cyclotron harmonics. Consequently, our measurement of Zeeman splitting offers
the best confirmation that the white dwarf in LSQ1725-64 has a strong magnetic field, and
allows definitive classification of the binary as a cataclysmic variable of the AM Her type.
2.4 Photometric Properties of LSQ1725-64
In this section we will present and discuss photometric data gathered on time-scales
ranging from seconds to months. We begin with the periodic variations that repeat or
almost repeat in each orbital cycle and are best studied using light curves folded at the
orbital period. Then we present the longer time-scale state changes related to the accretion
cycles of the binary. Both of these analyses require that we first update the orbital ephemeris
of the binary.
2.4.1 Orbital Ephemeris
The eclipses in this system yield a very precise measurement of the orbital period. The
SALT lightcurve shown in Figure 2.2 displays a single eclipse at 1.7 s time resolution, taken
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when the polar was in a high state. In this state the eclipse ingress is preceded by flickering
and includes both the eclipse of the white dwarf and of the accreting pole, which is very
near to the limb. This makes it difficult to measure the time of mid-ingress. The eclipse
egress does not show this behavior and lasts 23.4 ± 0.3 s. Thus we measured eclipse times
for all of our photometric data using times of mid-egress. The measured mid-egress times
were all adjusted to Barycentric Julian Date in the Barycentric Dynamical Time standard
(BJDTDB) using the code of Eastman et al. (2010). Only SOAR and SALT eclipse data
were used to calculate the ephemeris, the time resolution from PROMPT data is not good
enough to measure the mid-egress time.
Figure 2.2: A SALT lightcurve of LSQ1725-64 from 2013-07-06 with an exposure time of 1.7
s. The structure of the eclipse ingress of the white dwarf and hotspot is not resolved with
this time sampling. The egress of the white dwarf lasts 23.4 ± 0.3 s and appears unaffected
by any hotspot.
To estimate mid-egress times from our data, we fitted a piece-wise function to the egress
of the white dwarf. Our data do not have the time resolution or color information necessary
to fit the detailed shape of the egress as done, e.g. for V471 Tau by Warner et al. (1971).
Instead, we modeled the eclipse as a linear change between constant flux levels before and
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after egress. The fit was done with MPFIT, which uses a Levenberg-Marquardt technique
to solve the least-squares problem (Markwardt, 2009). The linear model was integrated over
the same exposure times as the data during the fitting process. All fitted mid-egress times
and their associated errors are shown in Appendix A.1.
We constructed an O-C diagram using the mid-egress times of the white dwarf. T0 was
chosen to be the SALT data point taken on 2013-07-06 as it had small error bars and was near
the midpoint of all data presented here. The O-C diagram is shown in Figure 2.3. Within
the precision of these data we are not able to detect any changes in the orbital period, as
might occur either from angular momentum losses or from reflex motion generated by a third
body. Therefore, we iteratively fitted a linear ephemeris to get the following result:
T0 = 2456480.4422112(55) +
E × 0.065741721(2) days (BJDTDB)
(2.4.1)
where the numbers in parentheses are the error on the last digits. This period corresponds
to 5680.0847(1) s. Note that the T0 is a time of mid-egress and throughout this paper we
define orbital phase 0 as the mid-eclipse time. Thus T0, the time of mid-egress, occurs at
orbital phase 0.033. This phase difference was established by measuring the time from end
of ingress to beginning of egress, and combining half of that value with half of the egress
time. With this ephemeris in hand, we can proceed to look at data over a single orbit or
folded over several cycles.
2.4.2 Photometric Variations at the Orbital Period
The two lightcurves shown in Figure 2.4 exemplify the white light photometric behavior
of LSQ1725-64 over its orbital cycle. In this section we will describe how the variations in
both high and low state translate into geometrical information about LSQ1725-64.
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Figure 2.3: Observed minus Calculated diagram for LSQ1725-64. The error bars are the
formal one-sigma error computed from the fit to the white dwarf egress by MPFIT. The
best-fitting period is 5680.0847(1) s.
Photometric Variations During the High State
As Figure 2.4 shows, our photometry of LSQ1725-64 exhibits the same behavior as
Rabinowitz et al. (2011) found in high state. The lightcurve denoted by blue circles, which
we interpret as resulting from a higher accretion rate, was collected on the night of 2013-07-
02. The lightcurve denoted by red diamonds, which we interpret as a state of low accretion,
was collected on the night of 2013-06-07. In describing the lightcurves of LSQ1725-64,
Rabinowitz et al. (2011) divided its orbit into three regions. Following and refining this
designation we refer to orbital phases between 0.97 and 1.03 as region one, between 0.03
and 0.45 as region two, and between 0.45 and 0.97 as region three. We have marked these
regions in Figure 2.4. Note that these numbers are adjusted from Rabinowitz et al. (2011)
to incorporate the better time resolution of our data.
Region one is the eclipse of the white dwarf and accretion stream by the secondary star.
As Rabinowitz et al. (2011) point out it is one of the deepest eclipses discovered, owing to
the faintness of the secondary, and to the orientation of the accreting pole which makes it
brightest just before eclipse ingress. A close-up of the eclipse is shown in the bottom panel of
Figure 2.4. In high state, the ingress is dominated by the very rapid eclipse of the accretion
spot on the white dwarf photosphere (e.g. O’Donoghue et al. 2006). The ingress of the
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Figure 2.4: A comparison of the two states of mass transfer in LSQ1725-64. Blue circles
show the high state from 2013-07-02. Red diamonds show the low state from 2013-06-08.
The bottom plot shows the same data, but enlarged to show the slow eclipse of the accretion
stream above the limb of the white dwarf after the eclipse of the white dwarf and hotspot.
The high state data are above the scale shown. We mark regions 1, 2, and 3 as defined by
Rabinowitz et al. (2011) at the top of the upper panel. We present the photometry as a flux
relative to the average of region 2.
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white dwarf is dominated by light from the accretion stream. The relatively slow decline
after ingress, which lasts close to two minutes, or about half of the total eclipse time, we
attribute to the secondary star slowly eclipsing an optically thick accretion loop that funnels
material along the magnetic field and onto the accretion pole which is nearly perpendicular
to the line of sight at this orbital phase (see below). This has been seen before by Bridge
et al. (2003) in EP Dra who interpret it as an eclipse of the accretion stream and use it as
a proxy for the Alfve´n radius, as we also do later. The eclipse of this stream is not detected
in the low state lightcurve. The white dwarf egress lasts 23.4 ± 0.3 s, and we will use this
value later to measure the white dwarf radius. We do not see the reemergence of the spot
at the end of eclipse, indicating it has disappeared around the limb of the white dwarf.
We interpret region two as the half of the orbit in which the accretion heated pole is
on the far side of the white dwarf, so that any variations we see might be a combination
of ellipsoidal modulation of the secondary, reflection or reprocessing of the white dwarf flux
by the secondary, star spots on the secondary, changes in aspect of the accretion stream, or
accretion stream flickering. It is unclear whether any modulation arises from the magnetic
pole of the white dwarf in this region. In region two, just after egress, the high state lightcurve
is brighter than the low state lightcurve, presumably because the bright accretion stream
adds flux in high state.
We interpret region three as the half of the orbit in which the accreting pole is on the
near side of the white dwarf, so that its light represents a substantial contribution to the
overall flux. As seen in section 2.5, the main increase in flux comes from a broad inflation
of the continuum peaked at around 5500 A˚. If we attribute this to cyclotron radiation, it
should be beamed at 90 degrees to the magnetic field axis, and therefore brightest just after
the accretion pole comes into view at the stellar limb, and again just before it disappears
half an orbit later. The viewing angle of the pole is ∼90 degrees at these orbital phases as
long as the inclination of the system is ∼ 90◦. The lightcurve conforms to this expectation,
and the central dip occurring at orbital phase 0.74 reaches a minimum comparable to the
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level seen in low state. The viewing angle at orbital phase 0.74 is approximately equal to
the co-latitude of the pole which we discuss next, and the reduction in flux is consistent with
beamed cyclotron radiation.
The appearance of the accretion spot for the second half of the orbit shows it to be
oriented nearly perpendicular to an imaginary line drawn between the stellar centers. From
the orbital phases of accretion spot appearance and eclipse, we estimate this longitude to
be 99 ± 5 degrees. Using the inclination we calculate in subsection 2.6.2, i = 85.6◦ ± 1.7◦,
and the phase length that the accretion spot is in view, ∆φ = 0.55 ± 0.03, to estimate the
co-latitude of the magnetic pole, β,
tan(i)× tan(β) = − sec(pi∆φ) (2.4.2)
(see Beuermann et al. 1987). This result is highly sensitive to the inclination, but yields an
estimate of 10◦ < β < 59◦.
Photometric Variations During the Low State
The SOAR low-state lightcurve in white light, shown in Figure 2.5, shows a periodic
modulation at twice the orbital period, with the maximum occurring near phases 0.25 and
0.75. Upon first glance, this resembles what we expect from ellipsoidal variations of the
secondary. A more careful quantitative analysis shows this cannot be the case: when dilution
by the primary is accounted for, the amplitudes are too large to be ellipsoidal modulation.
To demonstrate this we first estimate the size of the modulation. Supposing the flux
during eclipse for low state comes solely from the secondary, it represents the minimum
projected area, and would represent a minima in ellipsoidal variations. As seen in Figure 2.5,
the lightcurve has a relative flux value of 0.05 at this phase. The peak-to-peak amplitude of
the double-humped variation is also 0.05, requiring a 50 per cent amplitude variation of the
putative ellipsoidal variations.
To show that an amplitude this large cannot be caused solely by ellipsoidal modulations
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Figure 2.5: The low state lightcurve of LSQ1725-64 showing the amplitude variations (top).
The eclipse shows the brightness of the secondary star and if the variations arise from its
elliptical shape they would be at least 50 per cent of the secondary flux. We show this in
the bottom panel. We hypothesize that the variations predominantly come from the two
previously heated magnetic poles of the white dwarf.
we compare it to the theoretical dependence of ellipsoidal variation amplitudes as a function
of the mass ratio, q = Msec
Mwd
.
A description of ellipsoidal variability can be found in Kopal (1978). This has been
summarized nicely by Morris & Naftilan (1993), who expanded the periodic variations into
a discrete Fourier series. The fifth term from Equation 1 of Morris & Naftilan (1993) gives
the expected amplitude of the ellipsoidal variation for a Roche Lobe filling star. We ignore
terms that are of order (R/a)4 and higher to yield fractional amplitudes as
∆F
Fsec
= 0.15
(15 + u)(1 + τ)
(3− u)
1
q
(Rsec
a
)3
sin2 i, (2.4.3)
where u is the limb darkening coefficient, τ is the gravity darkening coefficient, Rsec is
the radius of the secondary star, a is the orbital separation, and i is the inclination of
the system. Based on our characterization of the secondary in section 2.6.1 and Claret &
Bloemen (2011) we use u = 0.6 and τ = 0.4. Employing our best-fitting inclination of 85.6
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degrees (subsection 2.6.2) this becomes
0.15
(15 + u)(1 + τ)
(3− u) sin
2 i = 1.36. (2.4.4)
We can then write the fractional amplitude as
∆F
Fsec
=
1.36
q
(Rsec
a
)3
. (2.4.5)
Furthermore, Eggleton (1983) gives an approximation to the Roche radius as
Rsec
a
=
0.49q2/3
0.6q2/3 + ln (1 + q1/3)
, (2.4.6)
which is accurate to within 1 per cent of the tabulation by Kopal (1978). This allows us to
write the expected fractional amplitude as a function of the mass ratio
∆F
Fsec
=
1.36
q
( 0.49q2/3
0.6q2/3 + ln (1 + q1/3)
)3
. (2.4.7)
Figure 2.6 shows the theoretical fractional amplitude caused by ellipsoidal variations as a
function of mass ratio for mass ratios between 0 and 1. The red triangle shows the mass ratio
(q = 0.118) using the masses we calculate in subsection 2.6.2. The theoretical maximum of
11.7 per cent is too low to explain the measured amplitude of 50 per cent.
Piro et al. (2005) show that after dwarf novae outbursts, the white dwarf cooling time
back to the quiescent temperature can be months to years. Therefore, we expect any mag-
netic pole on the white dwarf that has accreted in the past to be hotter than the surrounding
white dwarf photosphere. We hypothesize that the low state lightcurve modulation arises
from the white dwarf, and is the fluctuation of two previously heated magnetic poles of the
white dwarf. Previous observations of polars have detected accretion switching between one
and two poles in both QS Tel (Rosen et al., 1996) and MT Dra (Schwarz et al., 2002).
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Figure 2.6: The expected fractional amplitude of ellipsoidal variations of a Roche lobe filling
secondary as a function of mass ratio. The red triangle shows that the maximum expected
fractional flux change for the mass ratio of LSQ1725-64 (subsection 2.6.2 is only 11.7 per
cent. Thus, the 50 per cent inferred photometric variation shown in Figure 2.5 is too large
to be explained by ellipsoidal variations alone.
During high state, the shape of the lightcurve in region 2 resembled our low state ob-
servations only once, on 2012-08-12. On all other dates the high state lightcurve in region
2 was flatter (see e.g. Figure 2.4), perhaps because there is significant additional flux from
the accretion stream. The two maxima in low state align in phase with our expectation
of magnetic pole locations on the white dwarf based on our description in subsection 2.4.2,
and assuming a dipole geometry. If the double-humped variation in low state arises from the
magnetic poles then the temperature of each pole might conceivably be measured, and would
constrain the time-averaged accretion rate onto each pole (Townsley & Ga¨nsicke, 2009).
2.4.3 Longterm Monitoring of Photometric States
We first observed LSQ1725-64 with SOAR in August 2012. At that time, its behavior
resembled what Rabinowitz et al. (2011) observed, with the three photometric regions as
described above. When we later returned to LSQ1725-64 in June 2013, photometry and
spectroscopy revealed the system had entered a low state, without the large variations oc-
curring in region three. We thus began to use PROMPT to monitor the state of the system.
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PROMPT tracked the return of LSQ1725-64 to a high state shortly thereafter, followed by
another low state, and a return to a high state over the next few months.
Figure 2.7 shows a representative PROMPT lightcurve of LSQ1725-64 and Figure 2.8
shows all our PROMPT photometry folded and phased to our new ephemeris. Two different
accretion states are clearly seen. Consistent with our SOAR photometry, in region two
the high state light curves generally lie just above the low state light curves, as might be
expected from the addition of a bright accretion stream during high state. In region 3
the difference in high and low state is much more dramatic, with low state nights having
an average relative flux around 0.25 and high state nights having greater than about 0.6,
suggesting the appearance of a cyclotron emitting accretion stream and perhaps a standoff
shock on one pole of the white dwarf.
We have used the average of the lightcurve in region three on each night as an indicator
of the system state, defining high state to be those lightcurves with an average flux above
0.45, and low states to be those with averages below 0.45.
In Figure 2.8 high state lightcurves are shown in blue, while low state lightcurves are
shown in red. Note that even in low state there is sporadic mass transfer as evidenced by
occasional high points aligned with the largest peaks in the high state lightcurve. These
high points do not occur in region two or in the central dip of region three so are likely to
be related to the accretion poles.
Figure 2.9 shows the average region three flux for each night of PROMPT data, where,
for consistency, we only include nights when the entirety of region three was sampled at
least once. Between 6 June 2013 and 12 November 2013 we detected LSQ1725-64 in a high
state on 45 out of 70 nights. These nights are when we observed with PROMPT at our
highest cadence, and this number is likely a lower limit on the percentage of time LSQ1725-
64 spends in a high state because the near-nightly monitoring was motivated by the detection
of LSQ1725-64 in low state. However, the duty cycle is similar to that of 63 per cent found
by Wu & Kiss (2008) for AM Her.
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Figure 2.7: Representative white light photometry from PROMPT showing 2.5 orbits in
high state.
The transition between polar states has been observed a few times in other polars (e.g.
Gerke et al. 2006), but the cause of these transitions and their time-scales are not generally
well-understood. We were fortunate to observe the transition from low state to high state
twice with PROMPT, as can be seen in Figure 2.9. Based on the better-sampled of these
two transitions, it appears to occur over three days, or ∼45 orbits. The second transition
was interrupted by cloudy nights, but we can say that the change to high state occurred
within a 5 day period.
To examine this state change closely, we have compiled a sequence of light curves around
the first transition, and included all the PROMPT data, even those where region three was
not fully sampled. Figure 2.10 shows a time sequence of these PROMPT lightcurves at the
time of the first transition from low to high state, with cycle numbers referenced to the
zero point in our ephemeris. Each panel shows the PROMPT lightcurve superposed on the
SOAR high and low state lightcurves of Figure 2.4. A monotonic increase in brightness
is seen progressing after cycle -349 and reaching maximum by -304. These data support
models in which the increase in mass transfer rate is a not an immediate change, but one
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Figure 2.8: PROMPT photometry of LSQ1725-64 phased to the ephemeris presented in
subsection 2.4.1. The data are plotted twice for clarity. Blue represents the high state
observations. Red represents the low state observations. Even in low state there is sporadic
mass transfer as shown by occasional high points aligned with the highest high state points.
that unfolds over days. This time-scale is similar to the ∼day transition times predicted by
the starspot model (see King & Cannizzo 1998) and does not rule out the suggestion by Wu
& Kiss (2008) that the white dwarf magnetic field plays a significant role in high and low
states.
2.5 Spectroscopic Properties of LSQ1725-64
In this section we will present our reduced and flux calibrated spectra organized by
accretion state and orbital phase. First we focus on the spectral continuum and then we
measure and analyze emission lines and present the trailed spectra that we have used for
fitting radial velocity variations. Figure 2.11 is a summary of our data in the form of spectra
averaged by region over one orbit in high state and another in low state.
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Figure 2.9: The average flux in region 3 from PROMPT photometry. Day 0 corresponds to
the first cycle (E = 0) in the ephemeris presented above. One average flux point is shown for
each night when the entirety of region 3 was sampled at least once. This average provides
an indication of the accretion state of LSQ1725-64. We observed two transitions from the
low state to the high state, one at cycle ∼ -300 and another at ∼ 1700.
2.5.1 Continuum Measurements
In region 3, the continuum in high state is broadly inflated compared to region 2, and to
low state. It does not show any distinct cyclotron humps, but has a maximum in the optical
band around 5500 A˚. This can be seen more clearly in Figure 2.12 which shows a time-series
of LSQ1725-64 in high state. Time runs up the page. The phases listed are orbital phases
calculated using the ephemeris presented in subsection 2.4.1, with the phase of mid-egress,
φT0 , = 0.033. To illustrate the increase in the continuum during high state, the panels on the
right show high state spectra with the low state spectra of corresponding phase subtracted.
Those labeled φ = 0.49 and 0.92 correspond to maxima in the photometric lightcurve and in
the spectroscopy. By analogy with BL Hydri (Schwope et al., 1995), the extra light we see
in the continuum is consistent with a blended set of closely spaced cyclotron harmonics that
appear when the accreting pole is in view. We estimate we are seeing harmonics around n
= 17 given our measured field strength of ∼12 MG. The result is a strong contrast between
the continuum light in region 3 compared to region 2 as shown in the panels on the right.
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Figure 2.10: Nightly PROMPT monitoring (colors) showing the transition from low state
(top left) to high state (bottom right). SOAR low and high state lightcurves are repeated in
grey for reference. The cycle counts and times correspond to the leftmost side of each figure.
We observe the return to highest state to occur over ∼45 orbits.
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Figure 2.11: Flux calibrated spectra of LSQ1725-64 in high and low states. Each panel for
high and low state shows one of the three regions. The high state spectra show Balmer and
He emission lines. The low state spectra show weak Balmer absorption from the white dwarf
at shorter wavelengths and features of the secondary at longer wavelengths. The high state
spectrum is from 2013-07-02 and the low state spectrum is from 2013-06-08.
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The continuum changes cannot arise from a thermal source because at the inferred
blackbody temperature (∼5200 K) the emitting area required to generate the observed flux
excess is too large to be hidden behind the white dwarf or eclipsed rapidly by the secondary.
Wickramasinghe & Meggitt (1985) show that at high viewing angles to the magnetic field
axis, like we have at phases 0.49 and 0.92, most of the cyclotron intensity is concentrated at
higher harmonics. Thus, despite the absence of well-defined humps, cyclotron radiation is
the most plausible explanation for the excess continuum light, but final confirmation requires
polarization measurements during high state.
In low state, regions 2 and 3 are more similar to each other, consistent with a dramatic
reduction or cessation of accretion. We have not repeated Figure 2.12 from low state be-
cause, as Figure 2.11 shows, the spectra are all very similar. Instead, we have averaged all
the low state spectra to improve the signal-to-noise and yield a spectrum that is relatively
uncontaminated by accretion light. Figure 2.13 presents the resulting spectrum. The con-
tinuum is dominated by the white dwarf photosphere on the blue end and features from
the secondary star on the red end. The TiO5 bandhead appears at 7050 A˚. Broad Balmer
absorption with Zeeman splitting from the magnetic field is evident, especially around the
H β line. Because of the short eclipse duration and the faintness of the secondary, we do not
detect the continuum in region 1, and have excluded that region from our average.
To estimate the white dwarf temperature and explore the nature of the secondary, we
have fitted the average spectrum of Figure 2.13 with combined non-magnetic white dwarf
models from Koester (2010) and M-dwarf templates from Bochanski et al. (2007). We used
a white dwarf grid in steps of 250 K at log(g)=8.5 (see below) and an M-dwarf grid of integer
spectral types. We generated ensembles of model combinations that were simple sums of
white dwarf model spectra with M-dwarf model templates. The free parameters in the
fits were the white dwarf model temperature, the M-dwarf spectral type and normalization
factors for each star that account for their distances. Following Rebassa-Mansergas et al.
(2007) we did not insist that the distances be the same. In the fit of the models to the data,
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Figure 2.12: Left: Time-series spectroscopy of LSQ1725-64 in a high state from 2013-07-27.
Time proceeds up the page. Right: Same as the left, but with low state spectra from the
corresponding orbital phase subtracted. We attribute the broad maximum centered around
5500 A˚ to a blended set of closely space cyclotron harmonics.
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Figure 2.13: Combined fit to low state orbital averaged spectrum of LSQ1725-64 (black)
with an M8 (red) and 12650 K and log(g) of 8.5 white dwarf (blue). The combined white
dwarf + M8 spectrum is shown in green. The black bars at the top show the regions of
the spectrum that were used in the fit. We excluded the Balmer lines, emission lines, and
telluric absorption.
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we only included regions of the spectrum not contaminated by Zeeman splitting, emission
lines, or telluric absorption. We show the included regions as black bars at the top of the
figure. Because this excludes the Balmer lines, we did not attempt to fit the surface gravity
of the white dwarf. Instead, we use the best radius and surface gravity derived later from
eclipse parameters (subsection 2.6.2) and the white dwarf mass-radius relation to estimate
log(g) ∼ 8.5. We tested different values of log(g) and found that the white dwarf temperature
is relatively insensitive to log(g).
Our best-fitting composite model is shown in Figure 2.13. The poor fit at the shortest
wavelengths is due to poor flux calibration due to extinction and differential slit losses (see
section 3.2). The best-fitting composite model has a white dwarf temperature of 12,650 ±
550 K and a secondary spectral type of M8 ± 0.5. The secondary spectral type is insensitive
to the uncertainty in the white dwarf temperature. The fitted distances are 326 ± 93 pc and
222 ± 112 pc for the white dwarf and M-dwarf respectively. Taking a weighted average, we
estimate the best distance to LSQ1725-64 is 284 ± 71 pc. We will return to the secondary
spectral type and its importance in section 2.6.
2.5.2 Emission Line Measurements
The high state spectra show strong Balmer emission lines along with He I throughout
every phase except eclipse, while in low state the Balmer lines are reduced and He I is
absent (Figure 2.11). As we discuss later (section 2.5.2), based on the radial velocities of
the lines, the majority of the Balmer emission in high state originates from the accretion
stream, while in low state the emission from the irradiated side of the secondary contributes
more significantly. We also detect weak He II (4686 A˚ ) in some but not all of our spectra
(Figure 2.12). In a few of our spectra on 2013-07-03, which were made in a setup with a
bluer limit, we also detect Ca II at 3933 A˚. The strength varies significantly with orbital
phase and is strongest around phase 0.60. This phasing of the Ca II suggests that it also
comes from the irradiated photosphere of the secondary, but we do not have enough signal
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to noise in individual spectra to confirm using radial velocities.
In low state, we find that emission is less prominent (Figure 2.13) and will show in
section 2.5.2 that it arises from a combination of accretion stream and photospheric emission
from the secondary. This is not unexpected. XMM-Newton observations of polars in low
states by Ramsay et al. (2004) show that in low state, accretion usually does not stop entirely
but continues at a much reduced rate. Mason et al. (2008) traced low-state H α emission to
come from a location near the white dwarf. However, Howell et al. (2006) determined the
source of H α emission in EF Eri during a low state to be solely chromospheric activity on
the secondary star. Our modest resolution, R∼600 or 500 km sec−1 at H α, means we are
only able to resolve these components at extrema in the stream velocities, so detailed study
of the independent components or Doppler Tomography is not possible using our data.
The Balmer decrement can give us some idea of the temperature and density of the
line emitting region, which in high state we presume is predominantly from a section of the
ballistic accretion stream (see section 2.5.2). From high state spectra of LSQ1725-64, we
measure the ratios Hα/Hβ = 1.05 and Hγ/Hβ = 0.86. Williams (1991) calculates Balmer
ratios in cataclysmic variables over a range of temperatures and densities. The ratios in
LSQ1725-64 roughly correspond to gas with temperature of 8,000 - 10,000 K and log(NH)
between 12.5 and 13.5. These values are similar to those found by Gerke et al. (2006) for
their measurement of the Balmer decrement in the streams of other polars.
Figure 2.14 shows trailed spectra from high state (top row) and low state (bottom row).
The continuum has been subtracted in each spectrum and time proceeds up the page. The
eclipse is immediately obvious at phase zero (and at positive integer phases). Even before
fitting, it is clear to the eye that the maximum redshift of H α in high state occurs near
the time of eclipse, as found by Rabinowitz et al. (2011). This shows that the dominant
recombination light in high state comes from a point along the ballistic accretion stream as
it falls toward the white dwarf, as is seen in many other polars. Just before eclipse, we see
an absorption component appear on the blue side of the emission line, forming a P Cygni
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Figure 2.14: Trailed spectra of H α from four different observing runs showing absorption of
the stream light just before eclipse. He I (6678 A˚) is barely visible in the high state spectra.
The top row is while LSQ1725-64 is in high state and the bottom row is during low state.
We show each trailed spectrum as sampled and do not plot any data more than once.
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profile. This is shown more clearly in Figure 2.15, which compares H α at phases 0.49 and
0.98 in high and low state. Similar P Cygni profiles also appear in H β, and He I (5876 A˚)
just before eclipse in high state. None of these lines show absorption or P Cygni profiles in
low state.
Figure 2.15: Comparison of H α emission at different phases during high and low states. The
data have been continuum subtracted using the continuum flux at 6450 A˚. The accretion
stream in high state overwhelms the contribution from the secondary star near phase 0.5
(see section 2.5.2). The presence and absence of the P Cygni profile in high and low state,
respectively, is shown near phase 1.
P Cygni profiles in polars just before eclipse have been seen in EF Eri (Verbunt et al.,
1980), MN Hya (Ramsay & Wheatley, 1998), and FL Cet (Schmidt et al., 2005). Schmidt
et al. (2005) measures P Cygni profiles in multiple lines in FL Cet just before eclipse, and
following a model of Schwope et al. (1997) for HU Aquarii they attribute the absorption
to material in an accretion funnel just above the white dwarf. In Hu Aqr, similarly placed
material causes a dip in the photometric light curve, and is described by Schwope et al. (1997)
as being in a stagnation region where the infalling stream has attached to the magnetic field
and is being redirected along field lines toward a magnetic pole. These field lines may direct
the material out of the orbital plane or away from the line of centers, thereby changing the
projected velocity. Near eclipse, when the projected stream velocity is at a maximum, the
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result will be a comparatively lower redshift, and hence the P Cygni profile we observe. This
stagnation region is required to explain how material that is closer to the white dwarf than
the line emission site along the ballistic stream can appear at lower redshift; if it continued
without disruption, the ballistic stream itself would have higher velocity closer to the white
dwarf. The absorbing material cannot be higher up the stream because that part of the
stream cannot be in front of the white dwarf at φ = 0.93-0.98.
The overall picture is consistent with that described by Warner (1995), who describes
a ‘comminution region’ in which the stream plows into the magnetic field and is both dis-
persed and redirected before being funneled finally onto a magnetic pole. We do not have
adequate resolving power or time resolution for full analysis and modelling as Schwope et al.
(1997) presents, but our P Cygni profiles have orbital phases and redshifts that suggest they
originate in a stagnation region in the white dwarf magnetosphere, much closer to the white
dwarf than the emission line region of the stream.
At φ = 0.5 we see the largest smear in the velocity width of H α, and are just able to
resolve the now-maximally-blueshifted accretion stream from emission that originates on the
heated face of the secondary. In section 2.5.2 below, we fit Gaussians to the emission lines
to derive radial velocity curves. We will see that in high state these follow the expectations
for the ballistic stream, but in low state emission from the secondary dominates in half the
orbit, resulting in a more complicated curve for the unresolved emission components.
Radial Velocities
We measured radial velocities of H α, H β, H γ, and He I (5876 A˚) on four different
nights while LSQ1725-64 was in high state: 2013-06-16, 2013-07-02, 2013-07-12, and 2013-
07-27. The emission lines at each orbital phase were fitted with a Gaussian. At phases where
the lines could not be fitted (mostly around the eclipse) we discarded the results. We used
the 5577 A˚ skyline to adjust our wavelength solution for each spectrum. We phased all data
to the orbit using the ephemeris presented in Equation 2.4.1, again with suitable adjustment
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Figure 2.16: Radial velocity curves of different lines of LSQ1725-64 from four different nights.
The green curve shows the best-fitting sine function to the data in each panel. The average
amplitude across all lines shown is 507±18 km s−1. The average phase of maximum redshift
is 0.044±0.001. These results are consistent with the accretion stream being primary source
of emission. Error bars are not shown for clarity, but are ∼ 40 km s−1.
for φT0 . We then fitted the time series for each emission line using the equation
vr = γ +K sin
(
2pi(φ− φ0)
)
, (2.5.1)
holding the period fixed to that measured in subsection 2.4.1 so that the fitted parameters
are the systemic velocity, radial velocity amplitude, and phase. The results are shown in
Figure 3.4. The scatter is produced primarily by the unresolved components to the emission
lines that renders them non-Gaussian (see Figure 2.12).
We quantitatively confirm the result from Rabinowitz et al. (2011) that the maximum
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redshift occurs just after phase 0, at phase 0.044±0.001. This difference is roughly consistent
with the expected deviation of the stream from the line of centers due to Coriolis effects
(Warner & Peters, 1972). This reinforces the point that the primary source of emission
is along the infalling ballistic accretion stream. The average radial velocity amplitude we
measure is 507± 18 km s−1. This amplitude falls in the expected range of stream velocities
derived from modelling of polar systems (Ferrario et al., 1989). The average systemic velocity
we measure is 40± 25 km s−1.
We show in Figure 2.17 the fitted radial velocities of H α during a low state. The
best-fitting H α curve from our high state measurements (Figure 3.4) is shown as a solid
green curve. The expected radial velocity from the secondary using the parameters in sub-
section 2.6.2 is shown as a dashed red curve. In phases centered on white dwarf eclipse
(white background), when we see the un-irradiated side of the secondary, the data generally
follow the H α radial velocity curve from the ballistic stream, as in high state. However
in phases centered on 0.5 (gray background), when emission from the secondary should be
at its largest, the data more closely follow the expected orbital radial velocity curve of the
secondary star.
The upper panel of Figure 2.15 compares the reprocessed H α in low state with the
high state emission from the stream near its maximum blueshift (φ = 0.49). Overall, the
fitted radial velocities provide evidence that some of the light seen in the trailed spectra of
Figure 2.14 is from residual accretion occurring during low state, but also that reprocessed
light from the irradiated secondary is now much more easily measured.
2.6 Discussion
Our observations have refined and expanded our understanding of the properties of
LSQ1725-64 as first presented by Rabinowitz et al. (2011). They expected to find a magnetic
white dwarf and we have confirmed this using Zeeman splitting of H β. We have also been
able to measure the spectrum of the secondary and have observed the system through two
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Figure 2.17: Low state radial velocity measurements of H α. To show the expected stream
velocities, we have plotted the best-fitting radial velocity curve from the high state stream
as shown in Figure 3.4 (solid green). The expected radial velocity curve of the secondary
star based on our derived binary parameters in subsection 2.6.2 is also shown (dashed red).
Different symbols and colors represent different nights. The data are plotted twice for clarity.
The emission follows the expected accretion stream from the high state most closely when
the irradiated side of the secondary is out of view (white background). When the irradiated
side is in view (grey background), the data more closely follow the expected radial velocity
curve of the secondary.
accretion cycles. Our higher time resolution has also permitted us to measure light curve
features to better precision. Using these improved measurements, in this section we will
discuss three key questions about LSQ1725-64 that Rabinowitz et al. (2011) were either
unable to address or able to address only partially.
The first question we will revisit is the evolutionary state of the system. Rabinowitz
et al. (2011) have suggested that it may be post-bounce, but we argue otherwise based on
the eclipse length, which is longer than could be generated by a secondary on the post-bounce
relation of Knigge (2006). Furthermore, its spectral type, which we have estimated, is too
early to be post-bounce. The second question we address is the mass and radii of the stars in
the binary. The egress of the white dwarf provides a precise radius, and via the mass-radius
relationship for white dwarfs, implies a mass higher than the average of field white dwarfs,
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and similar to the average of AM Her stars overall (Ramsay, 2000). Finally, we can exploit
the simple geometry, known field strength, and direct measurement of the Alfve´n radius via
the eclipse of the loop above the accreting pole to estimate a mass transfer rate. We will
show that the upper limit yielded by this exercise matches the expected rate of mass transfer
that would be driven by angular momentum loss from gravitational radiation alone.
2.6.1 Is LSQ1725-64 a post-bounce system?
Rabinowitz et al. (2011) suggested LSQ1725-64 is a post-bounce system based on the
very red limit they derived for the V-J color and their fitting of binary parameters. These
fits matched one of two solutions for secondary mass based on pre- and post-bounce mass-
radius relationships for cataclysmic variable secondaries from Knigge (2006). However, their
determination suffered from two limitations: their time resolution gave them a crude estimate
of the eclipse length, and they did not detect the secondary during eclipse in any band other
than J. In this section we will use our better data to argue that LSQ1725-64 has properties
most consistent with a pre-bounce system.
Argument based on eclipse length
Using our highest time resolution photometry from SALT, we have measured an eclipse
length from mid-ingress to mid-egress of ∆φ = 0.066 ± 0.002. The error here is dominated
not by our time resolution but by the uncertainty in the white dwarf eclipse ingress which
includes an unresolved occultation of the cyclotron emitting pole at the limb of the white
dwarf. Our value for the eclipse length is at the upper end of the range given by Rabinowitz
et al. (2011), who had a 60 second integration time, equivalent to ∼.01 in orbital phase. They
used the secondary star mass-radius relations of Knigge (2006), coupled to the condition
of Roche-lobe filling to get the mass and radius of the secondary, and then refined the
expected eclipse lengths for pre- and post-bounce solutions to be ∆φ = 0.053 ± 0.007 and
∆φ = 0.048± 0.006, respectively. Note that these values depend on assumptions about the
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white dwarf mass because the orbital separation scales with total system mass. They then
used their photometry to choose between the solutions, favoring the post-bounce value.
With our more precise measurement of eclipse length, we can repeat the procedure of Ra-
binowitz et al. (2011), which is solving four equations for four unknowns using a Monte Carlo
method to account for errors in the parameters. The equations are the period-mean density
relationship for Roche lobe filling secondaries (Equation 2.6.1), the mass-radius relationship
for pre- and post-bounce systems from Knigge (2006), Kepler’s Law (Equation 3.5.3), and the
relationship between inclination and eclipse length (Equation 3.5.4). Following Rabinowitz
et al. (2011) we use the period-mean density relationship and the mass-radius relationship
for post-bounce systems from Knigge (2006) and we assume a white dwarf mass of 0.75 M
and radius of 0.0013 R.
Using a Gaussian distribution of the measured parameters and a Monte Carlo simulation
to calculate the other binary parameters, we find 0.08 per cent of our one million Monte Carlo
simulations returned a result with a large enough post-bounce secondary to create the eclipse
length we measure. The low yield occurs because these solutions require unlikely values for
the scale factor in the mass-radius relation (A in Knigge 2006) and for the measured eclipse
length (φegress). Therefore, we consider a post-bounce solution very unlikely. Conversely,
using the pre-bounce mass-radius relation (Equation 2.6.2) we find the majority of solutions
have parameters close to the values we measure.
Because we have resolved the eclipse egress, we can expand upon the procedure of Ra-
binowitz et al. (2011) by adding an equation that includes the white dwarf radius. In
subsection 2.6.2 we will present a solution of six simultaneous equations that yield our best
values for the system parameters under the assumption that it is a pre-bounce system.
We now turn to corroborating evidence that LSQ1725-64 is a pre-bounce system provided
by our best fit to the average low state spectrum and by photometric detections of the
secondary during eclipse.
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Argument based on spectral type
In subsection 2.5.1 we presented an orbital average of low state spectra, which has
minimal contamination by accretion stream emission and reprocessed light. Our composite
fit to this spectrum yielded a best-fitting spectral type of M8, with an uncertainty of about
half a spectral type. This is much earlier than expected for a post-bounce secondary, as we
show in Figure 2.18. The vertical bars in the figure denote the masses of secondaries falling
on the Knigge (2006) sequence for an orbital period of 94.6 min. The pre-bounce solution
(red) lies at 0.106 M, or spectral type M6, where we have taken the spectral type from the
tabulation of Knigge (2006). We have added a shaded region to reflect the observed scatter
in the Knigge (2006) sequence. The post-bounce secondary (green) from the Knigge (2006)
sequence at 94.6 minutes lies at 0.021 M, which is in the late T range.
For comparison, we have plotted a horizontal bar at the location of our best spectral fit
(bottom). The length of the bar indicates the range of spectral types allowed by our fit. Our
measurement is more consistent with the Knigge (2006) pre-bounce sequence for LSQ1725-
64’s orbital period though it lies at slightly later spectral type. We have plotted another
horizontal bar that shows the range of spectral types allowed by the V-J limit of Rabinowitz
et al. (2011) (top). Their limit is marginally consistent with our measured spectral type and
just reaches the pre-bounce value of Knigge (2006).
Finally, we have a limited number of 15 s photometric observations through SDSS filters
during eclipse. Under the best conditions of dark moon and good seeing on 2013-08-05,
we detected LSQ1725-64 in both r ′ and i ′ bands. Using comparison stars that had APASS
data, we measured r ′ = 22.7 ± 0.4 and i ′ = 20.6 ± 0.1. Using the transformation of
Lupton (2005)2, we converted our measurements into an R-band magnitude, so that we
could combine them with the J-band measurement of Rabinowitz et al. (2011) to get an
R-J color during eclipse, when contamination by white dwarf light is impossible. Using the
2https://www.sdss3.org/dr8/algorithms/sdssUBVRITransform.php
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donor sequence of Knigge (2006), our measured R-J color of 4.9± 0.4 corresponds to a mass
of 0.091 ± 0.004 M and is shown by a third horizontal bar in Figure 2.18 (middle). This
result is also more consistent with the Knigge (2006) pre-bounce sequence than it is with
the post-bounce sequence.
From all of the evidence available, it appears that the secondary in LSQ1725-64 is too
large, and too early in spectral type for LSQ1725-64 to be a post-bounce system.
Figure 2.18: Constraints on the spectral type and mass of the secondary in LSQ1725-64.
The green vertical line shows the post-bounce secondary mass from the models of Knigge
(2006). The red vertical line and shaded region shows the pre-bounce secondary mass and
distribution from Knigge (2006). We show three different constraints on the secondary mass,
arising from flux measurements of the secondary. The lowest horizontal constraint is from our
spectral decomposition, the middle constraint is from our R-J color, and the top constraint
is from the V-J limit measured by Rabinowitz et al. (2011). Our results are more consistent
with LSQ1725-64 being a pre-bounce system.
2.6.2 Binary Parameters
Using our new observations, we can derive new binary parameters of LSQ1725-64 under
our revised understanding of its evolutionary state and an expanded set of six equations.
As in section 2.6.1 the first two are the Roche condition and the mass-radius relation taken
from an ensemble of cataclysmic variable secondaries. Knigge (2006) states these as follows:
1. The Roche condition:
R2
R
= 0.2361 P
2/3
orb,h
(M2
M
)1/3
, (2.6.1)
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where Porb,h is the orbital period in hours.
2. The mass-radius relation of cataclysmic variable secondaries for the pre-bounce se-
quence of Knigge (2006):
R2
R
= 0.230± 0.008
( M2
0.20± 0.02 M
)0.64±0.02
(2.6.2)
To these we add expressions for the ingress/egress length, Kepler’s Law, inclination, and a
white dwarf mass-radius relation. From this full set of six equations we can solve simultane-
ously for the mass and radius of both stars, the orbital separation, and the inclination. The
four remaining equations are as follows:
3. The mass-radius relationship for white dwarfs: using the temperature range from our
fit to the low state spectrum of LSQ1725-64 (Figure 2.13), we fitted a polynomial to
the cooling models of Holberg & Bergeron (2006) and Tremblay et al. (2011a)3 (which
assume a CO core white dwarf) to determine a mass-radius relationship in solar units
for white dwarfs at appropriate temperatures:
Rwd = −0.009297M3wd + 0.02669M2wd − 0.03678Mwd + 0.02747 (2.6.3)
4. Kepler’s Law:
a3 = P 2orb
(
Mwd +M2
)( G
4pi2
)
(2.6.4)
5. The relationship between the inclination, secondary radius, separation, and eclipse
length given by Warner (1995) and Horne et al. (1982):
sin2(i) ≈ 1− (R2/a)
2
cos2(2pi φegress)
, (2.6.5)
3see http://www.astro.umontreal.ca/ bergeron/CoolingModels/
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Table 2.3: Binary Parameters of LSQ1725-64
φegress Mwd (M) Rwd (R)
0.033± 0.001 0.966± 0.027 0.0085± 0.0003
M2 (M) R2 (R) a (R) i (degrees)
0.114± 0.021 0.155± 0.010 0.703± 0.010 85.6± 1.7
where φegress is the phase of mid-egress and φ = 0 is inferior conjunction of the sec-
ondary.
6. The length of the white dwarf egress, which depends on the path the white dwarf takes
behind the secondary (see Wheatley & West 2002 and Nucita et al. 2012):
tegress
Porb
=
√
[R2 +Rwd]2 − [a cos(i)]2 −
√
[R2 −Rwd]2 − [a cos(i)]2
2pia
(2.6.6)
We solved these Monte Carlo style to estimate the binary parameters with errors, treating
each measured value and error as a Gaussian distribution. We also accounted for Gaussian
errors to the constant and exponent in Equation 2.6.2. Our inputs included the measured
mid-egress time of φegress = 0.033±0.001 and our measured length of the white dwarf egress
of tegress = 23.4 ± 0.3 s, along with the orbital period. We ran one millions simulations and
rejected solutions that did not have secondaries large enough to match the eclipse length.
Our output results and the associated 1σ errors are shown in Table 2.3.
Instead of adopting the Knigge (2006) relation to get the mass and radius of the sec-
ondary, we also tried using values appropriate for the spectral type we measured. With
these input assumptions, the Monte Carlo results showed only a low probability of getting
an eclipse as long as that which we measure. This suggests that the temperature of the
secondary is cooler than is typical for its mass and radius.
Our white dwarf mass of 0.966±0.027 M falls within the white dwarf mass distribution
in cataclysmic variables of Zorotovic et al. (2011). This value also is similar to other known
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white dwarf masses in polars (e.g. Cropper et al. 1998) though the number of polars with
directly measured white dwarf masses is still small. Adopting different white dwarf mass-
radius relationships from Panei et al. (2000) for different core compositions changes our
results insignificantly, except for an iron-core white dwarf, which is not something we expect.
Thus LSQ1725-64 provides another indication that the white dwarfs in cataclysmic variables
are significantly more massive than those of typical single white dwarfs, whose masses cluster
in a narrow range around 0.63 M (Falcon et al., 2010b).
2.6.3 Mass Transfer Rate
It is often possible to use accretion luminosity in the X-ray or UV to estimate the mass
transfer rate in polars (see e.g. King & Watson 1987). Then, if the magnetic field is known,
an estimate of the Alfve´n radius can also be calculated. We do not have accretion luminosity
measurements, but we do have direct geometric information constraining the Alfve´n radius
in the form of the eclipse of light coming from gas that extends above the accreting magnetic
pole.
Bridge et al. (2003) used the eclipse of the accretion stream they measured in EP Dra to
estimate the Alfve´n radius. We can use the eclipse of the accretion stream seen in Figure 2.4
in the same way to get an estimate of rµ. As with EP Dra, this stream is variable as is the
mass transfer rate, but will provide an estimate for rµ.
In this section we will use this eclipse to estimate the Alfve´n radius and combine it
with our Zeeman measured magnetic field strength to calculate an upper limit of the mass
transfer rate, M˙ . This M˙ , along with the system parameters from the previous section will
allow us to compare this to expectation from gravitational radiation driven mass loss. We
will show the upper limit of the mass transfer rate is consistent with the rate expected from
gravitational radiation acting alone.
Our calculations rely upon an initial assumption that the light that persists after eclipse
ingress in Figure 2.4 is light from an accretion loop that stands above the white dwarf
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magnetic pole. As discussed before, the magnetic field of the white dwarf in LSQ1725-64 is
oriented nearly perpendicular to the line of centers between the binary. This means that the
(Coriolis deflected) stream will encounter field lines roughly perpendicular to its velocity. In
the standard picture, a stagnation or comminution region will develop just before the infalling
plasma attaches to the magnetic field lines (Warner, 1995). Subsequent motion occurs along
field lines until the fan of accreting matter is channeled onto one or more magnetic poles.
We see evidence in our observed P Cygni profiles for the presence of a stagnation region
that passes in front of the white dwarf just before primary eclipse. Thus it is reasonable to
suppose that the light persisting after white dwarf eclipse comes from plasma following field
lines to the white dwarf surface. Our unfiltered measurement of this light does not permit
us to explore its nature, but spectra during eclipse on the same night as the photometry of
Figure 2.4 show that the strong emission lines are not present during the eclipse. Multicolor
photometry in a few eclipses shows that the light must be redder than the SDSS i ′ band,
but more detailed measurements during eclipse are required to characterize this light.
Under the assumption that the eclipse of this loop yields a proxy for the Alfve´n radius, we
now estimate the mass transfer rate for LSQ1725-64 using our established binary parameters.
From Mukai (1988) and Warner (1995):
M˙16 =
(
1.45× 1010
rµ
)11/2
µ234 σ
2
9 M
−1/2
wd , (2.6.7)
where M˙16 is the mass transfer rate in units of 10
16 g s−1, rµ is the Alfve´n radius in cm, µ34
is the magnetic moment of the white dwarf in units of 1034 G cm3, σ9 is the stream radius
in units of 109 cm, and Mwd is the white dwarf mass in solar masses.
The stream width is given by Lubow & Shu (1975) and Lubow & Shu (2014) as
σ =
√
kT
m
P
2pi
√
2pi
γ
, (2.6.8)
where the first term is the isothermal sound speed and the last term is a unitless factor
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related to the stream density. We use 0.93 ± 0.05 as can be found in Table 3 of Lubow &
Shu (2014) for the mass ratio of LSQ1725-64 and assumed a dipole field.
Since the co-latitude is not well constrained, we assume β = 90 and therefore estimate
an lower limit to the Alfve´n radius in the following manner. From Figure 2.4 we measure
the orbital phase between white dwarf ingress and full eclipse of the accretion loop to be
∆φ = 0.025 ± 0.002. The accretion spot on the white dwarf is 99 degrees in front of the
line of centers, so we can convert this phase angle into a projected length using the binary
separation from our fitted solution in Table 2.3. Since the phase we measure occurs after the
white dwarf has been eclipsed, we add the radius of the white dwarf to get a lower limit on
the Alfve´n radius of 0.120± 0.009 R. This lower limit on the Alfve´n radius gives an upper
limit to the mass transfer rate.
To estimate the upper limit on the mass transfer rate with errors, we ran one million
Monte Carlo simulations to solve Equation 2.6.7 with normally distributed errors on all
the input parameters. The limit on the mass transfer rate is 3.8 ± 2.1 × 1015 g s−1 or
6.1±3.4×10−11 M yr−1. Since the duty cycle is poorly constrained we do not estimate the
time-averaged accretion rate. Including the duty cycle would lower the mass transfer rate,
so our value is still an upper limit.
There are a number of assumptions and simplifications that are involved in this estimate.
X-ray or UV measurements of LSQ1725-64 are required to provide a measurement of the
mass transfer rate. However, our estimate is within the range of mass transfer rates seen in
other polars (Warner, 1995), and similar to those derived by Araujo-Betancor et al. (2005)
and Townsley & Ga¨nsicke (2009) for polars with orbital periods like LSQ1725-64.
Finally, we calculate the expected M˙ from gravitational radiation alone. From Warner
(1995)
M˙ = 2.4× 1015 M
2/3
wd P
−1/6
orb (hr)(
1− 15
19
q
)
(1 + q)1/3
g s−1, (2.6.9)
which gives a predicted mass transfer rate of ∼ 2.3 × 1015 g s−1. Our limit on the mass
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transfer rate is consistent with this expectation from gravitational radiation, and does not
require any extra source of braking to explain. This result is consistent with the overall
picture of polar evolution (e.g. Wickramasinghe & Wu (1994)).
2.7 Conclusions
We have presented new observations of the short period (94 m) eclipsing binary LSQ172554.8-
643839 that confirm it is a magnetic cataclysmic variable of the AM Herculis type. Pho-
tometric monitoring with the SOAR Telescope, SALT, and PROMPT has revealed high
states separated by ∼109 days with 65 per cent duty cycle, indicative of changes in the
mass-transfer state. The transition from low to high state occurs over a three day period,
or about 45 orbits.
In agreement with the discovery data of Rabinowitz et al. (2011), we find states in which
the binary lightcurve shows a large increase in brightness during half the orbital period, as
might arise from accretion onto one hemisphere of the white dwarf, followed immediately by
a deep eclipse of the white dwarf. In the brightest state, the rapid eclipse of the hot spot
is followed by the longer eclipse of a loop or column of gas standing above the limb of the
white dwarf. The end of the eclipse is marked by a 23.4 s egress of the white dwarf. Strong
emission lines present during the high state show properties consistent with emission from
a bright accretion stream. The stream emission lines fade in intensity during low state, but
do not disappear, indicating that mass transfer continues throughout the accretion cycle.
Using the Zeeman splitting of the H β absorption line of the white dwarf, we have
estimated the surface-averaged magnetic field to be 12.5 ± 0.5 MG. Most of the extra light
we measure during high state appears to be cyclotron emission from a single magnetic pole,
but individual humps are not apparent, presumably because the harmonics are closely-spaced
and merge together into a single broad continuum source. We have fitted the average low
state spectrum to yield an estimate of the white dwarf temperature (12, 650 ± 550K) and
secondary spectral type (M8 ± 0.5). Based on the spectral type and the eclipse length, we
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have established that LSQ1725-64 is in the pre-bounce evolutionary phase.
Our time-resolved photometry and spectroscopy has permitted us to make precise esti-
mates of system parameters, including the white dwarf radius (0.0085± 0.0003 R), which
implies a mass of 0.966 ± 0.027 M. If we identify the height of the gas above the limb as
an estimate of the Alfve´n radius, we calculate an upper limit to the average mass transfer
rate of 6.1± 3.4× 10−11 M yr−1. This result is consistent with expectations from angular
momentum loss via gravitational radiation alone.
Among polars, LSQ1725-64 is an ideal laboratory in many respects. The geometry
is simple and measurable, different accretion states are frequent and dramatic, and the
accretion onto one pole leaves a ‘reference hemisphere’ on the white dwarf in high state.
These properties enable investigation into the properties of the stellar components and make
LSQ1725-64 one of the best magnetic cataclysmic variables for such studies.
In the next chapter, we will present results on a different magnetic cataclysmic variable.
We will see that it, too, has a unique geometry that enables us to measure properties of the
white dwarf in new ways.
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CHAPTER 3: THE MAGNETIC CATACLYSMIC VARIABLE
CTCV1928-50
Consider, brother Sancho, that this adventure, and others of this
nature, are not adventures of islands, but of crossways, in which
nothing is to be gotten but a broken head, or the loss of an ear.
Have patience; for adventures will offer, whereby I may not only
make thee a governor, but something better.
— Don Quixote
In this chapter, we will present new measurements of both white dwarf and accretion
properties in the magnetic cataclysmic variable CTCV J192832-500135 (hereafter CTCV1928-
50). Time-resolved spectroscopy allows us to measure the radial velocity amplitude of the
secondary star. We combine this measurement with previous results to estimate a white
dwarf mass of 0.67±0.08 M. We also observe absorption we associate with Zeeman split H
α from cool halo gas above the accretion spot of the white dwarf. Assuming the change in
absorption centroid with phase is a result of observing freely-falling gas near the accretion
spot, we measure a free-fall velocity of 1869± 120 km s−1.
3.1 The Interesting Properties of Polar CTCV1928-50
The eclipsing polar CTCV1928-50 was first identified as a candidate cataclysmic variable
from the Cala´n-Tololo Survey. Tappert et al. (2004) followed up CTCV1928-50 with time-
series photometry and spectroscopy that revealed it to be an eclipsing magnetic cataclysmic
variable. The lack of strong emission line in their spectroscopy revealed CTCV1928-50 was in
a state of low accretion and allowed them to measure properties of the stellar components.
They observed signatures of the secondary star in the spectrum and determined it has a
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spectral type of M5. Zeeman splitting of the Balmer lines of the white dwarf gave an
estimated white dwarf magnetic field strength of 20 MG.
Potter et al. (2005) obtained photopolarimetric observations of this system. CTCV1928-
50 was in a state of high accretion during their observations, as evidenced by the significant
flux variations in their lightcurves. They determined an orbital period of 6062 s. Their
maximum circular polarization measurements of 12 per cent in the red and 5 per cent in the
blue are roughly consistent with a magnetic field of 20 MG. Modelling of their polarization
data with Stokes Imaging allowed them to estimate the system inclination (77◦ ± 2◦), as
well as the colatitude (5◦-15◦) and longitude (no less than 144 degrees ahead of the line of
centers) of the primary accreting pole.
With the exception of a single low state spectrum from Tappert et al. (2004), no spec-
troscopy has been published of CTCV1928-50. The spectra of polars often display emis-
sion lines coming from various components which can provide insights into fundamental
parameters of individual systems (e.g. Schwope et al. 1997). We undertook a program to
spectroscopically study CTCV1928-50, and combine our new measurements with previous
measurements to better understand the system.
The Catalina Real Time-Transient Survey (Drake et al., 2009) has photometry of CTCV1928-
50 covering ∼8 years that shows V-band variations between 15.5 and 17.7. Though the
time-coverage is sparse, there is a slight indication that multiple accretion states cause at
least part this variation. We also monitored CTCV1928-50 with the PROMPT network for
1.6 years to further search for longterm variations.
In section 3.2 we detail our photometric and spectroscopic observations of CTCV1928-
50. We present the results of our longterm photometric monitoring in section 3.3 and show
results indicative of subtle changes in the mass transfer rate over nearly two years. Our
spectroscopic observations of emission lines are presented in section 3.4. The distinct, multi-
component nature of polar emission lines enables us to measure the radial velocity of the
secondary. From this measurement, and results from Potter et al. (2005), we calculate binary
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Table 3.1: Spectroscopic Observations of CTCV1928-50
Observation Start Grating Wavelength Exposure Length of
Date (UT) (l mm−1) Coverage (A˚) Time (s) Observation (Hours)
2014-05-04 400 4000 - 8050 90 1.66
2014-05-04 1200 5840 - 7085 90 1.66
2014-05-17 1200 5855 - 7100 90 3.00
2014-05-27 2100 4425 - 5095 120 1.93
2014-07-25 1200 5840 - 7085 90 1.72
parameters in section 3.5. Knowing these parameters, we then undertake a detailed study
of the properties of halo Zeeman line splitting in section 3.6. We add context to these
measurements in section 3.7.
3.2 Observations
We observed CTCV1928-50 on 4 different nights with the Goodman Spectrograph on the
SOAR Telescope (Clemens et al., 2004). We used the 400 l mm−1, 1200 l mm−1, and 2100
l mm−1 gratings which have dispersions of 1, 0.33, and 0.19 A˚ per unbinned pixel, respec-
tively. We used a 0.45′′ slit with no binning in the spectroscopic directions for all observations
with the 1200 and 2100 l mm−1 gratings. With the 400 l mm−1 grating we used a 1.07′′ slit
and binned by two pixels in the spectral direction. The spectra were bias-subtracted, flat-
fielded, and wavelength-calibrated using IRAF. We were primarily concerned with getting
good phase coverage of CTCV1928-50 and studying relative variations over the course of an
orbit. Our most common exposure time of 90 s corresponds to a phase width of 0.015. We
did not observe a standard star on any night so we do not flux calibrate our data. Table 3.1
summarizes our spectroscopic observations.
We also carried out a longterm monitoring campaign with the PROMPT array at CTIO.
Approximately every third night we would collect three 120 s images in the SDSS g ′ and
r ′ bands. We collected data over 608 and 602 days, respectively. We also obtained near
simultaneous photometry with PROMPT while we obtained spectroscopy with SOAR. We
used these lightcurves to check the accretion state on each particular night we obtained
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spectra.
Potter et al. (2005) gives an ephemeris for CTCV1928-50 based on their eclipse timings.
At the time of our observations, the error in the ephemeris is 43 s. Since this is much less than
the orbital period, we use the ephemeris of Potter et al. (2005) to phase all our data to the
orbital period after first converting the times to Barycentric Dynamical Time (BJD-TDB)
(Eastman et al., 2010).
3.3 Longterm Behavior
Figure 3.1 shows a folded lightcurve from PROMPT in white light. This shows that
CTCV1928-50 is in roughly the same accretion state as Potter et al. (2005). Similarly,
we interpret the large flux modulation between phases 0.36 and 1.08 as the appearance
and disappearance of the primary accreting pole. This behavior is similar to that seen
in polar LSQ1725-64 (see chapter 2 and Fuchs et al. (2016)). Additionally, Potter et al.
(2005) observed two strong linear polarization pulses at these phases which coincide with
reversals in the circular polarization. This behavior is also indicative of the appearance and
disappearance of an accreting pole.
Having a measurement of the appearance and disappearance of the accreting pole allows
us to measure its longitude, ψ. Given our phase measurements of 0.36±0.01 and 1.08±0.01,
we calculate a longitude of 99◦ ± 7◦, where we have adopted the standard definition of
longitude = 0 corresponding to phase 0. This longitude is confirmed later by radial velocity
measurements.
This result disagrees with Potter et al. (2005), who concluded that the longitude is
at least 144◦ based on their Stokes modelling. We disagree with their conclusion because
the time of appearance and disappearance of the accretion spot is very clear from both
photometry and polarimetry. A longitude of 144◦ requires the spot to face us at phase 0.6
which, given our measurements and the geometry described above, is not physically possible.
Figure 3.2 shows our longterm SDSS g ′ and r ′ monitoring with PROMPT. We have
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Figure 3.1: Folded PROMPT lightcurve in white light from 2014-05-03, showing CTCV1928-
50 to be in a state of high accretion similar to Potter et al. (2005). The phases of appearance
(0.36 ± 0.01) and disappearance (1.08 ± 0.01) of the accreting pole allows us to estimate a
longitude of 99◦ ± 7◦.
phased and folded the data to the ephemeris from Potter et al. (2005). There is significant
flux variation, specifically around phases 0.5 and 1.0. If we associate the time between
phases 0.36 and 1.08 as when the primary accretion spot is in view, these variations most
likely indicate a variation in the mass transfer rate over the course of these observations.
We believe these variations are not large enough to be considered variations between low
and high state. Instead, we suggest that during high state the mass transfer rate is varying
over this observational timescale. Since we only collected a few images every few nights, we
cannot provide any detailed investigation of how variable the mass transfer rate might be,
or possible timescales for this variation.
3.4 Emission Line Profiles
We show in Figure 3.3 a trailed spectrum of the H α and He I (6678 A˚) lines in
CTCV1928-50. These emission line profiles are very similar to emission line profiles seen
in other polars, with both broad and narrow components (e.g. Schwope et al. 1997). We see
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Figure 3.2: Longterm, phased PROMPT monitoring of CTCV1928-50. Observations were
typically collected at the rate of 3 per night every 3 days. The data are plotted twice.
SDSS g ′-band photometry is on top and SDSS r ′-band photometry is on the bottom. The
variations indicate a possible change in the mass transfer rate over the 600 days of coverage.
a broad component that has a maximum redshift just before phase 0 and a narrow compo-
nent that has a maximum redshift around phase 0.25. Following similar results from other
polars, we tentatively associate the broad component as coming from the accretion stream
and the narrow component coming from the heated face of the secondary. We will confirm
this suggestion in subsection 3.4.1.
Absorption is apparent starting about phase 0.85 in both He and H. Both lines shows
absorption that first appears on the red wings of the emission line before consuming the whole
line. This indicates that the absorbing material first blocks the highest velocity material in
the accretion stream. This is the opposite of what is observed in FL Cet by Schmidt et al.
(2005), who found absorbing material to appear first on the blue wing, but similar to MN
Hya (Ramsay & Wheatley, 1998).
3.4.1 Radial Velocities
We measured the radial velocity of the narrow-line component of both H α and He I
(6678 A˚) to attempt to get a radial velocity curve for the secondary. This will help us
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Figure 3.3: Trailed spectrum of the H α (left) and He I (6678, right) emission lines in
CTCV1928-50. The broad and narrow components come from the accretion stream and
secondary, respectively. Shortly before eclipse, both emission lines show absorption.
estimate the mass of the secondary. We corrected each measurement using a sky line then
fitted our measurements of the velocities with
vr = γ +K sin
(
2pi(φ− φ0)
)
. (3.4.1)
We held the period fixed so that our fitted quantities are γ,K, and φ0. The fit was done with
MPFIT, which uses a Levenberg-Marquardt technique to solve the least-squares problem
(Markwardt, 2009). Our results for H α and He I (6678 A˚) are shown in Figure 3.4. The
weighted average from these two fits gives K = 343± 3 km s−1, γ = 61± 6 km s−1, and a
maximum redshift at phase 0.245± 0.003. Accounting for the error in the ephemeris, this is
consistent with a maximum redshift at phase 0.25.
The width and phasing of the narrow emission line component confirms that it comes
from the secondary star. This is similar to results in other polars (e.g. Schwope et al. (1997))
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Figure 3.4: Radial velocity measurements of the narrow emission-line component of H α
(left) and He I (right). Different nights are denoted by different colored symbols. The
results are consistent with the source of emission being reprocessed light from the secondary.
The best-fitting semi-amplitude, after correcting to the center of mass, is 393± 13 km s−1.
which found the narrow emission lines to be reprocessed emission from the secondary.
To get the velocity amplitude at the center of mass of the secondary, as opposed to
the heated face, we must apply the K-correction first done by Wade & Horne (1988). This
correction will increase the amplitude by a factor of
∆K =
∆R(1 + q)
a
K2 , (3.4.2)
where q is the mass ratio M2
M1
, a is the orbital separation, and ∆R is the shift of the effective
center of the line to the center of mass. For uniform emission from one side, ∆R = 4
3pi
R2.
∆K depends weakly on different binary parameters, so we conservatively adopt ∆K =
50±10 km s−1. This gives a radial velocity amplitude at the center of mass of the secondary
of 393± 13 km s−1.
We additionally measured the velocity of the broad component of H α and He I (6678 A˚).
The result is shown in Figure 3.5. Absorption of the accretion stream, as seen in Figure 3.3,
limits measurements just before eclipse. The large velocities we measure around the eclipse
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Figure 3.5: Radial velocity measurements of the broad emission-line component of H α in
CTCV1928-50. Different colored symbols refer to different nights and resolutions. Absorp-
tion of the accretion stream prevents any measurements during the eclipse of the white dwarf.
The emission that emerges after eclipse is at the highest velocities we measure, indicating
the lower velocity material is still occulted by the secondary star.
are because part of the stream is eclipsed by the secondary, so the part of the stream we do
see is the highest velocity part. This is confirmed by the direction the P Cygni profiles are
formed. The most red-shifted part of the stream is absorbed first and thus comes back into
view before the rest of the stream.
The weighted average of each best-fitting curve gives γ = 36.6 ± 1.6 km s−1, a semi-
amplitude of 371± 3 km s−1, and a maximum red-shift at phase 0.010± 0.001.
3.5 Binary Parameters
Based on our measurement of the radial velocity of the secondary and the results in
Potter et al. (2005), in this section we calculate the binary parameters of CTCV1928-50,
assuming only that the secondary follows the mass-radius relations for secondary stars in
cataclysmic variables from Knigge et al. (2011). To determine the following parameters
with error bars, we ran one million Monte Carlo simulations of the following equations. We
present the final results in Table 3.2.
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Knigge et al. (2011) give a mass-radius relationship for secondary stars in cataclysmic
variables,
R2
R
= 0.255± 0.008
( M2
0.20± 0.02 M
)0.61±0.01
, (3.5.1)
and a period-mean density relation for Roche lobe filling stars
R2
R
= 0.2361 P
2/3
orb,h
(M2
M
)1/3
, (3.5.2)
where Porb,h is the orbital period in hours. From these we calculate a secondary mass and
radius. We use the period measurement from Potter et al. (2005) to get a secondary mass
of 0.12 ± 0.03 M and radius of 0.165 ± 0.014 R. The donor sequence of Knigge et al.
(2011) predicts a spectral type of M5.6 for the orbital period of CTCV1928-50. Given the
spectral fit of M5 from Tappert et al. (2004), we consider it a reasonable assumption that
the secondary in CTCV1928-50 follows the Knigge et al. (2011) sequence.
We then use the following three equations to simultaneously determine the system in-
clination, i, orbital separation, a, and the mass of the white dwarf, Mwd. The equations
are
1. Kepler’s Law:
a3 = P 2orb
(
Mwd +M2
)( G
4pi2
)
, (3.5.3)
where Porb is the orbital period of 6062.0237 ± 0.008 s from Potter et al. (2005).
2. The relationship between the inclination, secondary radius, separation, and eclipse
length given by Warner (1995) and Horne et al. (1982):
sin2(i) ≈ 1− (R2/a)
2
cos2(pi ∆φ)
, (3.5.4)
where ∆φ is the eclipse phase length. We use ∆φ = 0.0292± 0.0004 from Potter et al.
(2005).
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Table 3.2: Binary Parameters of CTCV1928-50
Mwd (M) Rwd (R) M2 (M) R2 (R)
0.67± 0.08 0.0117± 0.0009 0.12± 0.03 0.165± 0.014
a (R) i (deg) Tshock (keV)
0.66± 0.03 77± 1 27.8± 5.4
3. The binary mass function:
K3secPorb
2piG
=
Mwd sin
3 i
(1 + q)2
, (3.5.5)
where q = Msec
Mwd
. We use the radial velocity amplitude corrected to the center of mass,
Ksec = 393± 13 km s−1.
We calculate a white dwarf mass of 0.67± 0.08 M, a separation of 0.66± 0.03 R, and
an inclination of 77◦ ± 1◦. We note that this inclination confirms the inclination determined
in Potter et al. (2005). Taking the mass-radius relation for zero temperature white dwarfs
from Nauenberg (1972) we calculate a radius of the white dwarf of 0.0117±0.0009R. Then,
using
tan(i)× tan(β) = − sec(pi∆φ) (3.5.6)
we estimate β = 20◦ ± 3◦.
Lastly, we make a prediction of the shock temperature following Mukai & Charles (1987):
Tshock = 31.9
Mwd
Rwd,9
keV, (3.5.7)
where Mwd is in solar masses and Rwd,9 is the white dwarf radius in units of 10
9 cm. This
gives a shock temperature of 27.8 ± 5.4 keV. Typical polar shock temperatures are 10-40
keV (Wu et al., 2003).
Our calculated white dwarf mass lies at the low mass end of the distribution of white
dwarf masses in magnetic cataclysmic variables found by (Ramsay, 2000). It is similar to
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typical masses of field white dwarfs, which cluster around 0.64 M (Falcon et al., 2010b).
There are relatively few precise measurements of white dwarf masses in magnetic cataclysmic
variables. It was first suggested by Liebert (1988) that magnetic white dwarfs are more mas-
sive than their nonmagnetic counterparts. This suggestion has been confirmed by additional
studies (Wickramasinghe & Ferrario (2000) and references therein). Explaining the origin of
these strong magnetic fields is still debated (see Wickramasinghe & Ferrario 2005 and Tout
et al. 2008), but every additional measurement of a white dwarf mass is helpful to solve this
question.
3.6 Halo Zeeman Absorption
In a few magnetic cataclysmic variables, observed Zeeman absorption has been traced
to the accretion region and not the photosphere of the white dwarf. This absorption arises
from cooler halo gas that surrounds the accretion stream, and is absorbing the cyclotron
radiation from the accretion stream. The strong magnetic field causes Zeeman splitting of
the absorption lines at widths related to the strength of the magnetic field where the cyclotron
radiation was formed. Halo zeeman absorption is observed only when the accretion region
is in view. Schmidt et al. (1983) and Wickramasinghe et al. (1987) were the first to observe
halo Zeeman absorption in ST LMi and V834 Cen, respectively.
During some orbital phases, we detected absorption around 6300 A˚ as shown in Fig-
ure 3.6. Measurements in multiple setups and on different nights revealed that the absorp-
tion first appears around phase 0.40 and is present until phase 1.06. The movement of the
absorption feature with respect to wavelength is consistent across all data. At phase 0.40
it appears at the shortest wavelength, before moving to longer wavelengths and then nearly
back to where it appeared before disappearing. We corrected our measured wavelengths
using a skyline and show our results in Figure 3.7.
As this absorption appears only during the bright phase when the accreting pole is in
view, we associate this feature with the σ− transition of H α Zeeman absorption by cool halo
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Figure 3.6: Example of halo Zeeman absorption in CTCV1928-50. This spectrum is from
400 l mm−1 data taken on 2014-05-04. H α and He I emission are present, in addition to
the halo Zeeman absorption around 6300 A˚.
gas near the hot spot of CTCV1928-50.
We do not observe the σ+ Zeeman splitting. Oestreicher et al. (1990) noted that cyclotron
emission is more strongly absorbed by the σ− transition than the σ+ transition because of
the sign of circular polarization. Additionally, at this field strength the σ+ transition would
overlap with the telluric absorption near 6870 A˚. Therefore, the absence of σ+ absorption is
not surprising and does not change our conclusion.
Schwope et al. (1995) detected halo Zeeman absorption in BL Hydri and found the σ−
transition of H α to be stationary. However, Schwope & Beuermann (1990) modeled the
motion of the halo absorption lines in V834 Cen as gas at a free-fall velocity of 4000 km s−1.
Wavelength shifts of halo zeeman absorption can be attributed to either changes in the
observed magnetic field strength or radial velocity motion of the gas. We now investigate
both options and conclude these wavelength shifts are most likely from observing free-falling
gas near the accreting pole.
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Figure 3.7: Wavelength measurements of the absorption dip in CTCV1928-50. Black circles
are 400 l mm−1 data from 2014-05-03. Red diamonds are 1200 l mm−1 data from 2014-
05-03. Blue crosses are 1200 l mm−1 data from 2014-05-16. The absorption profile is most
blue-shifted when it appears at phase 0.4 and reaches maximum redshift around phase 0.75.
3.6.1 Option 1: Changing Magnetic Field Strength
If the wavelength shifts of the halo absorption are caused by changes in the magnetic
field strength alone, we can use the measured wavelengths to estimate the different magnetic
fields strengths causing the Zeeman absorption. Using the extrema from Figure 3.7 and
∆λL ' 4.7× 10−7 λ2 Bs , (3.6.1)
similar to the work presented in section 2.3, we calculate a magnetic field strength of 13.75
MG at phase 0.4 and 12.5 MG around phase 0.75.
Then, if we assume a dipole field and use the estimated white dwarf photospheric mag-
netic field strength of 20 MG from Tappert et al. (2004), we can estimate the height above
the pole where this absorption is formed. From Achilleos et al. (1992),
dhalo = Rwd ∗
[(Bhalo
Bo
)1/3
− 1
]
, (3.6.2)
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where dhalo is the height above the white dwarf surface where the absorption forms measured
in white dwarf radii, Bhalo is the magnetic field strength at that height, and Bo is the magnetic
field strength at the pole of the white dwarf. Magnetic fields of 13.75 MG and 12.5 MG
correspond to heights above the white dwarf of 0.13 Rwd and 0.17 Rwd, respectively. This
close to the white dwarf photosphere, the accretion stream should be falling nearly radially
onto the white dwarf. Therefore, we find it geometrically unlikely that the variation we see
in the wavelength of the halo absorption is caused by seeing gas at different heights above
the white dwarf photosphere.
3.6.2 Option 2: Free-fall Velocity Near the White Dwarf
If we assume the wavelength shifts are caused solely by freely falling gas near the white
dwarf, we first recall that when we observe the stream perpendicularly to its motion, there
will be no Doppler shift in the measured wavelengths. From that, we use our measured
wavelength at phase 0.4 to assume we are seeing gas in a 13.75 MG field 0.13 Rwd above the
white dwarf surface.
We can then use our phase-resolved measurements to calculate the velocity of the infalling
gas. Our fit will account for both orbital motion and the free-fall velocity. Since the gas we
observe is stationary in position with respect to the white dwarf, we take the orbital motion
of the gas to be the same as the white dwarf. Given our calculated masses in section 3.5 and
our measurement of Ksec, we make a prediction of Kwd = 72 km s
−1.
The σ− transition of H α in a magnetic field of 13.75 MG will have a wavelength of
λB = 6284.7 A˚ (Landstreet, 1980). We calculated the velocity of each measurement relative
to that wavelength. We fitted our measurements to
vmeasured = γ +Kwd sin
(
2pi(φ− 0.5))+ vff cos (α) , (3.6.3)
where
cos
(
α
)
= cos
(
i
)
cos
(
β
)
+ sin
(
i
)
sin
(
β
)
cos
(
φ+ ψ
)
(3.6.4)
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is the viewing angle between the observer and the magnetic field axis (Imamura & Durisen,
1983).
We fit the systemic velocity γ and the free-fall velocity vff . The phasing of the free-
fall amplitude is determined by our selection of system inclination and the co-latitude and
longitude of the accretion spot. Our best-fitting measurements give vff = 1869±120 km s−1
and γ = −58± 29 km s−1. Our results are shown in Figure 3.8.
Figure 3.8: Assuming we are observing material in a 13.75 MG field, we have calculated the
velocity of the data in Figure 3.7. The data have been fitted to Equation 3.6.3 to account for
the motion of the white dwarf and the radially infalling accreting material. The best-fitting
model has a free-fall velocity of 1869± 120 km s−1.
Two points of evidence encourage us to believe the wavelength shifts are caused by the
motion of freely falling gas. The motion of the absorption profile is most red-shifted around
phase 0.72, when, based on the geometry presented in section 3.3, the accretion spot is most
directly facing us. The accreting material at this phase would be most red-shifted, which is
in line with what we observe.
Additionally, our measured free-fall velocity is not ruled out by theoretical expectations.
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The theoretical free-fall velocity,
vff =
(2GMwd
Rwd
)1/2
, (3.6.5)
is about 4800 km s−1. The correction for the material not falling from infinity is negligible
(Busschaert et al., 2015). This theoretical free-fall velocity gives the velocity at the surface
of the white dwarf, so we can correct this amount by our assumed height of 0.13 Rwd. This
implies vff (1.13Rwd) = 4500 km s
−1, which is still larger than our measured value. Detailed
modelling of the geometry and structure of the accretion shock are needed to confirm this
suggestion.
3.7 Conclusions
We have presented new measurements of the eclipsing magnetic cataclysmic variable
CTCV1928-50. Time-resolved spectroscopy reveals two emission-line components - a broad
component from the accretion stream falling towards the white dwarf and a narrow compo-
nent from the heated face of the secondary. We measure the radial velocity amplitude at the
center of mass of the secondary to be 393± 13 km s−1. Assuming the secondary follows the
Knigge et al. (2011) mass-radius relationship for secondary stars in cataclysmic variables,
we estimate binary parameters of the system. In particular, we find a white dwarf mass of
0.67± 0.08 M.
We also detect absorption in our spectra that we associate as arising from cool halo gas
close to the accretion spot on the white dwarf. The absorption centroid moves with phase
which must come either from changes in the magnetic field strength of the absorbing region
or from velocity motion of the infalling gas. Based on phasing of the centroid, possible
magnetic field strength measurements, and possible radial velocity measurements we suggest
the motion is due primarily to the motion of the infalling gas. From this we estimate a free-fall
velocity of 1869± 120 km s−1 approximately 0.13 Rwd above the white dwarf photosphere.
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The geometry of this system, with a clean and well-defined view of the accretion shock,
makes it an intriguing object to search for quasi-periodic oscillations. Quasi-periodic oscilla-
tions were first seen in polars in V834 Cen and AN UMa by Middleditch (1982) and have also
been found in VV Pup (Larsson, 1989) and IGRJ14536-5522 (Potter et al., 2010). Detection
in the optical, X-ray, or polarization and modelling of these oscillations would help provide
insight into the stability of the accretion column, cooling processes, and homogeneity of the
accretion stream (see Bonnet-Bidaud et al. 2015 and Busschaert et al. 2015).
This chapter concludes our study of white dwarf properties in magnetic cataclysmic
variables. In the next chapter, we will turn our attention to single pulsating white dwarfs
and describe a survey we have completed to estimate Teff and log g from spectroscopy.
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CHAPTER 4: A SPECTROSCOPIC SURVEY OF DAVs
The profession I follow will not allow or suffer me to go in any other
manner. The dance, the banquet, and the bed of down, were
invented for soft and effeminate courtiers; but toil, disquietude, and
arms, were designed for those whom the world calls knights-errant,
of which number I.
— Don Quixote
We have completed a spectroscopic survey of 122 white dwarfs with the goal of deter-
mining Teff and log g in a consistent manner and with very low systematic errors to enable
seismological studies of DAVs. We will obtain atmospheric parameters for each white dwarf
by comparing normalized observed Balmer line profiles to normalized model Balmer line
profiles (see section 4.4). This is difficult because the Balmer lines in white dwarfs are wide,
defining the normalization region between lines is not straight forward because of the lack of
true continuum, and small modulations from flat fielding or flux calibration, for example, can
change the final determined atmospheric parameters. We will take care to understand, char-
acterize, and measure as many of these systematics as possible so that they can be limited
by us and others. One of the benefits of our survey is the homogeneity of the observations,
data reductions, and spectral fitting processes. Using the same spectrograph and telescope
for all observations reduces some of the systematics that can arise from using different spec-
trographs, telescopes, or observers. We have also made significant improvements to the data
reduction and fitting process (see section 4.3 and section 4.4). The resulting set of Teff and
log g provides priors to constrain future seismology of the DAVs. In addition, we hope to
use relative positions in the Teff-log g plane to examine relative structural differences.
The number of known DAVS has increased significantly over the past 15 years. SDSS
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has helped discover thousands of new DAs, of which there were a significant number of DAVs
(e.g. Kleinman et al. 2004 and Kleinman et al. 2013). More recently, the K2 mission has
made observations of many new DAVs. Since over 200 DAVs are now known, looking at the
statistical properties of the DAV class can now yield meaningful results. Previous ensemble
studies of DAVs (Clemens 1994, Mukadam et al. 2006) have provided hints of structure in
the pulsation spectra but suffered from having relatively few white dwarfs to include and
atmospheric parameters determined inconsistently. Given the number of DAVs that are now
known, it is time for a thorough and systematic study of this class of stars (Clemens et al.,
2016).
We have spectroscopically observed 103 DAVs and 19 NOVs. While many of these have
existing spectroscopy, much of that spectroscopy is from SDSS. As noted in Kepler et al.
(2006), most DAVs observed by SDSS have low signal-to-noise ratios that give systemati-
cally different atmospheric parameters when compared to higher signal-to-noise observations.
Kepler et al. (2006) compared signal-to-noise ratio ≈ 100 Gemini GMOS spectra to signal-to-
noise ratio ≈ 21 SDSS spectra. They found a systematic difference in effective temperature
of 320 K lower in the SDSS spectra and a difference of 0.24 dex in log g larger in the SDSS
spectra. This difference was attributed primarily to a correlation of Balmer line shape in
the Teff - log g plane, a decrease in Teff can be partially compensated by an increase in log g.
Additionally, higher signal-to-noise spectra are beneficial for the higher order Balmer lines,
which are relatively shallow. Since these lines are more sensitive to pressure, they help
significantly in the determination of log g. As pointed out in Gianninas et al. (2005), the
signal-to-noise of the spectrum determines the errors on Teff and log g. We sought to get
higher signal-to-noise spectra of these targets to more precisely determine the atmospheric
parameters.
While large surveys of white dwarfs have been done before (e.g. Gianninas et al. 2011),
they generally employ multiple telescopes and spectrographs. We sought to use the same
telescope and spectrograph for all of our observations. This allows us to probe and limit
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the systematics that affect our determination of Teff and log g. In this chapter, we present
the results from our survey. In section 4.1, we will describe the selection of our survey
targets then detail our observing strategy in section 4.2. Following that, we will explain our
data reduction and fitting methods in section 4.3 and section 4.4. Then, in section 4.5, we
carefully go through 10 choices that can change the final atmospheric parameters and offer
guidance to future observers. In section 4.7, we will present our chosen method of a uniform
effective temperature scale and show some initial comparisons and uses of this data set in
section 4.8.
4.1 Survey Design and Target List
Our target list includes 103 DAVs and 19 NOVs. The NOVs were included because
their Teff and log g values help provide empirical boundaries on the edges of the instability
strip. The K2 mission has observed 21 of these DAVs and 10 of the NOVs. We restricted
our initial sample to only DAVs south of +10 degrees because of airmass constraints. We
aimed to observe all stars at an airmass less than 1.5. However, the precise photometry and
80-day continuous lightcurves from K2 observations convinced us to include all DAVs and
NOVs close to the instability strip observed by K2. Figure 4.1 shows a histogram of the
g-magnitude distribution of our survey targets.
Our target list consists of DAVs discovered by a large number of people, including
Landolt (1968), McGraw & Robinson (1975), McGraw (1976), Hesser et al. (1976), McGraw
(1977), Bergeron & McGraw (1990), Kanaan et al. (1992), Stobie et al. (1993), Stobie et al.
(1995), Stobie et al. (1997), Giovannini et al. (1998), Jordan et al. (1998), Fontaine et al.
(2003), Bergeron et al. (2004), Mukadam et al. (2004), Mullally et al. (2005), Silvotti et al.
(2005), Kepler et al. (2005a), Silvotti et al. (2006), Castanheira et al. (2006), Gianninas
et al. (2006), Voss et al. (2006), Voss et al. (2007), Castanheira et al. (2007), Castanheira
et al. (2010), and Castanheira et al. (2013). The full list of white dwarfs we have observed
is available in Appendix B.
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Figure 4.1: g-magnitude distribution of the observed white dwarfs in our sample.
4.2 Observations
All observations were done with the Goodman Spectrograph on the SOAR Telescope
(Clemens et al., 2004). The Goodman Spectrograph is UV/blue optimized, making it the
ideal instrument for the study of white dwarfs. We used the 930 l mm−1 grating and binned
by two in both the spatial and spectral directions. The 930 line mm−1 grating provides a
dispersion of 0.84 A˚ per binned pixel. We used a 3′′ slit to improve our flux calibrations. The
median measured seeing was 1.45′′ with a standard deviation of 0.48′′. We observed ESO
standards multiple times a night at various airmasses for flux calibrations. We attempted to
observe each star at an airmass less than 1.5.
The large slit means the spectral resolution was set by the seeing. Because the spectro-
graph operates in Littrow or near-Littrow configuration, there is no anamorphic magnifica-
tion and the estimate of the stellar profile in the spatial direction can be used to calculate
the seeing-limited resolution. Having a good measurement of our spectral resolution is an
important part of the spectral fitting process. The spectrograph also has very low distor-
tion (see Clemens et al. (2000a) for a discussion of the optical design), so that it makes
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sense to use the grating equation to model the wavelength solution rather than high order
polynomials, and we have implemented this method.
Each Balmer line gives an independent measurement of Teff and log g (see subsec-
tion 4.5.9). So that we could explore how each line responds to systematics and how the
final parameters depend on different line combinations (subsection 4.5.10), we employed two
setups to get observations of all the Balmer lines. The blue setup went from 3575 A˚ to 5295
A˚ to include Balmer lines of H β and higher. The Littrow ghost, a reimaged slit common
in spectrographs using VPH gratings (Burgh et al., 2007), appears typically on the blue
edge of the H β line. Our data pipeline found the Littrow ghost and masked it out for each
night of observations. The red setup went from 5590 A˚ to 7280 A˚ and included H α. While
observing H α added a significant amount of observing time, it is important for our study
to understand how different Balmer lines contribute to the final Teff and log g. We decided
in the course of our survey that, given the additional observing time required to observe
H α, we had enough observations to understand the contribution from H α, so we stopped
observing with the red setup. Nearly 50 percent of our observations include H α.
Each spectrum has a signal-to-noise of at least 80 per resolution element. Following
Gianninas et al. (2011), this was computed using an area in the continuum between H β
and H γ for the blue setup and an area in the continuum near H α for the red setup. We
observed each star over multiple pulsation cycles. This is more important for the cool DAVs,
where the larger pulsation amplitudes can cause large Teff variations.
4.3 Data Reduction
Since our observing strategy used the same telescope and spectrograph for all obser-
vations, and we wanted to examine systematics from various choices, we decided to write
a custom data reduction pipeline in Python. The code is publicly available at https:
//github.com/joshfuchs/ZZCeti_pipeline and we describe the final reduction process
decided upon here. We will revisit and justify our decisions regarding flat fielding, flux
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calibration, extinction during our look at systematics in section 4.5.
Biases were made by averaging many images and subtracting from each individual 2D
spectrum.
As shown and discussed in subsection 4.5.1, simple methods (e.g. a low order polynomial)
of flat fielding leave residuals that come from spurious illumination when using quartz flats.
This spurious illumination is not seen in dome flats, but the dome flats do not provide enough
light at wavelengths less than 4070 A˚ to be useful. Our blue flat fielding technique instead
relies on the combination of both internal quartz and dome flats. We compare different flat
fielding approaches to justify our approach in subsection 4.5.1. We used quartz flats from
each night of observations and dome flats spread out over the time range of our observations.
We constructed two master dome flats that depend on the status of the ADC.
We first divided our combined quartz flats by the same quartz flat smoothed with a 2D
boxcar of size 20 to remove low frequency structure. We then smoothed a dome flat with a 2D
boxcar of size 20 and multiply this by the previously mentioned quartz flat. This produces a
flat that has the general shape of the dome flat, high frequency components from the quartz
flats and low frequency components from the dome flats. We fit and then divided this image
with a 5th-order polynomial to the median of 10 rows in the middle of the frame. We then
boxcar smoothed this divided image with a 2D boxcar of side 200 pixels. We divided the
polynomial divided image by this smoothed image and were left with a flat with only high
frequency features.
The dome flat drastically decreases in counts at wavelengths less than about 4070 A˚.
Using dome flats for wavelengths less than this inserts noise into the data. Therefore, for the
bluest portions of our spectra we take a quartz flat and divide it by a 2D boxcar smoothed
version of size 200 pixels to remove low frequency structure. We use this flat for the first
portion of our final flat, stitching it together with the previously mentioned flat around 4220
A˚. This location was chosen as it is in the pseudo-continuum between H γ and H δ, so any
mismatch in the flats will have minimal effect on our fitting procedures.
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For the red flat fields, we first fit out large structure using a 3rd-order polynomial fit to
the median of 10 pixels in the middle of the frame. We then 2D boxcar smoothed this flat
with a box size of 200 pixels to remove low frequency structure. Finally, we divided the flat
with the polynomial fitted out by the boxcar smoothed flat to get our final flat with only
high frequency structure remaining.
After normalizing the flat field, we fitted a Gaussian to find the center of the Littrow
ghost and stored the location in the FITS header so we could mask it out later. The
observed spectra were then bias-subtracted, normalized, and trimmed. Before combining,
each image was processed with LA COSMIC (van Dokkum, 2001), which uses Laplacian
Edge Detection to detect and remove cosmic rays. While LA COSMIC replaces cosmic rays
using an interpolation scheme, we decided to mask out pixels that had detected cosmic rays
when averaging to get the final 2D spectra.
Spectral extraction was done following Marsh (1989), which builds upon the optimized
spectral extraction process of Horne (1986). Our particular implementation was written
by Ian Crossfield and the original version can be found at https://people.ucsc.edu/
~ianc/python/_modules/spec.html#superExtract. The trace of the extraction was used
to extract a lamp spectrum using the same trace and an aperture equal to the full width
at half max of the spectrum. The pipeline also fit a Gaussian every 10 pixels to map the
changing resolution over the spectrum. We fit a low order polynomial (typically order 1,
occasionally 2) to get a smooth resolution map of the spectrum. Since we used a 3′′ slit, the
resolution is wavelength dependent, and these resolution differences are important during
the model fitting process.
Wavelength calibration was done using the grating equation instead of a high-order
polynomial. We took FeAr lamps during afternoon calibrations with a 0.46′′ slit and unbinned
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in the spectral direction to get higher resolution. We then fitted these lamps with
β = arctan((P − P0)× 15./Fl)
+ (Fd × θ × pi/180)− (α× pi/180) (4.3.1)
λ = 106 × (sin(β) + sin(α× pi/180))/Fr , (4.3.2)
where P is the pixel number, P0 is the pixel zero point, Fl is the camera focal length, Fd is
the camera angle fudge factor (due to an unknown number of ticks per degree for the motor
that moves the camera stage in the spectrograph), Fr is the line density of the grating, θ
is the camera angle, α is the grating angle, and λ is the wavelength at each pixel P . The
focal length of the spectrograph is well known, so we held it constant. The line density,
zero point, and camera angle fudge factor were each fitted. We found that using the grating
equation provides a much more uniform fit across the entire spectrum compared to a high-
order polynomial. The typical RMS errors were less than 0.1 pixels A˚−1. We used the same
set of pre-identified lines to fit the grating equation each night. Tests comparing afternoon
versus end-of-night lamps showed no change in the wavelength solution. This approach saved
a significant amount of observing time since it eliminated the need to take lamps after each
white dwarf observation.
We took two approaches to flux calibration. First, we performed flux calibration using
an average response function determined from the entire survey lifetime. We took response
curves generated from every standard star observation, masked out obvious lines, then fit a
5th-order polynomial for the blue setup and a 4th-order polynomial for the red setup. This
approach preserves the homogeneity of our data by applying the same response functions
to all the data. Since some of our observations included an ADC and some did not, we
used two different average response functions for each situation. Since this average response
function does not give absolute flux calibration on any given night, we used a standard
star observation from each night to calculate an offset to scale and then apply the response
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function. As detailed in subsection 4.5.3, we compared this average response function to
using individual standard stars and found no difference in the answer.
Our second approach involves using white dwarf models to perform a relative flux cal-
ibration. We used a white dwarf model at 12,500 K and log g of 8.0 for this relative flux
calibration, but, as we show in subsection 4.5.4, the exact white dwarf model used does not
change our final atmospheric solution significantly. We divided the observation by the model
to get the response function. This response function was fit with a 7th-order polynomial for
the blue setup and a 4th-order polynomial for the red setup. We did not fit wavelengths
around the Balmer lines. We divided our observed spectrum by the fit to the response
function to get our final, relative flux calibrated spectrum.
Diagnostic data of the data reduction procedure were saved and plotted for each night.
We examined each plot to look for and fix anomalies in the data reduction process. We show
an example flux calibrated spectrum of L 19-2 in Figure 4.2. The final data set presented
here was reduced using the version of our code with git hash df8703b.
Figure 4.2: Final reduced and flux calibrated spectrum of L 19-2 showing both the blue and
red setups. Telluric lines and fringing become increasingly prominent at wavelengths longer
than 6200 A˚. The injected Littrow ghost from the flat (which is masked out in later steps)
is apparent around 4650 A˚.
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4.4 Fitting Procedure
The shape of white dwarf spectral lines in atmospheric models are sensitive to the effec-
tive temperature and surface gravity of the white dwarf. We will use this to estimate Teff and
log g for each white dwarf we have observed. This will be done by comparing normalized ob-
served Balmer lines to normalized white dwarf model Balmer lines, following the procedure
first described in Bergeron et al. (1992), Bergeron et al. (1995), and Liebert et al. (2005). In
Figure 4.3, we show two examples of our final normalized spectra (black) overplotted with
the best-fitting model (red). Each plot shows normalized Balmer lines H α through H 10
from bottom to top, with each line offset for clarity. In our fits, we used 1D models from
Koester (2010) with the mixing length prescription of ML2/α = 0.8.
Figure 4.3: Final fits to two spectra (black) showing the best-fitting models (red). On the
left we show the fit to WD J0958+0130, which is at the median signal-to-noise of our sample.
On the right, we show the fit to WD 1425-811, one of the highest signal-to-noise observations
in our sample. Each plot shows the Balmer lines H α through H 10 from bottom to top,
with each line offset for clarity.
This fitting procedure normalizes each spectral line to the continuum by first fitting
pseudogaussians to each of the Balmer lines. However, defining the continuum for the higher
order Balmer lines is difficult because they overlap with each other and there is no true con-
tinuum (see Figure 4.2). Instead, we normalize at fixed wavelengths approximately halfway
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between subsequent lines. We fit H α and H β individually with pseudogaussians, then H
γ through H 10 simultaneously with six pseudogaussians. In all three fits we used a cubic
for the continuum and masked out the Littrow ghost in H β. These fits determine both the
center of the line and the normalization points at fixed wavelengths from the line center.
The pseudogaussian fits were made using MPFIT, a non-linear least squares fitting routine
described in Markwardt (2009).
The continuum normalization points are chosen using the best-fitting pseudogaussian
value at the wavelengths defined in Liebert et al. (2005). This approach reduces the influence
of noise when determining the continuum normalization point. However, we noticed during
inspection of the fitting process that the pseudogaussian fit between some higher order lines
was systematically off. We determined the problem was a result of the parameterized fit
not being flexible enough to fit the data. To correct this, we selected a region 18 A˚ wide
around the continuum normalization wavelength. We then took the pseudogaussian fit and
determined an offset to minimize the residuals between the fit and the observed spectrum.
This approach uses information from the whole spectrum as the shape of the fitted region but
is normalized to the mean of data around the normalization wavelengths. This is equivalent
to doing a weighted mean where the weights come from the whole fitted spectrum. Each
line is individually normalized. We will show how this step can change the determined
atmospheric parameters in subsection 4.5.5.
Since the model spectra are at higher resolution than our observed spectra, we inter-
polate them to 0.1 A˚ resolution, then convolve the models with a Gaussian to match the
observed resolution. The individual Balmer lines of the convolved model spectra are then
each normalized using the same normalization wavelengths used for the observed spectrum.
The continuum normalization points are chosen using the value of the model at the normal-
ization wavelength. We emphasize that this approach assumes the pseudogaussian fits are
good approximations of the line shapes. We then compare our normalized spectrum to a
grid of normalized model spectra to get a grid of χ2-values in the Teff-log g plane. We used
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a grid from 10,000 K to 15,000 K and 7.0 to 9.5 in log g with a step size of 10 K and 0.05
dex, respectively. To find the best-fitting values of Teff and log g, along with errors, we took
the minimum χ2-value and fit polynomials in both directions.
Our fitting code is publicly available at https://github.com/joshfuchs/ZZCeti_fitting,
though the DA models must be separately requested from D. Koester or elsewhere. The final
parameters presented here were fitted using the version of our code with git hash 2c1fed8.
4.5 Exploration of Systematics in the Data Reduction and Fitting Procedure
In this section, we explore how 10 choices in the data reduction and spectral fitting proce-
dure detailed above can change the final atmospheric parameters. The goal is to understand
what choices matter the most during these steps and to develop a best-practice approach
to determine Teff and log g. This will ensure that our final atmospheric parameters are not
plagued by large systematics we could have otherwise controlled. Table 4.1 summarizes our
findings.
4.5.1 Flat Fielding
In this section, we investigate three methods of determining the flat field. We want to
eliminate the intrusion of spurious low spatial frequency effects that would be injected into
the 2D spectra when dividing by the flat field. These low spatial frequency effects can cause
changes in the shapes of the observed Balmer line profiles that lead to the determination of
incorrect atmospheric parameters. We show this by comparing what we think are inferior
methods to what we think works best, in part to quantify the importance of determining a
good flat field. The three methods we consider are:
Method A: We fit a 4th-order polynomial to the median of 10 rows in the center of the
frame. We divided each row by this polynomial to get our final flat.
Method B: We fit a 3rd-order polynomial to the median of 10 rows in the center of the
frame to remove large-scale structure. After dividing each row by this polynomial, we boxcar
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Systematic Error Teff Error log g Units
(K) (dex)
Flat Fielding 200 0.1 1% change in flat field
Extinction 30 0.001
Flux Calibration 18 0.001
Relative flux calibration 20 0.005 1000 K change
with model in model
Pseudogaussian Fitting 51 0.007
Normalization Wavelengths 100 0.02 15 percent change
from Liebert et al. (2005)
Model Resolution 20 0.005 10 percent change
from true resolution
Night-to-Night 51 0.012
Variation with Choice Varies Varies see subsection 4.5.9
of Spectral Line
Variation with Choice Varies Varies see subsection 4.5.10
of Line Combinations
Table 4.1: A summarization of the error incurred by each systematic investigated. Flat
fielding, pseudogaussian fitting, and choices of spectral line or line combinations lead to
offsets. The other errors given are 1 sigma errors determined by averaging the standard
deviation in atmospheric parameters found for each systematic.
smoothed the flat with a 2D boxcar of side 200 to remove low frequency structure. We then
divided the flat divided by the polynomial by the boxcar smoothed flat to get our final flat.
Method C: This method is the one applied to our data as described in section 4.3.
In Figure 4.4, we show a median of 10 rows from each flat showing the structure in the
final flat field for each method. The vertical line at 3785 A˚ marks the blue edge of H 10,
the bluest portion of the spectrum used in the determination of Teff and log g. Ignoring the
bluest portions of the spectrum, Method A leaves structure of order 150 pixels and amplitude
2 percent. Method B leaves structure of order 100 pixels and amplitude 1.5 percent. And
Method C leave structure of order 50 pixels and amplitude 1 percent.
Comparing Method A to Method B, we find very little change in the results, considering
both individual lines and combinations of lines. The changes in Teff are less than 30 K and
changes in log g are less than 0.03 dex.
Comparing Method B to Method C, we find significant changes for H β. We find Method
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Figure 4.4: Final flat field from each method discussed in the text. Each method shows the
median of 10 rows from the final flat, taken in the region where the star spectrum typically
falls. The methods have been offset by 0.1 for clarity and each red dashed line shows the
1.00 level for each flat. An approximate wavelength scale in shown on the top axis. The
Littrow ghost is responsible for the sharp feature around pixel 1225. The vertical line at
3785 A˚ marks the bluest wavelength used in the determination of Teff and log g.
C has H β effective temperatures 100-200 K hotter and log g values 0.10-0.12 less massive
than Method B. H γ can change by up to about 30 K and less than 0.01 dex in log g. The
higher order lines through H 10 change insignificantly.
Finally, comparing Method A to Method C, we find similar results. Method C has H β
effective temperatures 100-200 K hotter and log g values 0.06 - 0.1 less massive than Method
A. H γ can change by up to 30 K and less than 0.01 dex in log g. The higher order lines
through H 10 similarly change insignificantly.
Inspecting the flat fields shown in Figure 4.4 makes it clear why H β is changing so
much. The normalized H β line covers the wavelength range 4721 A˚ to 5001 A˚. In Method
A and B, there is significant structure in the flat that is imprinting itself onto the line. This
structure is not nearly as prominent in Method C. We do not believe this structure to be real
variations in the sensitivity of the CCD; we think that Method A and B do not completely
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take out structure present in the illuminating light. For this reason, we adopted Method C
as our approach for flat fielding for the entire sample. Additionally, this approach also helps
minimize the night-to-night variations in different objects. Some of the higher order lines
are not affected as much because they cover relatively fewer pixels on the CCD.
As a word of warning to future attempts at deriving atmospheric parameters from spectra
of white dwarfs, this shows that the flat field must be accurate to variations less than 1
per cent on length scales similar to line widths. Otherwise, spurious low spatial frequency
structure can alter lines by up to 200 K and 0.1 dex.
4.5.2 Extinction
We separately analyzed the impact of including extinction corrections in our reduction
process. We used the extinction curves determined in Stritzinger et al. (2005) for CTIO,
which is just one mountain over from the location of the SOAR Telescope. We find that log g
can change by 0.001 dex and Teff can change by 30 K. There is not a consistent direction that
the effective temperatures move. This systematic is smaller when using the model for relative
flux calibration. This is because the continuum is made to be the same shape regardless of
if extinction is included, so the Teff result is the same within 10 K. We decided to apply this
extinction correction to all our data.
4.5.3 Flux Calibration
Since the spectroscopic method of determining Teff and log g relies on relative flux dif-
ferences, it is not expected to be sensitive to absolute flux calibration. However, we find
that there is small scatter in both Teff and log g when using different flux standards. Our
observations use a 3′′ slit and had a median seeing of 1.45′′, so we lose very little light at the
slit and therefore should have good flux calibrations.
To illustrate the importance of flux calibration, we consider an observation of R 548. We
observed three different ESO standards at different times and airmasses on the same night
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as our observation of R 548. Different choices of flux standards give different atmospheric
parameters to within about 18 K and 0.001 dex. There is no trend with airmass or time of
observation. Using our average response function determined from observations of standards
throughout the course of this survey (section 4.3), we get a result that falls within the scatter
from using individual standard star observations. This result is consistent across nights and
different standard stars.
4.5.4 White Dwarf Model for Relative Flux Calibration
As discussed in section 4.3, one flux calibration method we adopted used a DA model to
perform relative flux calibration for each spectrum. We use a model at 12,500 K and log g
= 8.0. To demonstrate that the model we use adds no substantial systematic to our data,
we relatively flux calibrate two spectra with a seven different models covering the extent of
the DAV instability strip. We choose one hDAV (L 19-2) and one cDAV (GD 1212). Our
results in Figure 4.5 show that different models only change the atmospheric parameters by
40 K and 0.01 in log g.
There is a slight trend with Teff and log g. Hotter models lead to hotter fits and cooler
models lead to cooler fits. Likewise, more massive models lead to more massive fits and less
massive models lead to less massive fits. This trend in determined parameters is of order
40 K and 0.01 in log g using models that vary by up to 1,000 K and 0.3 dex in log g. This
scatter is comparable to the scatter from using different flux standards.
Finally, we also compare the atmospheric parameters determined from using the average
response function against using a white dwarf model for relative flux calibration. We find
that the log g values are the same within 0.01 dex. The Teff values determined using the
average response function are within 100 K of those determined using the white dwarf model
for relative flux calibration, but they tend to give systematically hotter results.
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Figure 4.5: Changes in the best-fitting atmospheric parameters to the hDAV L 19-2 (left)
and the cDAV GD 1212 (right) using different models for relative flux calibration. The
standard model we used (12,500 K and log g = 8.0) is marked in blue. There is a trend with
model temperature and surface gravity, but it is comparable to the formal errors.
4.5.5 Pseudogaussian Fitting
One of the primary changes in the method of spectral fitting we present here includes the
additional step of shifting the pseudogaussian fits to re-find the normalization points. We
found that when fitting H γ through H 10 with 6 pseudogaussians plus a third order poly-
nomial for the continuum, the model was not flexible enough to always match the observed
Balmer line profiles. To correct this, we selected a region 18 A˚ wide around the continuum
normalization wavelength. We then took the pseudogaussian fit and determined an offset to
minimize the residuals between the fit and the observed spectrum. This approach preserves
the shape of the fit and ensures the continuum normalization point is within the noise band
of the data. In most cases, this shift between the fitted function and the offset function is
small, but can be up to 2 percent. In Figure 4.6, we compare the determined atmospheric
parameters including and not including this shift. The change in log g is frequently less than
0.05. The change in Teff can be up to 200 K. The mean differences are 51 K and 0.007 dex in
log g. While there is some scatter, the fits including the offset set do tend to lead to hotter
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and more massive results.
Figure 4.6: The difference between re-normalizing and not re-normalizing the pseudogaus-
sians after fitting. The best solutions after re-normalizing tend to be hotter and slightly
more massive.
4.5.6 Continuum Normalization Wavelengths
We typically use the continuum normalization wavelengths as defined in Liebert et al.
(2005), and in this section show how different normalization wavelengths lead to different
atmospheric parameters. We narrowed and widened the location of our continuum normal-
ization wavelengths so that each line width we compared was 15 percent smaller or larger
than Liebert et al. (2005). We show the result on the atmospheric parameters in Figure 4.7.
The wider Balmer lines give results that are slightly hotter and at the same surface gravity as
the typical wavelengths. The narrower Balmer lines lead to cooler and more massive results.
The range of atmospheric parameters is 200 K and 0.04 in log g.
The typical normalization wavelengths are chosen to be close to the continuum value
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between the Balmer lines. As we change the normalization wavelengths, we are changing the
amount of information in the lines. Widening the lines adds marginally more information to
the line depth. Narrowing the lines causes the loss of more information, leading to a larger
change in Teff and log g.
Figure 4.7: The dependence of Teff and log g due to changes in the normalization wavelengths.
The black circle uses the wavelengths defined in Liebert et al. (2005). The red diamond uses
wavelengths that cause each individual normalized line to be 15 percent wider. The green
triangle uses wavelengths that cause each individual normalized line to be 15 percent smaller.
4.5.7 Model Resolution
We next investigate the importance of convolving the models with a Gaussian to correctly
match the resolution of the spectrum, which we measure by computing the FWHM of the
spectrum in the spatial direction. As mentioned previously, since there is close to zero
distortion in the Goodman Spectrograph, this should be an accurate representation of the
resolution of the spectrum at each wavelength. We tested values 20 and 40 percent larger
and smaller than our measured resolution and show our results as black circles in Figure 4.8.
We place the measured seeing at 0 K and log g = 0 to easily see differences in the results.
Convolving the models with a lower resolution than the spectrum leads to cooler and less
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massive fits. Convolving the models with a higher resolution than the spectrum leads to
hotter and more massive fits. A 10 percent difference between the model resolution and the
observed resolution can lead to a change of atmospheric parameters of 20 K and 0.005 in
log g.
We additionally tested whether using a single value for the FWHM (measured between
H β and H γ) led to a different result than measuring the FWHM every 8 A˚ and fitting
a low-order polynomial. We do not find substantially different results between these two
approaches (see red triangles in Figure 4.8). However, as the fitted function provides a more
consistent measurement of the resolution, we used the fitted function to convolve the models
with a Gaussian as our chosen method in our fitting code.
As we convolve the models with different resolutions, we are slightly changing the width
of the lines. Erroneously low resolution causes the model Balmer lines to become broader
and shallower, which leads to an inference of cooler, less massive stars.
4.5.8 Night-to-night Variations
We have observed multiple DAVs on multiple occasions. These observations help charac-
terize the night-to-night variations in the reduction and fitting process, a systematic indepen-
dent of other systematics we have discussed. We show the range in atmospheric parameters
from the 20 white dwarfs we have observed more than once in Table 4.2. The average of
the standard deviation of each atmospheric parameter from each white dwarf observed more
than once is 51 K and 0.012 dex.
At least some of the night-to-night variations come from actual changes in the effective
temperature of the star. Pulsations can change Teff by up to 500 K (Kepler, 1984). We expect
this to matter least for the hDAVs, where the pulsation amplitudes tend to be smallest. The
majority of the log g variations are within the error budget and so are insignificant, with the
obvious exception of WD 0303-0808.
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WD Name Number of Range Teff (K) Range log g (dex)
Observations
SDSS J0051+0316 2 24 0.032
WD 0133-116 3 67 0.021
WD 0303-0808 2 144 0.190
WD 0332-0049 2 32 0.022
WD 0341-459 6 180 0.053
HE 0344-1207 2 103 0.009
WD 0507+045A 3 177 0.022
WD 0532-560 2 108 0.013
WD 0709-252 4 150 0.021
SDSS J0840+1303 2 176 0.030
SDSS J0848+062 2 278 0.006
WD 1116+026 2 130 0.002
WD 1236-495 2 35 0.025
WD 1324-237 2 17 0.004
WD 1401-147 2 106 0.019
WD 1422+095 2 66 0.007
WD 1425-811 4 119 0.023
SDSS J1918-2621 2 86 0.080
WD 1959+059 3 63 0.010
WD 2148-291 4 163 0.018
Table 4.2: The 20 white dwarfs we have observed more than once with the range in atmo-
spheric parameters.
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Figure 4.8: Best-fitting atmospheric parameters to L 19-2 while convolving the models with
different resolutions. The measured seeing is put at 0 K and 0 log g. Labels at the top
identify the convolved model resolution for each result. Black circles show the results using
a variable resolution. Red triangles show a constant resolution. The measured value in
both cases has been placed at 0 K and 0 log g. There is a small (< 5 K and < 0.005 log g)
offset between the two approaches. Convolving the models with a lower resolution than
the spectrum leads to cooler and less massive fits. Convolving the models with a higher
resolution than the spectrum leads to hotter and more massive fits.
4.5.9 Variation with Choice of Spectral Line
To determine Teff and log g for each spectrum, we compute χ
2 between the normalized
observed line profiles and the normalized model atmosphere line profiles. In addition to
saving the χ2 surface for our full spectrum, we also save the χ2 surface for each individual
Balmer line. This allows us to investigate the atmospheric parameters that each Balmer line
gives. As a white dwarf has a single Teff and log g, we hope to find that all lines give the
same answer. Additionally, each line is sensitive to different aspects of Teff and log g. The
lower order lines are mostly temperature sensitive and the higher order lines are pressure, or
gravity, sensitive. Looking at parameters from individual lines will guide us as we consider
different line combinations to determine an accurate yardstick for using the spectroscopic
method to yield Teff and log g.
Figure 4.9 shows how each Balmer line gives different atmospheric parameters for an
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observation of L 19-2. The solution using all lines is labeled ‘All’ and the solution for each
Balmer line is marked by its transition name. We see that H γ and H 9 give an effective
temperature similar to the ‘All’ solution and that H α, H δ, H , H 8, and H 9 all give a
surface gravity consistent with the ‘All’ solution. However, individual Balmer lines can also
give parameters that are different from the ‘All’ solution by up to 0.4 dex and 1,500 K. These
differences are similar to that shown for the DAV G 29-38 in Clemens et al. (2000b).
Figure 4.9: Each Balmer line gives a unique set of atmospheric parameters. For this obser-
vation of L 19-2, we mark the solution from each line by its transition name, showing H α
through H 10. The solution obtained from using all the lines is marked ‘All’.
In Figure 4.10, we show the difference between each Balmer line measurement for all
white dwarfs in our survey and the solution derived using all the lines (red star). Each black
dot is the result from one white dwarf. H α has fewer points because we stopped observing
H α in the course of our survey.
We see that each line is offset from the combined result in different ways. H β consistently
gives cooler effective temperatures and significantly more massive results. H γ gives a result
that is slightly more massive and slightly hotter compared to the combined result. H δ gives
results about the same surface gravity and consistently hotter. H  favors hotter results at
about the same surface gravity. H 8, H 9, and H 10 all have the same distribution shape
but on different scales. H δ, H , H 8, and H 9 consistently give log g results that are within
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Figure 4.10: The combined result using all lines is shown as a red star in each panel. Each
black dot represents the difference between the result of that particular line and the combined
result. Positive values indicate the individual line gives a result that is hotter or more
massive.
∼0.2 dex of the solution determined from using all the lines. This confirms that the higher
order lines are most sensitive to log g as the scatter around the ‘All’ solution is very low.
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In the next section, we will explore how combinations of different lines give rise to
different solutions.
4.5.10 Variation with Choice of Line Combinations
Each individual Balmer line give a unique Teff and log g, as discussed in subsection 4.5.9.
In this section, we investigate how different line combinations produce different results. One
of the goals of this survey is to define and characterize an effective temperature and surface
gravity yardstick for spectral fitting of white dwarfs. Comparing different line combinations
will help us understand the options.
We first look at three possible combinations where we ignore lower order lines. First,
when available, we calculate the best solution using H α through H 10. As mentioned
previously, we stopped collecting H α data in the course of our survey so do not have this
line for every star. Second, we use H β through H 10. And finally, we use H γ through H 10.
We combining different line groupings, we combine in the formal chi-square sense. Each
data point is weighted by its error. This effectively means that each line is weighted by the
number of points in the line, with the wider lines able to pull around the final solution more.
In Figure 4.11 we compare the change in Teff (top) and log g (bottom) from using H α
through H 10 or H β through H 10 to get a solution. We see that log g values are constant to
with 0.01 dex. There does appear to be a slight trend with Teff . Ignoring our hottest results,
where we have very few data points, as the H β through H 10 solution gets cooler, the H α
through H 10 result becomes increasingly relatively cooler. This difference is of order 100 K
over the width of our instability strip.
In Figure 4.12 we compare the change in Teff (top) and log g (bottom) from using H β
through H 10 or H γ through H 10 to get a solution. Temperatures that are determined
using H γ through H 10 are systematically ∼200 K hotter than those determined from H β
through H 10. There is no trend with temperature. Like above, both methods give the same
log g to within 0.02 dex.
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Figure 4.11: Comparing Atmospheric Parameter Results with Hα through H 10 and H β
through H 10. Teff values are consistently within 50 K of each method and log g values
change by less than 0.01 dex.
As mentioned in chapter 1, the low order Balmer lines are more sensitive to temperature
while the higher order Balmer lines are more sensitive to pressure, and therefore surface
gravity. So it is not a surprise that the different line combinations discussed here do not
produce different log g values. Likewise, it is not surprising that H β through H 10 and H
γ through H 10 have a systematic offset in temperature. It is surprising, though, that H
α through H 10 and H β through H 10 produce consistent temperatures. Therefore, for
determining atmospheric parameters, H α does not help in any significant way.
In Figure 4.13 we compare the effect of including H 10 in determining the best fitting
solution. Including H β through H 10 versus Hβ through H 9 produces very little scatter in
both Teff and log g. The change in effective temperature is generally less than 20 K and the
change in log g is less than 0.01 dex.
Figure 4.14 likewise compares ignoring both H 10 and H 9. We see that there is more
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Figure 4.12: Comparing Atmospheric Parameter Results with Hβ through H 10 and H γ
through H 10. Teff values using H γ through H 10 are systematically ∼200 K hotter and are
within 0.02 dex in log g.
scatter compared to the previous plot, but not much more. The scatter in Teff is around
40 K and 0.02 in log g. There is a slight preference for slightly hotter and stronger surface
gravity solutions when including H β through H 10.
4.5.11 Error Budget
We summarize the results of our exploration into systematics from the line-fitting pro-
cedure in Table 4.1. Variations from flux calibration and extinction correction give less than
30 K and 0.001 dex stochastic errors. If the resolution of the spectrum is known to within 10
percent, the model convolution will not systematically change the atmospheric parameters
either.
The largest changes we found resulted from leaving low frequency spatial variations in
the flat field (∼200 K) and changing the wavelengths used to continuum normalize each line
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Figure 4.13: Comparing Atmospheric Parameter Results with Hβ through H 10 and H γ
through H 10. Both methods give Teff values within 20 K and log g values within 0.01 dex
of each other.
(100 K and 0.02 dex). In our final reductions we removed the spurious low frequency spatial
variations in the flat and normalized each line to the continuum at the same wavelengths
for all white dwarfs. The night-to-night variations can also be of similar magnitude as well,
though some of that comes from Teff changes on the surface of the white dwarf due to
pulsations and is not a true systematic.
For this work, not all of these systematics apply when we consider relative results. For
example, since every spectrum is normalized at the same wavelengths, we use the same
response function for flux calibration, and we include the same lines in each result, these are
three systematics we eliminate.
To get the external errors for our survey, we include error from model convolution (known
within 5 percent, so 10 K and 0.0025 dex) and night to night variations (51 K and 0.012
dex). We then add this in quadrature with the internal errors from the χ2 fitting procedure
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Figure 4.14: Comparing Atmospheric Parameter Results with Hβ through H 10 and H β
through H 8. There is a slight preference for slightly hotter and stronger surface gravity
solutions when including H β through H 10.
to get our final error on both log g and Teff . In Appendix B, we present the internal and
external errors separately.
4.6 Hot and Cold Solutions
The Balmer lines reach a maximum in depth around the middle of the DA instability
strip and are symmetric around this maximum. Because of this, it is common to get two
solutions when using the spectroscopic method - one on the hot side of maximum and one
on the cold side.
To lift this degeneracy, we turn to photometric colors, which are not faced by this
issue. We use the cooling models from Bergeron1, which are primarily based on Holberg &
Bergeron (2006) and Tremblay et al. (2011a). We determine (u-g) and (g-r) from SDSS,
1http://www.astro.umontreal.ca/ bergeron/CoolingModels/
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when available, and interpolate the model grid to determine the Teff and log g that most
nearly matches the observed colors. If the discrepancy between our spectroscopic fit and the
photometric fit differ by more than 1,000 K, we reviewed the spectroscopic fit to determine
if we were selecting the incorrect solution. This was done by examining the χ2 surface from
the fit.
In Figure 4.15, we show an example χ2 surface from our observations of WD 1307-017,
with lines of constant χ2 plotted as contours. The hot solution is marked with a red circle
and falls at the edge of our grid at 15,000 K and log g∼7.5. The cooler solution is marked
with a blue circle around 11,440 K and log g∼7.8. The best Teff and log g from comparing
SDSS colors to the cooling models is marked as a green circle around 10,400 K and log g∼7.7.
Since the value from the photometry is closer to the cool solution, we choose that solution.
We choose different solutions for about 20 white dwarfs in our sample.
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Figure 4.15: When there are multiple χ2-minima, we use photometric values (green) to
choose between the hotter (red) and cooler (blue) solutions.
We emphasize that we did not fit the photometry to formally determine a temperature.
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We used the nearest white dwarf model in (u-g)-(g-r) space estimate an effective temper-
ature then identify spectroscopic solutions that might have chosen the incorrect solution
and lift the degeneracy. Additionally, the photometric and spectroscopic solutions are not
expected to perfectly align. Genest-Beaulieu & Bergeron (2014) compared SDSS photomet-
ric and spectroscopic fits and found that the photometric fits systematically delivered lower
temperatures by around 600 K.
4.7 Establishing a Uniform Scale
In this section, we consider our choices and decide upon the best and most uniform scale
to assign Teff and log g to the white dwarfs in our sample. As discussed above, including H
α produces very little change in the calculated atmospheric parameters. Additionally, given
the large scatter we see in Figure 4.10 for H α, it does not appear that H α provides any
useful information. H 10 also shows significant scatter, and Figure 4.13 shows that removing
H 10 from consideration produces very little change in the atmospheric parameters. The
scatter from the remaining lines, while significant, is more consistent from white dwarf to
white dwarf. For that reason, we adopt, and suggest others adopt, using H β through H 9
to determine our final atmospheric parameters.
4.8 Results
In this section we present initial results considering Teff and log g from our full sample.
We first look at the DA instability strip of our sample and how two subsets of DAVs appear
to cluster together. Then we examine how the Weighted Mean Period of the DAVs correlates
with Teff . We close by comparing our atmospheric parameters to those obtained by Gianninas
et al. (2011).
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4.8.1 DA Instability Strip
We show in Figure 4.16 our final Teff and log g measurements of each white dwarf in our
sample. We have corrected the values from 1D to 3D using the polynomial given in Tremblay
et al. (2013b). Without this correction, the 1D values show a trend towards higher mass
with cooler effective temperature.
Figure 4.16: The DAV instability strip from our survey. We have corrected both Teff and
log g to their 3D values. Blue marks DAVs and red marks NOVs. We show the median error
for both parameters considering internal (top) and internal+external (bottom) errors in the
bottom left.
In the figure, lue denotes DAVs and red denotes NOVs. For reference, we show the
median error bar in the bottom left. Our instability strip is slightly wider than that found
by Gianninas et al. (2011). At log g = 7.6 it is about 270 K hotter and at log g = 8.6 it is
about 700 K hotter. Our blue edge is defined primarily by the stars SDSS J0837+1856, WD
J0349+1036, WD J2214-0025, SDSS 0129-1018, WD 0122+0030, and SDSS J0841+1320.
None of these DAVs were included in Gianninas et al. (2011). The red edge, as has long
been the case, is less defined than the blue edge. There are a number of DAVs that have
effective temperatures cooler than Gianninas et al. (2011) and a number of NOVs that
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fall amongst the pulsators. We offer a more complete comparison between our results and
Gianninas et al. (2011) in subsection 4.8.3.
We list all of our solutions in Appendix B. We include both the 1D ML2/α = 0.8 results
and the 3D corrected results from Tremblay et al. (2013b).
Figure 4.17 highlights two regions of the instability strip with two unique sets of DAVs.
On the blue edge (left panel), we highlight six DAVs (stars) that have remarkably similar
pulsation spectra. We believe that other DAVs close to this grouping have the same pulsation
spectra. Many of these currently have one observing run, so we are currently collecting
follow-up photometry to investigate this prediction. Additionally, we will use the differences
in log g and Teff of these six (which are within about 200 K and 0.06 dex) to examine the small
differences in their pulsation modes in an effort to estimate relative structural differences.
Figure 4.17: In the left panel, we highlight 6 DAVs (black stars) on the blue edge that have
remarkably similar pulsation spectra. In the right panel, we highlight the 6 outbursting
DAVs (black stars) that have been discovered by the K2 mission. DAVs that have been
observed by K2 but not observed to outburst are shown as open stars. We predict that the
other DAVs in the dashed box experience outbursts as well. The open star on the red edge
of the box is GD 1212, which was observed by K2 for only 9 days. In both panels, we show
the median error considering both internal (left) and internal+external (right) errors.
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Along the red edge (right panel), we highlight the six outbursting DAVs that have been
discovered by the K2 mission (Bell et al. 2015, Hermes et al. 2015a, and Bell et al. 2016).
These all fall within 350 K and 0.2 dex of each other. Based on the similarity in Teff and log g
of the outbursters, we predict that 9 DAVs in the dashed box that have not been observed
to outburst do in fact have outbursts. The extent of the box shown in Figure 4.17 is not well
defined at this point. Future detections of outbursts in DAVs will further define the extent
of the box in both Teff and log g. The box shown here is the most likely place to first detect
outbursts in other DAVs.
We show other DAVs that have been observed by K2, but not observed to outburst,
as open stars. This suggests that outbursts only happen in a well-defined region of the
instability strip. The open star at the red edge of our box is GD 1212. GD 1212 was
observed during the concept engineering test to prove the engineering abilities of the K2
mission. After the first 2.6 days of observations, a safe-mode event stopped observations
for 15.1 days, followed by 9.0 days of continuous observations. Hermes et al. (2014) did
not detect outbursts in the data. The average recurrence time for the first six outbursting
DAVs varies between 2.5 and 9.7 days, but can stay in a quiescent state for 23 days (Bell
et al., 2017). Therefore, we do not find it surprising, or contradictory to our prediction, that
outbursts were not detected in GD 1212. K2 Campaign 12 has observed GD 1212 for ∼80
days. The upcoming release of this photometry will provide a more definitive test of this
prediction.
4.8.2 Weighted Mean Period vs. Teff
Clemens (1993) first introduced the concept of Weighted Mean Period (WMP) to com-
pare properties of DAVs to each other. The WMP is an average of each detected period
weighted by the observed amplitude:
WMP =
∑
i PiAi∑
iAi
. (4.8.1)
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We have compiled WMPs using the data presented in Bognar & Sodor (2016) and show
the results for the 55 white dwarfs in both samples in Figure 4.18. The hottest DAVs
consistently have the shortest WMPs. Around 12,000 K, roughly in the middle of our
instability strip, the WMP begins to significantly increase, and continues to increase to the
red edge of the instability strip. Two white dwarfs are clear outliers from this trend: WD
J0940+0052 at 10,953 K and WD J2350-0054 at 10,577 K. Both white dwarfs have short
WMPs but fall near the cool edge of the instability strip. We propose that something is
structurally different about these white dwarfs that cause them to be outliers.
This result is similar to that presented in Mukadam et al. (2006). Our work has improved
this result by both including more DAVs and having more consistent Teff determinations.
Figure 4.18: As DAVs cool, their Weighted Mean Periods tend to increase. The increase be-
comes sharper around 12,000 K. We predict the two outliers with cool effective temperatures
and short WMPs are seismologically distinct from other DAVs.
4.8.3 Comparison to Previous Results
In this section, we compare our results to those obtained from the survey of Gianninas
et al. (2011). There are 36 white dwarfs that are in both Gianninas et al. (2011) and our
survey. There are two primary differences in the surveys that deserve mention. For one,
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Gianninas et al. (2011) collected data from six telescopes while our survey used a single
telescope. Second, the model atmospheres in our survey come from D. Koester while those
in Gianninas et al. (2011) come from P. Bergeron. The fitting method used in Gianninas
et al. (2011) is the same as the fitting method here and the atmospheric parameters are
determined by using H β through H 8.
In Figure 4.19 we show the difference between our atmospheric parameters and those
obtained by Gianninas et al. (2011) for the 36 white dwarfs that are in both samples. The
Teff values are all within ± 600 K. There might be a slight trend with effective temperature,
but there is a lot of scatter.
Figure 4.19: Comparing the results presented here to the results presented in Gianninas
et al. (2011) for the 36 white dwarfs in both surveys. We find that the values obtained by
Gianninas et al. (2011) are systematically 0.1 dex larger. The scatter in Teff is large but
generally less than ∼ 600 K.
The surface gravities obtained by Gianninas et al. (2011) are systematically 0.1 dex
larger. This is not too surprising; previous comparisons between results obtained using
models from Koester (2010) and those from P. Bergeron show similar offsets. In particular,
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this offset was discussed recently in both Gianninas et al. (2011) and Koester et al. (2009b).
Both of those authors attribute the difference to either differences in the two models or from
the fitting technique. We hope to provide an answer to this question later. Fitting our white
dwarf spectra to both sets of models will provide a comparison between to the two models
and quantify any offset between them.
4.9 Conclusions
In this chapter, we presented results from our spectroscopic survey of white dwarfs in and
near the DA instability strip. Our goal has been to obtain the most systematically consistent
set of atmospheric parameters. To achieve this goal, we have carefully investigated 10 choices
that must be made in the course of data reduction and spectral fitting. Flux calibration,
extinction, and matching the resolution of the models to the spectrum all result in errors of
less than 40 K and 0.01 dex. The three largest systematics come from leaving spurious low
spatial frequency structure in the flat field (200 K), changing the wavelengths at which the
Balmer lines are normalized (100 K and 0.02 dex), and night-to-night variations (51 K and
0.012 dex). We have discussed how different Balmer lines and Balmer line combinations can
lead to different results and suggest a standard way for the field to determine Teff and log g
when using the spectroscopic method.
These results provide a consistent set of fundamental parameters (Teff and log g) of DAVs
that can be used to explore statistical properties and trends of the class as a whole.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS & OUTLOOK
He came to the center of four roads, and presently it came into his
imagination, that the knights-errant, when they came to these
crossways, set themselves to consider which of the roads they should
take: and, to imitate them, he stood still awhile, and at last, after
mature consideration, he let go the reins, submitting his own will to
be guided by that of his horse, who following his first motion, took
the direct road toward his stable.
— Don Quixote
This dissertation has presented new properties of white dwarfs in two environments. In
this final chapter, we summarize our new contributions to the field and offer some concluding
thoughts on future avenues of research enabled by this dissertation.
5.1 New Characterization of Two Magnetic Cataclysmic Variable
We have presented work on two magnetic cataclysmic variables in chapters 2 and 3.
For LSQ1725-64, we confirmed it as a member of the magnetic cataclysmic variable
class by detection of the system in the low state of accretion. This detection and follow-
up spectroscopy permitted us to measure the Zeeman splitting of H β and estimate the
surface-averaged magnetic field strength of the white dwarf to be 12.0 ± 0.5 MG. That same
spectroscopy is well-fitted with a white dwarf of effective temperature of 12,650 ± 550 K and
a secondary of spectral class M8 ± 0.5. Near nightly monitoring with PROMPT detected
the transition from low state to high state to occur over approximately three days, or 45
orbits. Combining our eclipse timings and the assumption the secondary follows the Knigge
(2006) mass-radius relationship, we have estimated the mass of the white dwarf to be 0.966 ±
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0.027 M, slightly on the high side of the known white dwarf mass distribution in magnetic
cataclysmic variables. The geometry of LSQ1725-64 also allows for an estimate of the Alfve´n
radius, which we used to estimate a mass transfer rate which is consistent with expectations
from angular momentum loss via gravitational radiation alone.
Time-resolved spectroscopy of CTCV1928-50 clearly revealed the presence of two sources
of emission: one from the heated face of the secondary and one from the accretion stream
falling towards the white dwarf. The radial velocity curve from the secondary, combined with
previous measurements, allowed us to estimate the mass of the white dwarf in the system
to be 0.67± 0.08 M. We also detected Zeeman absorption coming from cool halo gas near
the accretion pole of the white dwarf. We suggested that the detected wavelength shifts
are primarily due to the infalling material, which permits us to give an upper limit to the
free-fall velocity of 1869± 120 km s−1.
5.2 Careful Atmospheric Parameters of Pulsating White Dwarfs
In chapter 4 we presented our careful and systematic survey of pulsating white dwarfs.
We have observed 122 DAVs and NOVs during our nearly three year survey. By using the
same telescope, spectrograph, and data reduction and spectral fitting pipeline we have limited
the number of systematics influencing our determinations of Teff and log g. In the course of
this work, we have carefully characterized 10 systematics. Some of the largest systematics
can come from leaving spurious low spatial frequency light in the flat field or changing the
wavelengths at which each Balmer line is normalized. Extinction correction, flux calibration,
and correctly matching the resolution of the models to the observed spectrum lead to changes
of order 40 K and 0.01 dex in log g. We have also shown how each individual Balmer line
gives different atmospheric parameters and suggested a uniform method for future observers
to use as a Teff and log g yardstick. We concluded by showing the instability strip from
our survey. Two groups of DAVs cluster tightly together and we have predicted pulsation
periods and outbursts in other nearby DAVs.
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5.3 Future Outlook
The results presented in this dissertation open up several interesting avenues of continued
study. For the two magnetic cataclysmic variables discussed here, polarization measurements
will help confirm the field structure and geometry. In LSQ1725-64, this will help confirm
the estimate of the mass transfer rate, which can also be done with existing SWIFT and
XMM-Newton observations. In CTCV1928-50, polarization as well as modelling of the ac-
cretion region will help determine the exact origin of the halo Zeeman absorption. If the
absorption wavelength shifts are confirmed to come predominantly from the free-fall velocity
contribution, this system provides an exciting opportunity to explore and understand the
physics of accretion onto compact objects.
The SOAR Telescope and PROMPT provide an avenue to complete similar characteriza-
tions of other magnetic cataclysmic variables. There are still relatively few well understood
systems, so each new measurement of white dwarf mass, for example, provides an important
data point to understanding the properties of these systems as a whole. PROMPT can pro-
vide more measurements of accretion state changes that can help us understand the physical
origin and timescales involved. Time-resolved spectroscopy and photometry with SOAR will
permit measurements of other parameters.
The systematic consistency of the results we presented in chapter 4 will allow for a new
approach to conducting seismology of white dwarfs. Our effective temperatures and surface
gravities provide an opportunity to examine properties of DAVs as a whole and will further
enable similar work to that shown in Clemens et al. (2016). These results will also enable a
new type of seismology. Instead of examining single stars, we will attempt to use differences
in the pulsation spectra, Teff , and log g to understand relative differences in the structure
and composition of these stars. Our measured parameters also provide important priors for
seismology of single white dwarfs.
We have made a number of predictions in chapter 4 regarding pulsation periods and
new outbursting DAVs. Follow-up photometry and longterm monitoring will be necessary
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to confirm these predictions.
Recently, white dwarf photospheres have been created in the laboratory for the first time
using the Z Pulsed Power Facility at Sandia National Laboratories (see Falcon et al. (2010a)
and Matzen et al. 2005). This work is investigating the line profiles of H β, H γ, and H δ at
different electron densities. Falcon et al. (2015a) found differences between their observed
line profiles and the standard white dwarf models and are now investigating the reliability
of each Balmer line to Teff and log g (Falcon et al., 2015b). Comparison between derived
atmospheric parameters from laboratory observed profiles and the observed line profiles in
white dwarfs will help lead to better absolute calibration of the models. This work will then
guide our use of the models to derive correct effective temperatures and surface gravities.
Finally, GAIA will soon provide distances to thousands of white dwarfs. If combined
with accurate effective temperatures we will soon know the radii of many thousands of white
dwarfs. Since effective temperatures will be perhaps the largest contributor of error to the
estimated radii, accurately measuring effective temperatures is an import part of the process.
In this dissertation, we have better characterized the process of collecting careful white dwarf
effective temperatures. This work can be extended to a larger sample of white dwarfs which
would enable the determination of Teff and log g for white dwarfs at different evolutionary
stages.
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APPENDIX A: ECLIPSE TIMINGS OF LSQ1725-64
In this appendix, we give the eclipse timing measurements used to update the ephemeris
of LSQ1725-64 in subsection 2.4.1.
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Table A.1: Eclipse timings used to update the ephemeris of LSQ1725-64.
Observation Date Instrument Exposure Mid-egress Mid-egress Time O-C (s)
Start (UT) Time (s) Time (BJDTDB) Error (10
−5 days)
2011-09-07 SALTICAM 15.7 2455812.309128 12.3 2.30
2012-08-12 Goodman 20 2456152.522472 2.5 -3.01
2012-08-12 Goodman 20 2456152.588247 1.2 -0.15
2013-06-08 Goodman 20 2456451.713065 10.7 -1.19
2013-06-08 Goodman 20 2456451.778822 7.6 0.14
2013-07-03 Goodman 20 2456476.563494 2.3 3.79
2013-07-03 Goodman 20 2456476.629218 1.6 2.33
2013-07-06 SALTICAM 1.7 2456480.442182 5.7 -2.51
2013-07-12 Goodman 12 2456486.490430 3.1 -1.65
2013-07-12 Goodman 12 2456486.556206 1.6 1.27
2013-08-05 Goodman 12 2456510.486178 2.0 0.07
2013-08-05 Goodman 12 2456510.551916 2.4 -0.28
2013-08-14 Goodman 11 2456519.492761 2.8 -2.79
2013-08-14 Goodman 11 2456519.558514 2.1 -1.85
2013-08-15 Goodman 12 2456520.478891 8.2 -2.40
2013-09-02 SALTICAM 1.7 2456538.294926 1.2 0.02
2013-11-14 Goodman 12 2456610.545059 4.2 -1.58
2014-06-30 Goodman 12 2456838.603099 4.2 -0.65
2014-06-30 Goodman 12 2456838.668777 4.3 -6.23
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APPENDIX B: Teff AND log g VALUES OF DAVS
In this appendix, we present the final Teff and log g values from our survey of DAVs
presented in chapter 4. We include both the 1D ML2/α = 0.8 results and the results after
correction to 3D values following Tremblay et al. (2013b). Table B.1 includes the internal
errors from the χ2-fitting routine. The external errors for each observation are 52 K and
0.013 dex in log g. See subsection 4.5.11 for a more detailed discussion.
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Table B.1: Teff and log g values from our survey. Note: 0 = NOV, 1 = DAV
WD Other 1D Teff σ Teff 1D log g σ log g 3D Teff 3D log g Note
Name Name (K) Int. Int. (K)
J0000-0046 SDSS J000006.75-004653.8 12357 47 8.105 0.010 12125 8.075 1
J0018+0031 PB 5854 12603 3 7.974 0.008 12480 7.966 1
0016-258 MCT 0016-2553 11278 12 8.108 0.007 10972 7.962 1
0031-554 HE 0031-5525 12439 20 7.899 0.006 12293 7.891 1
0033+016 LAWD 5 10921 18 8.888 0.012 10735 8.670 0
SDSS J004533.15+054446.9 11517 27 8.126 0.009 11197 8.008 1
SDSS J004813.60+023351.9 11596 55 8.376 0.012 11284 8.242 0
J0050-0023 SDSS J005047.62-002316.9 11463 44 8.709 0.012 11199 8.539 1
SDSS J005117.29+031624.7 11342 36 8.061 0.012 11028 7.929 1
SDSS J005124.24+033903.7 12791 39 8.029 0.009 12700 8.023 1
0049-473 EC 00497-4723 11643 29 8.092 0.008 11321 7.994 1
J0102-0032 SDSS J010207.25-003259.7 11545 28 8.046 0.009 11223 7.942 1
SDSS J010528.74+020501.1 11935 40 8.028 0.010 11638 7.971 1
SDSS J010637.06+014502.4 12791 36 8.037 0.008 12698 8.030 1
0104-464 BPM 30551 11715 13 8.145 0.004 11392 8.049 1
Continued on next page
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WD Other 1D Teff σ Teff 1D log g σ log g 3D Teff 3D log g Note
Name Name (K) Int. Int. (K)
J0111+0018 SDSS J011100.63+001807.1 12618 40 8.076 0.010 12467 8.062 1
0108-001 SDSS J011123.91+000935.1 10797 26 8.184 0.018 10545 7.979 1
0120+002 GD 842 12739 32 7.887 0.008 12672 7.887 1
SDSS J012950.44-101842.0 13000 33 8.018 0.010 12954 8.016 1
0129+051 HS 0129+0511 14534 42 7.946 0.006 14535 7.947 0
0133-116 R 548 12502 13 7.956 0.003 12357 7.946 1
0134-177 G 272-55 11508 11 8.162 0.004 11190 8.039 1
0145-221 MCT 0145-2211 11969 13 8.129 0.004 11661 8.064 1
0151+017 EGGR 311 12940 17 7.960 0.006 12895 7.959 0
0205-297 HE 0205-2945 10822 10 7.928 0.012 10540 7.743 1
J0214-0823 SDSS J021406.78-082318.4 12021 35 7.928 0.010 11757 7.892 1
ATLAS 023320.65-320310.8 12253 30 8.120 0.007 11993 8.081 0
0235+069 HS 0235+0655 11214 25 8.122 0.009 10914 7.967 1
0246-012 SDSS J024922.35-010006.7 11397 39 8.070 0.014 11080 7.944 1
SDSS J030153.80+054019.9 12380 29 8.103 0.006 12155 8.074 1
J0303-0808 SDSS J030325.22-080834.9 11756 50 8.402 0.011 11434 8.284 1
Continued on next page
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WD Other 1D Teff σ Teff 1D log g σ log g 3D Teff 3D log g Note
Name Name (K) Int. Int. (K)
J0318+0030 SDSS J031847.09+003029.9 11489 24 8.087 0.008 11169 7.970 1
0330-009 SDSS J033236.86-004936.9 11521 55 8.017 0.018 11199 7.914 1
SDSS J033400.07+165046.1 11503 46 8.305 0.012 11194 8.166 0
0339-035 EGGR 568 12976 22 8.032 0.006 12923 8.029 0
0341-459 BPM 31594 12070 22 8.069 0.006 11786 8.020 1
0344-121 HE 0344-1207 12004 18 8.074 0.004 11709 8.018 1
J0349+1036 SDSS J034939.34+103649.9 13333 37 8.167 0.006 13307 8.165 1
SDSS J035809.38+134538.9 11937 41 8.897 0.008 11647 8.775 0
SDSS J035824.23+132430.7 11461 43 7.703 0.012 11140 7.638 1
SDSS J040424.92+125543.3 11842 39 7.893 0.012 11551 7.845 1
SDSS J043937.48+203108.9 14895 58 8.351 0.010 14896 8.352 0
0457-004 G 84-26 11312 11 8.936 0.004 11095 8.748 0
0507+045A HS 0507+0434B 12284 24 8.132 0.006 12027 8.094 1
SDSS J051101.40+163703.0 13856 43 8.474 0.011 13840 8.473 0
0532-560 HE 0532-5605 12086 12 8.467 0.003 11751 8.381 1
0701-587 BPM 18398 14770 12 8.423 0.004 14771 8.424 0
Continued on next page
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WD Other 1D Teff σ Teff 1D log g σ log g 3D Teff 3D log g Note
Name Name (K) Int. Int. (K)
0709-252 SCR J0711-2518 11162 8 7.991 0.006 10855 7.843 1
J0825+0329 SDSS J082518.86+032927.8 12380 37 8.155 0.009 12139 8.122 1
SDSS J083203.98+142942.3 11964 42 7.880 0.012 11698 7.845 1
SDSS J083323.44+130934.1 10663 22 8.165 0.018 10423 7.949 0
SDSS J083702.16+185613.3 14232 88 8.451 0.010 14231 8.451 1
SDSS J084027.83+132009.9 12341 37 8.224 0.008 12071 8.182 1
SDSS J084054.14+145708.9 11164 24 7.996 0.012 10857 7.848 1
SDSS J084055.71+130329.4 11976 29 8.056 0.007 11680 8.000 1
SDSS J084104.70+132039.8 12457 50 7.700 0.012 12368 7.707 1
J0843+0431 SDSS J084314.05+043131.6 12151 32 8.193 0.007 11855 8.138 1
0848+062 SDSS J085128.17+060551.1 12187 46 7.993 0.011 11945 7.962 1
J0853+0005 SDSS J085325.54+000514.2 12596 36 8.052 0.009 12447 8.038 1
J0855+0635 SDSS J085507.29+063540.9 11561 21 8.293 0.006 11246 8.162 1
SDSS J090041.08+190714.3 12445 23 8.019 0.006 12264 8.001 1
J0906-0024 SDSS J090624.25-002428.1 11748 33 8.120 0.010 11427 8.031 1
0908+033 SDSS J091118.42+031045.1 12060 52 8.144 0.012 11761 8.086 1
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0914+096 SDSS J091731.00+092638.1 12327 41 8.004 0.010 12118 7.981 1
J0923+0120 SDSS J092329.81+012020.0 11849 42 8.578 0.010 11530 8.458 1
J0925+0509 SDSS J092511.61+050932.4 11526 23 8.302 0.007 11215 8.166 0
J0940+0052 SDSS J094000.25+005207.0 11239 34 8.294 0.012 10953 8.126 1
0937-103 EC 09377-1020 15000 2 8.721 0.008 15001 8.722 0
SDSS SDSS J095833.13+013049.1 12482 34 7.903 0.008 12347 7.896 1
J0959+0238 SDSS J095936.96+023828.5 12715 47 8.015 0.010 12609 8.008 1
1013+033 HS 1013+0321 12745 32 8.041 0.007 12639 8.033 1
SDSS J110525.69-161328.3 12561 31 7.994 0.007 12421 7.983 1
1116+026 GD 133 12877 13 8.043 0.004 12802 8.038 1
J1125+0345 SDSS J112542.84+034506.3 12237 40 7.863 0.012 12044 7.849 1
1126-222 EC 11266-2217 12294 19 8.011 0.004 12074 7.985 1
J1136+0409 SDSS J113655.18+040952.6 12525 30 7.922 0.006 12396 7.915 1
SDSS J115126.14+052512.9 12531 42 8.035 0.008 12369 8.020 1
1149+057 PG 1149+058 11333 8 8.139 0.005 11025 7.997 1
1150-153 EC 11507-1519 12684 37 8.025 0.008 12567 8.016 1
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J1200-0251 SDSS J120054.54-025107.0 12284 36 8.055 0.008 12049 8.025 1
1215+009 SDSS J121830.68+004216.1 11515 53 8.112 0.016 11195 7.996 1
1219-024 SDSS J122229.57-024332.5 12041 34 8.174 0.008 11734 8.111 1
1236-495 BPM 37093 12071 10 8.744 0.003 11744 8.641 1
1249+044 HS 1249+0426 12401 20 8.101 0.004 12182 8.074 1
1258+013 HE 1258+0123 11606 16 8.027 0.006 11284 7.933 1
1307-017 SDSS J131007.87-015955.8 11454 39 7.808 0.013 11131 7.726 1
J1338-0023 SDSS J133831.74-002328.0 12537 47 7.975 0.010 12396 7.964 1
EPIC 229227292 11408 16 8.085 0.006 11092 7.958 1
1342-237 EC 13429-2342 11220 16 8.132 0.008 10920 7.976 1
1343-006 SDSS J134550.93-005536.5 12672 30 8.000 0.007 12560 7.992 1
1352+013 SDSS J135459.88+010819.2 12506 30 7.947 0.006 12365 7.937 1
SDSS J135647.75-064345.9 13118 37 7.877 0.008 13104 7.879 0
1401-147 EC 14012-1446 11952 32 8.092 0.008 11647 8.029 1
1406+050 SDSS J140859.46+044554.7 11866 47 8.057 0.012 11557 7.989 1
1414+012 SDSS J141708.81+005827.2 11640 41 8.070 0.012 11318 7.975 1
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1422+095 GD 165 12836 19 8.028 0.004 12756 8.023 1
1429-037 HE 1429-0343 11623 13 8.066 0.004 11301 7.969 1
1425-811 L 19-2 12879 9 8.083 0.004 12794 8.076 1
1459+001 SDSS J150207.02-000147.2 12095 40 8.014 0.010 11828 7.974 1
1521-003 SDSS J152403.25-003022.9 11649 11 8.148 0.004 11326 8.044 1
1612+0830 SDSS J161218.08+083028.2 13714 87 8.283 0.014 13706 8.282 1
1623-540 BPM 24150 11702 11 7.937 0.004 11389 7.867 0
1743-132 EGGR 175 12797 14 7.977 0.004 12721 7.973 0
VPHAS J175554.3-245648.7 14141 11 8.246 0.004 14141 8.247 0
EPIC 229228364 11247 34 8.073 0.013 10940 7.927 1
1959+059 GD 226 11035 16 8.132 0.009 10753 7.955 1
J2128-0007 SDSS J212808.49-000750.8 12316 48 7.982 0.011 12111 7.961 1
2132-079 SDSS J213530.32-074330.7 11674 60 7.927 0.018 11360 7.855 1
2144-004 SDSS J214723.73-001358.4 12689 58 7.969 0.014 12590 7.963 1
2148-291 0 12402 27 7.985 0.006 12220 7.968 1
2151-077 SDSS J215354.11-073121.9 13098 30 7.941 0.012 13076 7.942 1
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SDSS J220830.01+065448.6 11839 42 8.366 0.010 11512 8.261 1
J2209-0919 SDSS J220915.84-091942.5 11640 35 8.114 0.010 11318 8.013 1
J2214-0025 PB 5113 13072 36 8.046 0.012 13032 8.044 1
SDSS J222024.23-093331.0 11014 26 8.112 0.014 10732 7.934 1
2304-090 SDSS J230726.66-084700.3 11628 36 8.093 0.010 11306 7.993 1
2326+049 G 29-38 11761 8 8.048 0.002 11444 7.970 1
2332+007 SDSS J233458.71+010303.1 11463 30 8.089 0.010 11144 7.969 1
2333-049 G 157-82 10884 20 8.155 0.013 10620 7.960 0
2336-079 GD 1212 11199 10 8.115 0.007 10900 7.959 1
J2350-0054 SDSS J235040.72-005430.9 10823 26 8.265 0.016 10577 8.058 1
2348-244 EC 23487-2424 11728 10 8.051 0.003 11409 7.969 1
2349-031 PB 8040 10582 18 9.500 0.001 10498 9.275 0
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